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Introduction

1.1

The climate change problem

The evidence that human activity is causing changes in the global climate is
now stronger than ever. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), a UN forum of scientists established to collect and summarise
information on climate change, has concluded that it is very unlikely that the
global pattern of warming during the past half century can be explained by
natural causes alone (IPCC, 2007b). This introductory chapter firstly sets out the
relevance of the climate change problem, by reviewing climate change in the
past century, possible changes in the future, and the expected impacts of
climate change. Subsequently, how integrated assessment models can help in
assessing the impact of climate policies is discussed. In this section, the model
used for this study is introduced. Finally, the chapter sets out the aim and
outlines of this study.

1.1.1 Past climate change
Greenhouse gases occurring naturally in the atmosphere (such as water, carbon
dioxide and methane) increase the Earth’s temperature considerably. It is
estimated that without this natural greenhouse effect, the Earth’s mean
temperature would be more than 30°C colder (IPCC, 2007b). The natural
greenhouse effect is undisputed and was described as early as the 19th century
(Fourier, 1824) and measured by Tyndall (1873) in the same century. In 1906,
the possibility of a human-induced enhanced greenhouse effect caused by CO2
emissions from burning fossil fuels and other combustion processes was
mentioned for the first time (Arrhenius, 1906; with English translation in 1908).
Since then, this hypothesis has been heavily debated in the natural science
literature and the original theory significantly expanded. Moreover, the theory
has been exposed to measurement.
A common indicator to measure changes in climate is the global mean surface
temperature (or simply, global temperature). Different research groups keep
track of trends in global temperature, such as the Climate Research Unit of
University East Anglia in conjunction with the Met Office Hadley Centre
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(HadCRUT3v dataset; Brohan et al., 2006), the NASA Goddard Institute for Space
Studies (GISTEMP dataset; Hansen et al., 2006) and the United States National
Climatic Data Center (NCDC dataset; Smith et al., 2008).
These three datasets provide global temperature records dating from 1880. The
datasets are based on two components – land surface temperature and sea
surface temperature – which are combined to produce a global temperature
estimate. The data for land surface temperature is based on thousands of
meteorological stations around the world. Sea surface temperatures are either
based on ship measurements or, more recently, on satellite observations.
There are two main differences between the three temperature datasets. The
first relates to the temperature data used, for example, the sea surface
temperature component of the newest NCDC dataset does not include satellite
observations, whereas the other two datasets do. The second is the methods
used to calculate the global average temperature. For example, HadCRUT3v
omits large areas of the Arctic and Antarctic where monitoring stations are
sparse, whereas GISTEMP extrapolates data from the nearest available
monitoring stations for these regions.
The global temperature trend relative to the 1961-1990 period according to the
three datasets is presented in Figure 1.1. The differences between the datasets
are small, with all three showing an increase in global mean temperature from
1900 to 1940, and stabilising afterwards until approximately 1980, before
increasing strongly again. The data led IPCC (2007b) to conclude that the
current average global surface temperature is 0.74 ± 0.18°C higher than 100
years ago.
In understanding why the increase in global temperature has occurred, the
concept of radiative forcing is important because an increase in radiative forcing
leads to an increase in global temperature (IPCC, 2007b). Radiative forcing is a
measure of how the energy balance of the Earth-atmosphere system is
influenced when factors that affect climate are altered. It is usually measured as
the rate of energy change per unit area of the globe as measured at the top of
the atmosphere, and is expressed in Watts per square metre (IPCC, 2007b).
Both human activities and natural causes can affect radiative forcing through
changes in climate change drivers such as greenhouse gases, aerosols (small
particles), cloud microphysics and solar irradiance (IPCC, 2007b).
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Figure 1.1 Global temperature trend in the period 1900-2009 according to GISTEMP dataset
(Hansen et al., 2006), NCDC dataset (Smith et al., 2008) and HadCRUT3v dataset (Brohan et al.,
2006)
In addition, climate is influenced by local land cover, among others via changes
in the Earth’s albedo (reflected radiation). An important issue is whether the
temperature increase in the past century can be explained by natural factors
alone, or whether human activity has likely contributed to this change. To assess
this, the IPCC (2007b) has summarised the various well-established natural and
human factors that have contributed to changes in radiative forcing since 1750.
While a small positive effect of a natural cause was found, namely an increase in
solar irradiance, the effect of human activity was found to be much greater
(Figure 1.2).
As depicted in Figure 1.2, the main contributors to increased radiative forcing
since about 1750 (start of the industrial revolution) are long-lived greenhouse
gases: carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O) and different
groups of halogenated gases (CFCs, HFCs, PFCs, SF6). Direct and indirect
measurements indicate that the atmospheric concentration of these gases has
increased rapidly since 1750. CO2 concentration in the atmosphere is now
approximately 380 parts per million (ppm; the number of CO2 molecules per
million air molecules), compared to between 275 and 285 ppm in the period
between 1000 and 1750. CH4 concentration is now about 1,775 ppb (parts per
9
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Figure 1.2 Summary of the principal components of the radiative forcing of climate change
(IPCC, 2007b)

billion), compared to between 400 and 700 ppb in the 750 years before the start
of the industrial revolution. N2O concentrations are now approximately 320 ppb
compared to around 270 ppb before the start of the industrial revolution.
Scientific consensus is high about the effect of these long-lived greenhouse gases
on radiative forcing, with the uncertainty in the quantitative effect on radiative
forcing relatively low (IPCC, 2007b).
The effect of the other components influencing radiative forcing is more
uncertain. Aerosols have various direct and indirect impacts on radiative
forcing, their combined effect being negative. The total net effect of human
10
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activity on radiative forcing is, however, positive. The strength of this effect is
uncertain and strongly depends on the negative effect of aerosols on radiative
forcing.
The main human activities causing the increase in long-lived greenhouse gases
are the combustion of fossil fuels for transportation, building heating and
cooling, and manufacturing (CO2 and N2O), agricultural activities (CH4), and
deforestation (CO2). The increase of aerosols is caused by human activities,
ranging from fossil fuel and biomass burning to surface mining and industrial
processes.

1.1.2 Expected climate change
The level of climate change to expect depends on several factors, including
future greenhouse gas emissions, the concentration level resulting from these
emissions, and the sensitivity of the climate system to increases in greenhouse
gas concentrations.
Regarding the first uncertainty, high future emissions can be expected if
population grows rapidly, people adopt energy-intensive lifestyles and produce
energy from fossil fuels. In contrast, low future emissions can be expected if
technology improves rapidly and people adopt less energy-intensive lifestyles. To
gain insight into the potential development of emissions, various scenarios are
used. Scenarios are consistent descriptions of the future under a set of plausible
assumptions. Van Vuuren et al. (2008) provide a range of potential emission
developments in the absence of climate policy, based on different scenario
assumptions and models (see Figure 1.3). In 2100, global emissions are expected
to amount to 70 to 140 Gigatonne CO2 equivalent (Gt CO2 eq., see Text Box 1.1),
compared to 40 Gt in 2000. This increase is mainly due to a strong increase in
energy use, resulting from both population and economic growth.
Another important factor leading to uncertainty about temperature increase is
the uncertainty in how emissions affect future greenhouse gas concentration. A
key factor here is the strength of the carbon cycle feedback (Friedlingstein et al.,
2006), which is the impact of climate change on the carbon cycle. The expected
concentration level during the coming century is shown in Figure 1.3, which
takes into account both the uncertainty in emissions and carbon cycle feedbacks.
By 2100, the concentration level is expected to be between 800 and 1900 ppm
CO2 eq. (see Text Box 1.1).
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Figure 1.3 Global greenhouse gas emissions, concentration and temperature change. The
literature range refers to scenarios without climate policy. For concentration and temperature,
the indicated range includes the uncertainty in emissions, carbon cycle feedback and climate
sensitivity. Source: PBL (2009a) based on van Vuuren et al. (2008; 2010)

Finally, the relationship between greenhouse gas concentrations and
temperature is uncertain. This uncertainty is summarised by the term
equilibrium climate sensitivity, defined as the equilibrium level of global
average surface warming resulting from a doubling of carbon dioxide
concentrations (IPCC, 2007b). It takes centuries before this equilibrium
temperature is reached because of the slow response time of the climate system.
On the basis of various studies, the IPPC (2007b) concludes that the equilibrium
climate sensitivity is likely to be in the range of 2 to 4.5°C, with a best estimate
of about 3°C. The expected range of temperature change without climate policy
is also shown in Figure 1.3, and takes into account uncertainties in emissions,
carbon cycle feedbacks, and climate sensitivity. The total range is a change in
global mean temperature of 2.6 to 5.9°C above the pre-industrial level (PBL,
2009a).
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Text Box 1.1: CO2 and CO2 equivalents
The concept of CO2 equivalent concentrations has been created in order to
express the total contribution to greenhouse gas forcing of all different
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere in one collective number, namely in
an equivalent CO2 concentration that would cause the same forcing. The
equivalent concentration is measured as parts per million CO2 equivalents
(or ppm CO2 eq.). In this thesis, concentrations are always measured in ppm
CO2 eq., unless stated otherwise. In 2005, the greenhouse gas concentration in the atmosphere was about 380 ppm CO2 eq. (IPCC, 2007b).
In this thesis, total greenhouse gas emissions are expressed in CO2
equivalents as well by weighing emissions using Global Warming
Potentials (GWPs). Current climate policies, such as the Kyoto Protocol, use
GWPs to allow substitution across the different gases, as such benefiting
from the increased flexibility under a multi-gas approach (van Vuuren et
al., 2006c). Alternative metrics have also been proposed, such as metrics
that directly focus on reaching a chosen temperature target. If a
substitution metric is chosen that focuses on the long term only, the value
attached to short-lived gases, such as methane, are set at a lower level. The
economic impact of using alternative metrics appears to be relatively small
(PBL, 2009a).

1.1.3 Expected impacts of climate change
A large body of studies reports that the consequences of climate change are
likely to increase with a further rise in temperature. The main risks of increasing
temperatures were summarised by the IPCC (2007d) and presented in Figure 1.4.
The figure shows five areas vulnerable to climate change: water supply,
ecosystems, food supply, coastal areas, and health. Although there are still
considerable uncertainties, low levels of temperature increase are expected to
impact mostly on sensitive ecosystems, such as coral reefs, and to have mainly
local effects, for example, decreased water availability in mid-latitudes or
increased damage to coastal systems due to an increase in flooding and storms.
Further climate change increases the risks of more radical and large-scale
effects. These effects include large-scale extinction of species, decreasing
productivity in cereals in low latitudes, large-scale loss of coastal wetlands due
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Figure 1.4 Examples of impacts associated with global average temperature change. Note that
impacts will vary by extent of adaptation, rate of temperature change and socio-economic
profile. Source: IPCC (2007d)

to increasing sea level rise, and substantial negative health effects due to heat
waves, floods, droughts and diseases. Not depicted in Figure 1.4 is potential for
climate change to lead to large-scale discontinuities, such as weakening of
thermohaline circulation, release of methane from tundra/permafrost, and
melting of the Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets (Lenton et al., 2008).
A comparison of Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4 shows the relevance and urgency of
the climate change problem. An expected temperature increase of 2.6 to 5.9°C
by the end of this century would result in serious risks to water supply,
ecosystems, food supply, coastal areas, and health, especially at the high-end
14
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range of temperature increase. This has led policy-makers to conclude that
greenhouse gas emissions must be reduced (referred to as mitigation), and also
that adaptations need to be made to climate change (referred to as adaptation).

1.2

Modeling the interactions between climate
and economy

Defining effective mitigation and adaptation strategies for climate change policy
is not easy. Füssel and Mastrandrea (2010) have identified several reasons for
this: (1) the global scale of the problem requires cooperation of many
stakeholders with diverse interests; (2) most impacts of climate change occur far
into the future because of the slow response time of the climate system,
requiring taking account of impacts on future generations; (3) regional and
social disparity between those mainly responsible for climate change and those
most vulnerable to it rise difficult equity issues, and (4) the possibility of
catastrophic and/or irreversible effects make policy preferences sensitive to risk
attitudes.
Finally, the climate change problem is complex with many uncertain
environmental, social and economic dimensions. To help policy-makers in
determining sensible climate mitigation and adaptation strategies, integrated
assessment models (IAMs) have been developed. One of the first of such models
was the World3 model developed by Meadows et al. (1972). Since then, many
others have followed, most focusing on a specific environmental problem such
as climate change and ways that policy could deal with it. IAMs for climate
change combine information from various disciplines in order to derive relevant
insights for climate change policy. These models analyse long time horizons,
typically over 100 years, to support policy-makers in short-term decision making.
The models cover the full cause and effect chain of the climate change problem,
as depicted in Figure 1.5. The chain starts with the main drivers of climate
change: population growth and growth of economic activity expressed in terms
of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The next step in the chain is to determine the
level of emissions resulting from developments in population and GDP. Emission
levels can be curbed by mitigation measures, but at a certain cost.

15
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Adaptation
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Climate system:
‐ Climate change

Socio‐economic system:
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Carbon and atmospheric
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‐ Greenhouse gas concentrations

Energy system:
‐ Greenhouse gas
emissions

Figure 1.5 Basic structure of an IAM for climate change

The carbon cycle and atmospheric chemistry models in the IAM determine the
concentration levels resulting from emissions of CO2 and other greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere, respectively. The climate model is then used to calculate the
impact on climate.
Finally, climate change affects the welfare of human society (referred to as
climate change damage). Adaptation measures can help to limit the negative
impacts of climate change on wealth.
This study focuses on the application of the IAM called FAIR-CBA (Framework to
Assess International Regimes for differentiation of commitments). The original
FAIR model was designed to analyse the costs implications of future
commitments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. For the research presented in
this study, the model was extended to incorporate modules on economic
growth, adaptation, damage and discounting (see Section 1.2.2).
In the following sections, IAMs are introduced focusing on the difference
between cost-benefit and process-based IAMs and on the roles and challenges of
cost-benefit IAMs in guiding mitigation and adaptation strategies. This is
followed by an overview of the FAIR-CBA model.
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1.2.1 Cost-benefit versus process-based IAMs
There are many ways to categorise IAMs (see, for example, van Beeck, 1999;
Füssel, 2010; Goodess et al., 2003; Kelly and Kolstad, 1999; Kareiva et al., 2005;
Weyant et al., 1996).
Although some ambiguity remain in categorising IAMs, Tol and Fankhauser
(1998) make a major distinction between IAMs focusing on the costs and
benefits of climate change policies (referred to as cost-benefit IAMs) and IAMs
focusing on the underlying processes (referred to as process-based IAMs).
Process-based IAMs attempt to capture the consequences of climate change or
climate change policies on various social, economic, and environmental
parameters. Such IAMs include IMAGE (Integrated Model to Assess the Global
Environment: Alcamo, 1994; Bouwman et al.; 2006; van Vuuren et al., 2007a),
AIM (Asia-Pacific Integrated Model: Kainuma et al., 2004; Matsuoka et al., 1995),
and GCAM (Global Change Assessment Model, formerly MiniCAM: Scott et al.,
2000; Thomson et al., 2008).
These models are normally characterised by a high degree of spatial detail (often
0.5 x 0.5 degrees longitude and latitude). While this category of models focuses
on the underlying processes, they generally include an elaborate description of
the climate and energy/economic system. Process-based IAMs do not aim to fully
optimise costs and benefits. However, often part of the model includes an
optimisation process, for instance, to calculate the most cost-effective emission
profile to reach a certain climate target. Because full optimisation is not
required, several models express the costs of climate change in physical units
rather than in monetary units. The major advantages of process-based IAMs are
the greater detail of the physical and economic aspects of the climate change
problem, and a higher level of regional detail. The major downside of processbased IAMs is their reduced transparency.
Cost-benefit IAMs aim to compare the costs and benefits of climate mitigation
and/or adaptation. Examples of cost-benefit IAMs are FUND (climate Framework
for Uncertainty, Negotiation and Distribution: Tol et al., 1995; Tol, 2009), DICE
(Dynamic Integrated model of Climate and the Economy: Nordhaus, 1994;
Nordhaus, 2008), MERGE (Model for Evaluating Regional and Global Effects of
GHG reduction policies: Manne et al., 1995; Manne and Richels, 2004b) and
PAGE (Policy Analysis of the Greenhouse Effect: Hope et al., 1993; Hope, 2006a).
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The major strengths of cost-benefit IAMs are their transparency and integrated
description of mitigation and impacts (van Vuuren, 2006). A major objective of
these models is to determine the optimal climate mitigation profile. This
optimisation process is complex and computationally expensive. Therefore, such
models typically have relatively simple representations of the climate, energy
and economic systems.
As this study focuses on the costs and benefits of different adaptation and
mitigation strategies for climate change, cost-benefit IAMs are more
approporiate for this study.

1.2.2 The role and challenges of cost-benefit IAMs
Originally, cost-benefit IAMs were used to provide guidance in determining the
preferred level and/or timing of mitigating climate change. More recently, costbenefit IAMs have been used to assess issues on adaptation to climate change,
especially in relation to mitigation. These two main roles of cost-benefit IAMs
are discussed in detail below, together with the main challenges.
Using cost-benefit IAMs to guide mitigation strategies
Cost-benefit IAMs have been used extensively to support policy-makers in
deciding the preferred level and timing of climate change mitigation (Cline,
1992; Hope, 2006a; Keller et al., 2004; Maddison, 1995; Manne and Richels,
2004b; Mendelsohn et al., 2000; Nordhaus, 2008; Pearce, 2003; Stern, 2006; Tol,
2002c; 2009). The recommendations of these studies vary enormously, from
avoiding steep and fast emission reductions (e.g., Nordhaus, 2008; Tol, 2009) to
very ambitious climate policies (e.g., Cline, 1992; Stern, 2006). This variation in
recommendations relates to two major challenges in cost-benefit analyses of
climate change mitigation: the great deal of uncertainty in modelling
interactions between climate and the economy; and how to deal with the very
long time horizons inherent in climate change policies (discounting).
The main uncertainties in the assessment of the costs and benefits of climate
mitigation policies relate to the cost of mitigation, the development of
emissions, the climate system, and the impact of global warming. The last two
uncertainties have gained the most attention recently.
As mentioned in Section 1.1, there is still large uncertainty in the sensitivity of
the climate to increases in greenhouse gas concentrations. The major issue is
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that it is especially difficult to estimate an upper boundary on the climate
sensitivity (IPCC, 2007b). The current estimate for the likely range for climate
sensitivity is 2 to 4.5°C but there is a low probability that will be higher. In terms
of the impact of global warming, the monetary damage of climate change is still
very hard to estimate. This may well depend on the low probability of large-scale
discontinuities (Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000). As such, both uncertainty in the
climate sensitivity and in climate change damage mean that low-probability,
high-impact events are of major importance in comparing the costs and benefits
of climate change mitigation policies. Azar (1998), Dietz et al. (2007) and
Weitzman (2009), for example, have shown that uncertainty about the
economics of low-probability, high-impact events can drastically change the
outcome of economic analyses of climate change.
Discounting is used to compare costs and benefits over time. It is especially
important in evaluating climate change policies because the costs of mitigation
have to be incurred in the short term, while the main benefits are to be
expected in the (very) long term. The reason for discounting is twofold in
welfare economics. Firstly, future generations are expected to be richer than the
current generation, and the utility of an extra unit of consumption is generally
less for the rich than for the poor. Secondly, people generally prefer an extra
unit of consumption earlier rather than later. Therefore, a certain discount rate
is used to express future costs and benefits in present terms.
The discount rate heavily influences the results of cost-benefit analysis of climate
mitigation policy. Views differ on what constitutes the right discounting method
for intergenerational cost-benefit analyses, such as climate change policy (Hoel
and Sterner, 2007; Howarth, 2003; Nordhaus, 2007; Stern, 2006; UK Treasury,
2003; Weitzman, 2001; 2007).
Most studies use the Ramsey equation for determining the discount rate. This
equation states that the discount rate should be equal to the rate of pure time
preference (reflecting the idea that people prefer an extra unit of consumption
earlier rather than later), plus the elasticity of marginal utility (reflecting the
idea that the utility of an extra unit of consumption is generally less for the rich
than for the poor) times the per-capita growth rate of consumption. Nordhaus
(2008) calibrates the parameters of the Ramsey equation so that the discount
rate is about equal to the estimated market return on capital (about 5.5%). There
are several reasons why some argue that a lower discount rate should be used
for climate change policy analysis. For instance, Stern (2006) follows the
19
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argument made by Ramsey (1928), Harrod (1948) and Solow (1974) and others
that the welfare of future generations should be treated as the same as the
current generation on ethical grounds. Therefore, Stern calibrates the Ramsey
equation so that the resulting discount rate is much lower than that one used by
Nordhaus. Others argue for using a discount rate lower than the market interest
rate. Hoel and Sterner (2007) argue that if the relative price of the ecosystem
service endangered (in the case of climate change, a whole range of ecosystems
services are endangered – see Figure 1.4) rises, then a lower discount rate should
be used for these services. Ackerman et al. (2009), Howarth (2003) and
Weitzman (2007) all argue that the discount rate applied to climate change
policy should be lower than the market rate because of uncertainty in future
consumption. Finally, van den Bergh (2009) argues that individual time
preference is not a correct analogy for social discounting because societies are
immortal (implicitly recognised by Stern, 2006). In short, there is considerable
debate of what constitutes the appropriate discount rate for cost-benefit analyses
of climate change policy.
Using cost-benefit IAMs to guide adaptation and mitigation strategies
Although most cost-benefit IAMs focus on assessing mitigation strategies,
recently more attention has been given to the effect and relationship of
adaptation to climate change. The major reason to explicitly include adaptation
policies in cost-benefit IAMs is the potential for adaptation policies to play a
major role in influencing the costs of climate change and consequently in the
preferred level of climate change mitigation. The challenges of including
adaptation explicitly in cost-benefit IAMs are discussed below.
Perhaps the main challenge is that even though adaptation and mitigation are
implemented on the same local or regional scale, the effect of adaptation is
more local and specialised in character than mitigation (IPCC, 2007a). The effect
of mitigation is global because for climate it does not matter where greenhouse
gases are emitted into the atmosphere. Furthermore, mitigation reduces all
impacts of climate change.
While the effect of adaptation measures can be very local and specific, response
strategies are often only suitable for one specific region. This local character
makes it difficult to include adaptation in a global cost-benefit IAM. The result is
that research on adaptation has mainly focused on local case studies, with little
effort to generalise to larger geographical scales (IPCC, 2007a).
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Another reason for little attention of adaptation in IAMs is that many adaptation
measures, unlike mitigation measures, do not have to be publicly financed. This
makes adaptation less important in public policy advice. However, there are also
adaptation measures that have a public character, such as protection against sea
level rise and river flooding. But even for private mitigation measures, it is
relevant to consider adaptation in IAMs. As noted above, adaptation might
influence the required level of mitigation. Furthermore, financing adaptation in
developing countries is high on the political agenda.
Despite these challenges to include adaptation explicitly in cost-benefit IAMs,
several attempts have been made to do so. The first by Hope et al. (1993) was
based on generic assumptions and was later criticised as being too optimistic in
the effectiveness of adaptation in reducing damage (de Bruin et al., 2009b). A
more recent attempt was by de Bruin et al. (2009a; 2009b), taking the DICE and
RICE IAMs of Nordhaus (2008) as starting points. This thesis uses the methods of
de Bruin in modelling adaptation in the FAIR-CBA.

1.2.3 FAIR-CBA model
The model framework used in this thesis builds on the FAIR 2.1 model (den
Elzen and Lucas, 2005; den Elzen et al., 2007c; den Elzen and van Vuuren, 2007).
This model was developed to assess the cost implications of different proposals
to allocate emission reduction targets (burden-sharing regimes) at the level of 17
world regions. The model therefore focused on the costs of mitigation and thus
did not allow for comparing these costs with climate change damages, nor did it
include adaptation.
In order to conduct the research presented in this thesis, the original FAIR
model has been extended with modules on climate change damage, adaptation
costs, economic growth and discounting (Hof et al., 2008; 2009a; 2010). The
extended version of the FAIR model (further referred to as FAIR-CBA) can be
regarded as a complete cost-benefit IAM. The FAIR-CBA model is discussed in
detail in Chapters 2, 7 and 8. Here, the overall model structure is briefly
described as a combination of the following seven steps. Steps 5 to 7 are
extensions to the original FAIR model (also see Figure 1.6):
1. Projecting baseline emissions and marginal abatement costs. Expert
models for land use and energy-related emissions (respectively IMAGE and
TIMER (Targets IMage Energy Regional model; van Vuuren et al., 2007)) are
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2.

3.

4.

5.
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used to provide input to FAIR on emissions for different baseline scenarios.
Furthermore, the terrestrial submodels of IMAGE and TIMER are used to
provide information on emission reduction costs of carbon plantation and
changes in the energy system, respectively.
Defining global emission mitigation profiles. The FAIR-SiMCaP (Simple
Model for Climate Policy assessment: den Elzen et al., 2007c) model was
used to create global multi-gas emission profiles (see also Text Box 1.2) for
the six greenhouse gases covered under the Kyoto Protocol with a least-cost
approach, under the constraint of reaching a predefined concentration or
temperature goal. For this, the FAIR-SiMCaP model combines the cost model
of FAIR and the climate model MAGICC 4.1 (Model for the Assessment of
Greenhouse-gas Induced Climate Change: Wigley, 2003). The difference
between the global emission reduction profiles and baseline emissions
calculated in step 1 determines the global emission reductions necessary.
Calculating regional emission reduction requirements. The global
emission reduction requirement has to be translated into regional emission
reduction targets. One way is via certain emission allocation regimes, which
define these targets via generic rules. The emission allocation model of FAIR
includes various possible regimes for translating the global emission
reduction requirements into regional emission allowances for different
climate regimes.
Calculating regional mitigation costs. Regional costs are determined
using the regional reduction targets and the regional emission reduction
cost curves. Usually, international climate policy allows regions to trade
“emission rights”. Therefore, international emission trading rules are also
included in the calculations, and the FAIR cost model can also calculate the
international permit price and the financial flows resulting from emission
trading.
Calculating adaptation costs and climate change damages. The damage
and adaptation model determines the resulting climate change damages
and adaptation costs resulting from the temperature increase, determined in
step 3. The adaptation costs and damage estimates are based on the
adaptation and damage curves of the AD-DICE and AD-RICE models (de
Bruin et al., 2009a; 2009b). In FAIR-CBA, the level of adaptation can either
be chosen exogenously or calculated optimally by the model. Apart from the
adaptation curves from AD-DICE and AD-RICE, the model also includes
damage curves of the MERGE and PAGE IAMs, for comparison purposes.
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IMAGE/TIMER
Baseline emissions,
MAC curves

FAIR‐SiMCaP
Mitigation pathways,
concentrations,
temperature change

Emission allocation model
Regional emission reductions

Cost model
Mitigation costs,
permit price,
emission trading

Adaptation and
damage model
Adaptation level,
adaptation costs,
residual damages

Economic growth model
Consumption loss

Discounting model
Present value of
consumption loss

Figure 1.6 Schematic overview of the FAIR-CBA model. Dashed boxes indicate extensions to
the original FAIR model
6. Calculating consumption loss over time. A simple economic growth
model is used to calculate consumption loss from mitigation, adaptation and
climate change damages. Consumption losses are calculated for each of the
emission profiles defined in step 2.
7. Calculating the present value of consumption loss. The final step is
calculating the present value of the cumulative consumption loss over time.
FAIR-CBA includes different discounting methods (Nordhaus, 2008; UK
Treasury, 2003; Stern, 2006; Weitzman, 2001) in order to assess the
sensitivity of the results to the discount rate. In optimasation, the preferred
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emission profile is assumed to be that with the lowest present value of
consumption loss. Apart from determining the preferred profile, FAIR-CBA
also provides insight into the robustness of the preferred target by
comparing the consumption loss of the preferred profile with the other
profiles.
Cost-benefit IAMs can be distinguished in optimisation models (such as MERGE,
DICE and FUND) and policy evaluation models (such as PAGE). The first category
aims to calculate the optimal level and timing of mitigation while the second
category compares the costs and benefits of pre-described mitigation policies. In
essence, the FAIR-CBA model is a policy evaluation IAM because there is no
formal optimisation process of the costs and benefits of climate policy. Instead, a
large set of cost-effective emission profiles are evaluated that meet a certain predefined concentration target. As the pathway can still be determined with the
lowest costs, this means in practice the FAIR-CBA has a similar capability as a full
optimisation tool.
An advantage of FAIR-CBA is the direct connection to more complex models
such as IMAGE and TIMER, which provide more detailed information on
mitigation technologies and costs (see van Vuuren et al., 2006b, for a
description of and technologies included in the TIMER model).
A drawback to the FAIR-CBA model is that its description is less integrated than
most cost-benefit optimisation IAMs. Instead of a description of the energy
system within FAIR-CBA, mitigation costs are based on MAC curves consistent
with the dynamics within TIMER (den Elzen et al., 2007c). As a consequence, the
impacts in terms of fossil fuel trade, for instance, are not directly known. While
this leads to some reduced integration, it has the advantage of allowing more
detailed representations of the climate and energy systems. It also adds
flexibility in changing some critical assumptions of the model (as the model can
run different MAC curves).
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Text Box 1.2: Peaking profiles
The term peaking profile refers to a certain strategy for achieving long-term
temperature targets. Originally, researchers have examined the equilibrium
temperature associated with a stabilisation of greenhouse gas concentrations. However, as noted above, it takes centuries before the equilibrium
temperature is reached. Therefore, part of the increase can be prevented by
not allowing the temperature to reach this equilibrium level. This can be
done by reducing concentrations after an initial peak, instead of stabilising
concentrations. Emission pathways leading to such peaks in concentrations
are called peaking profiles. Den Elzen and van Vuuren (2007) have shown
that peaking profiles provide a much higher likelihood of staying below a
certain temperature target at only little additional costs. All mitigation
scenarios in this thesis are based on such peaking profiles. The mitigation
scenarios in this thesis are named after the concentration peak level in the
21st century, instead of the ultimately achieved target. Table 1.1 gives an
overview of the long-term greenhouse gas concentrations and peaking year
for some of the main emission pathways used in this thesis.

Table 1.1 Relationship between peak concentrations, 2100 concentrations and 2200
concentrations, all in CO2-eq., for the main emission pathways used in this thesis (from
den Elzen and van Vuuren, 2007)
Peak
concentration
level (ppm)
500
510
520
530
540
550
600
650
700
750
800

Year of
concentration
peak
2060
2070
2070
2070
2070
2080
2100
2170
after 2200
after 2200
after 2200

Concentration
level in 2100
(ppm)
470
490
500
520
530
540
600
630
660
680
690

Concentration
level in 2200
(ppm)
400
420
430
450
460
490
560
650
700
750
790
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1.3

Objective and outline of the thesis

1.3.1 Objective
The previous sections set out the climate change problem and the role and
challenges of IAMs in supporting policy-makers on strategies to deal with
climate change. The study reported in this thesis focuses on two elements in
current IAMs:
−

The major challenges of uncertainty and discounting in applying IAMs and
interpreting their results (see Section 1.2.2);

−

The role of cost-benefit IAMs in assessing adaptation strategies.

While treatment of uncertainty is important in the application of IAMs, the role
of uncertainty is not always well communicated. Differences in key IAM results
can often be better understood if uncertainty ranges are better highlighted.
While some researchers have begun to take account of uncertainty by running
the model probabilistically (for instance, Hope, 2006a; Kypreos, 2008), these
studies do not deal sufficiently with the sensitivity of specific key assumptions on
the outcome of IAMs. For instance, while both Nordhaus (2008) and Stern (2006)
have used results from IAMs, little attention has been given to understanding
the very different policy conclusions of these studies in the light of existing
uncertainties.
Others contest the use of IAMs to provide insight into the best mitigation level
(Ackerman, 2009; van den Bergh, 2009). This may be partly based on the fact
that many IAM applications focus on the results of optimisation only. Therefore,
the first research objective was:
1. Assessing the optimum climate mitigation strategy and the robustness of this
strategy in view of different uncertainties and decision frameworks
The second research objective focused on assessing adaptation strategies with
cost-benefit IAMs. As explained in Section 1.2.2, most IAMs focus on assessing
only mitigation strategies with little attention to the effect of and relationship to
adaptation to climate change. This study contributes to assessing adaptation
strategies using a cost-benefit IAM and thus the second research objective was:
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2. Gaining insights into the relationship between adaptation and mitigation
strategies
This thesis focuses on long-term strategies and thus concentrates on the postKyoto period. Therefore, certain assumptions on the development of emissions
without climate policy (baseline emissions) need to be made. In this study,
baseline emissions are based on the SRES scenarios (Nakicenovic et al., 2000) as
described in van Vuuren et al. (2007a). These scenarios were developed before
the financial and economic crisis of 2008/2009. Interestingly, the actual growth
in CO2 emissions in the period 2000-2007 was relatively rapid, which lead some
to suggest that the SRES scenarios underestimated the development of future
greenhouse gas emissions (Raupach et al., 2007; Sheehan, 2008). Van Vuuren
and Riahi (2008) had cautioned against unjustified comparison of short-term
and long-term trends. In fact, since 2008, the financial crisis has slowed down
emissions to such an extent that emissions are again well within the SRES range.
The crucial question is the impact of the crisis on long-term economic growth,
which is difficult to predict. Economic growth may be slightly higher after the
crisis, so that it recovers fully to the original path. However, it could be possible
that a permanent impact remains. In terms of emissions, it probably causes a
few years delay in emission growth and a related impact on concentration and
temperature. It seems to have negatively impacted private investments in clean
energy, which could increase emissions in the long-term (PBL, 2009b). On the
whole, there is no evidence that the financial crisis will have an impact on the
long-term emissions trend and therefore, the SRES emission scenarios still seem
to be valid.

1.3.2 Outline
The first part of the thesis deals with the first research question and focuses on
mitigation strategies. Part II deals with second research question and focuses on
mitigation and adaptation strategies.
Part I: Mitigation strategies
The effect of uncertainty and value judgements on the optimal mitigation
strategy according to cost-benefit analysis are assessed in Chapter 2. The
recommendations of cost-benefit studies vary widely from very ambitious
climate mitigation policy to very modest emission reductions (Stern, 2006;
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Manne and Richels, 2004b; Nordhaus, 2008; Tol, 2002c). The robustness of the
outcomes of cost-benefit analyses on key assumptions is also assessed.
A cost-benefit analysis with the FAIR-CBA model was conducted, in which key
variables were systematically varied, representing the full range of assumptions
made by Stern (2006) and Nordhaus (2008). These key variables are climate
sensitivity, damage estimates, mitigation cost estimates, time horizon of the
analysis, discounting method, and baseline emissions. This was done to relate
the large differences in results of these scholars to their assumptions. In the
analysis, instead of determining a single optimal emission profile for each
parameter setting, many emission profiles leading to concentrations peaking at
500 ppm CO2 eq. to 800 ppm CO2 eq. were assessed. This enables not only the
optimal outcome but also the robustness of the preferred target to be shown.
An alternative criterion to determine the preferred climate mitigation target is
discussed in Chapter 3. As explained in Section 1.2.2., climate change is
surrounded by uncertainty including the potential impacts of low-probability,
high impact events. For this reason, cost-benefit analysis to determine the
optimum climate mitigation policy has been criticised: it would fail to
sufficiently take into account risk. This criticism is examined by applying the
minimax criterion, which requires minimising the maximum possible costs that
society might face (as far as current information can sufficiently provide
knowledge on such risks). The minimax approach has been applied in only a few
qualitative studies on extreme policies only. The results of a standard costbenefit analysis and the minimax regret approach quantitatively and on a wide
range of climate policies are compared in Chapter 3. This was done again using
the FAIR-CBA model.
The focus shifts from climate mitigation targets to climate mitigation
agreements in Chapter 4. A standard assumption in almost all IAMs is that full
participation, at least gradually, in the same international climate agreement
(universal regime) takes place. In such a regime, emissions trading is possible
among all countries leading to relatively low mitigation costs. In a fragmented
regime full participation in a single international agreement is not achieved. To
assess the possible consequences of the assumption that a universal regime is in
place, a literature review was conducted on the costs and environmental
effectiveness of various fragmented and universal climate regimes of climate
mitigation.
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Part II: Adaptation and mitigation strategies
Part II considers both mitigation and adaptation strategies. Chapter 5 provides
an overview of how adaptation has been modelled in IAMs, and puts forward
recommendations for improvements.
In Chapter 6, the complex interactions between adaptation costs, mitigation
costs and emissions trading, and climate change damage are analysed. The
following specific questions are addressed:
−

Can mitigation and adaptation measures be regarded as substitutes for one
another?

−

How important is adaptation in reducing potential climate damage and
what are the regional differences?

−

To what extent does the total amount of adaptation required depend on the
climate mitigation target?

−

What are the differences in climate change adaptation cost and damage
between world regions?

Chapter 7 deals with international financing of adaptation in developing
countries. Recent proposals suggest that a 2% levy on Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM) projects could finance adaptation costs in developing regions.
CDM projects allow developed countries to meet part of emission reduction
targets by emission reduction projects in developing countries. Other proposals
include extending the scope of the levy to emissions trading. The FAIR-CBA
model was applied to analyse the effectiveness of a 2% levy on the CDM and on
emissions trading from developing countries. The sensitivity of different climate
targets and emission allocation regimes on the effectiveness of the levy has been
assessed as well.
Emission allocation regimes (burden-sharing regimes) are assessed in Chapter 8.
Many studies have evaluated the consequences of post-2012 emission allocation
regimes on regional mitigation costs. This study goes a step further and uses the
FAIR-CBA model to evaluate not only mitigation costs, but also adaptation costs
and climate change damage. Adaptation costs and damage are included in
evaluating regimes for two reasons. Firstly, this broadens the perspective in
evaluating the fairness of climate policy. This is important for developing
countries where impacts tend to be higher than the global average. Secondly, as
shown in Chapter 7, financing adaptation costs in developing countries has
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become an important issue in negotiations. Currently, this is discussed in
parallel with mitigation, but it might be useful to examine these issues from a
more integrated perspective. This would, at least theoretically, enable the
allocation regime to be designed to lead to transfer of funds from developed to
developing countries that could be used to finance adaptation.
Finally, a summary and the major conclusions are presented in Chapter 9.
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2

Analysing the costs and benefits of
climate policy: Value judgements and
scientific uncertainties

Abstract The Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change compares costs and benefits
of stringent climate policy and concludes that the benefits of stringent policy considerably
outweigh the costs. Many other cost–benefit analyses have come up with less ambitious
optimal emission reductions. In this study, we systematically explore the impacts of scientific
uncertainties and value judgements on the suggested ‘‘optimal target’’ for international
climate policy. In this context, we have varied the most important parameters using a range
of values from several widely used Integrated Assessment Models in one consistent
framework. Our analysis shows that uncertainties about abatement and damage costs play
an almost equally important role as the discount rate. Both stringent and moderate climate
policy can be justified by using other parameter settings. Furthermore, for most parameter
settings there is a wide range of concentration levels close to the optimal target, providing a
much wider range for political choices than often suggested.

This chapter was published earlier as: Hof, A.F., M.G.J. den Elzen and D.P. van Vuuren,
2008. Analysing the costs and benefits of climate policy: Value judgements and scientific
uncertainties. Global Environmental Change 18 (3), pp. 412-424.

2.1

Introduction

The UNFCCC calls for the stabilisation of greenhouse gas concentration at a level
“that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate
system” (Article 2 UNFCCC). Different methods have been proposed to make this
objective operational. Several authors and organisations have used a riskoriented analysis; such studies suggest that climate risks could be substantial
even with an increase of only 1–3°C compared to the pre-industrial level
(Hansen, 2005; Izrael and Semenov, 2006; Mastrandrea and Schneider, 2004;
Morlot et al., 2005; O'Neill and Oppenheimer, 2002). These analyses are based
on considerations such as changes in extreme weather events, the risk of largescale, perhaps irreversible changes in the climate system and the loss of
biodiversity and food security. Some studies argue that a threshold of 2°C above
the pre-industrial level might be a applied in order to reduce the risk of
dangerous climate impacts (ECF and PIK, 2004; Graßl et al., 2003; Hare, 2003;
Leemans and Eickhout, 2004; Schellnhuber et al., 2006). To meet such a 2°C
target with at least 50% certainty, greenhouse gas concentration needs to
stabilise at 450 ppm CO2-equivalent in the long-term, after allowing for an initial
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concentration overshoot to 500 ppm CO2-equivalent (Meinshausen, 2006; van
Ruijven et al., 2007).
An alternative approach to identifying a meaningful target for climate policy is
a more formal, economic cost-benefit analysis. Most economic cost-benefit
studies suggest that the trade-off between uncertain, future climate damages
and the certain, present costs for controlling greenhouse emissions only justifies
lower levels of near term abatement (Keller et al., 2004; Maddison, 1995; Manne
and Richels, 2004b; Mendelsohn et al., 2000; Nordhaus, 2008; Pearce, 2003; Tol,
2002c). These studies come up with an optimal temperature target substantially
higher than 2°C above the pre-industrial level. For example, Nordhaus (2008)
arrives at an optimal concentration of CO2 close to 700 ppm (corresponding to a
CO2-equivalent concentration of 800-850 ppm) in 2200, resulting in a
temperature increase of around 3.4°C. Tol (2002c) arrives at a lower
concentration level of 550 ppm CO2 (corresponding to around 650 ppm CO2equivalent). At a mean value of climate sensitivity (defined as the equilibrium
global mean surface temperature increase caused by a doubling of pre-industrial
atmospheric CO2) of 3.0°C, this still leads to almost 3°C warming compared to
the pre-industrial level.
More recently, Stern (2006) also used a cost-benefit approach, but concluded
that cost-benefit analysis would support a very ambitious mitigation target. He
stated that “the benefits of strong, early action considerably outweigh the costs”
and that it is economically desirable to stabilise greenhouse gas concentrations in
the range of 450-550 ppm CO2-equivalent. Although Stern said nothing about
the optimal level of abatement efforts – he only compared the costs and benefits
for the baseline emissions (without climate policy) with the emission pathway for
stabilisation at 450-550 ppm CO2-equivalent – it is one of the few cost-benefit
analyses on climate change that favours early emission reductions.
Several authors have criticised the Stern Review, especially regarding the
subjective choices in the analysis and that it lacks a sensitivity analysis or
uncertainty range (Dasgupta, 2006; Dietz et al., 2007; Nordhaus, 2007; Pielke Jr.,
2007; Weitzman, 2007; Yohe and Tol, 2007). This especially relates to Stern’s
choice of a low discount rate, pessimistic assumptions about damages, and the
treatment of abatement cost estimates.
At the same time, there are also several reasons why some of the cost-benefit
analysis literature might underestimate the optimal abatement effort. First of all,
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some of these studies include abatement of CO2 only (Hasselmann et al., 1997;
Nordhaus, 2008) and therefore disregard possibly cheaper abatement options of
non-CO2 greenhouse gases and sinks. This could overestimate abatement costs
by over 60% (Reilly et al., 1999). Second, abatement costs are often incomplete
and strongly stylised. For example, Nordhaus (2008), Hope (2006a) and
Hasselmann et al. (1997) estimate abatement costs using a single function.
Third, damage functions often exclude costs of important (potential) damages.
For example, Mendelsohn (Mendelsohn, 2000) does not include non-market
costs, and Tol (2002c) excludes the possibility of a catastrophic event due to
climate change. Finally, Goulder and Schneider (1999) argue that the presence
of induced technological change implies lower costs of achieving a given
abatement target, increasing the optimal abatement effort.
In this study, we looked into the uncertainties in cost-benefit approaches by
systematically varying a set of critical assumptions in a simple costs-benefit
analysis framework. By doing so, we quantitatively explored how such wide
ranges in outcomes of cost-benefit analyses may come about – and in particular,
what role the assumptions in the Stern Review played in the outcome of our
study. Like Stern, we have focused on all greenhouse gases, including non-CO2
gases, and have presented the mitigation and damage costs for a longer time
horizon (2005-2250). But unlike Stern, we have provided a comprehensive
sensitivity analysis of the effect of a range of value judgements (i.e. discounting,
time horizon of calculations) and scientific uncertainties (damages, baseline,
climate sensitivity, and abatement costs) on the cost-optimal greenhouse gas
abatement strategy and corresponding greenhouse gas concentration and
temperature. Although earlier studies have focused on uncertainties associated
with cost-benefit analyses of climate policy (Hope, 2006b), this study
distinguishes itself by providing a systematic analysis of the effect of the most
important parameter settings used in current Integrated Assessment Models on
the optimal climate policy target.
Our analysis is based on a large database of technically feasible global emissions
pathways for different maximum concentration levels, with associated
abatement costs. Abatement options include a wide range of cost-effective
portfolios, such as carbon capture and storage, energy efficiency improvements,
bio-energy use and the use of renewables (van Ruijven et al., 2007).
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2.2

Methodology and assumptions

In our study, we use the FAIR 2.1 model (den Elzen and Meinshausen, 2005; den
Elzen et al., 2007b) consisting of the following six sub-modules: 1. the scenario
module, calculating the GDP growth projection until 2250 for different
scenarios; 2. the emissions pathway module, calculating multi-gas emission
pathways for the six greenhouse gases covered under the Kyoto Protocol (CO2,
CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs and SF6) (den Elzen and van Vuuren, 2007); 3. the climate
module, calculating temperature implications (den Elzen and Meinshausen,
2005; den Elzen et al., 2007c); 4. the abatement costs module, calculating the
direct abatement costs (den Elzen et al., 2007c); 5. the damage model,
calculating the direct damage costs, and 6. the macroeconomic growth model,

Figure 2.1 Methodology, uncertainties and value judgements in our cost–benefit analysis
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calculating the direct and indirect consumption loss of abatement and
damages. Finally, we calculated the discounted consumption losses to determine
the optimal emission pathway with the corresponding temperature increase.
Figure 2.1 summarises the methodology and also lists the uncertainties
associated with each step.

2.2.1 Scenario module
The baseline scenarios used in this study were based on the recently updated
IMAGE 2.3 implementation of the IPCC SRES scenarios (Nakicenovic et al., 2000)
as described in van Vuuren et al. (2007a). Here we used the IMAGE/TIMER SRES
B2 scenario (B2 scenario) as the default baseline scenario, while the
IMAGE/TIMER SRES A1b scenario (A1 scenario) was used to show the impacts of a
different baseline assumption. The B2 scenario represents a medium emissions
scenario. The A1 scenario, in contrast, represents a world with fast economic
growth and correspondingly higher emissions early in the scenario. Note that
recent emissions are already slightly above the A1 scenario (Raupach et al.,
2007). The scenarios originally ran to the year 2100. For this study, we
extrapolated the scenarios to the year 2250 based on the GDP per capita growth
rate per region between 2050 and 2100. Using these GDP per capita growth
rates, we fitted a function estimating GDP per capita growth rates based on the
GDP level.

2.2.2 Emissions pathway module
Den Elzen and van Vuuren (2007) developed multi-gas emission pathways
corresponding with peaking CO2-equivalent concentrations at 500 to 710 ppm,
with intervals of 10 ppm, and 725, 750 and 800 ppm. Emission reduction
policies are only allowed after the first commitment period; before that, it is
assumed that the Kyoto Protocol targets for the Annex I countries excluding the
USA are achieved. The concentration profiles of those pathways are
characterised by an initial peak in the CO2-equivalent concentration, followed by
a decline. Compared to stabilisation profiles, these concentration peaking
profiles can achieve long-term temperature targets with more likelihood under
lower abatement costs. In our study we have therefore focused on such peaking
levels. Den Elzen et al. (2007c) showed that there is actually an emission corridor
for each of these targets, instead of a single pathway. In order to capture this, at
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Figure 2.2 Emissions and temperature over time for a default, delayed, early action and
intermediate emission pathway corresponding to a peaking concentration profile of 650 ppm
CO2-equivalent

least partly, we expanded the original emission pathway set – as described in
den Elzen and van Vuuren (2007) – with delayed action, early response and
intermediate emission pathway sets. In the delayed action pathways, emissions
peak later and at a higher level, but decline more rapidly afterwards. With early
response pathways, emissions decline relatively soon, with a low peaking level.
However, emissions decline more slowly after peaking. The intermediate
emission pathways are in between the delayed action and original pathways.
The choice between the different pathways is made on the basis of the lowest
consumption losses as part of the cost-benefit analysis (described later). Figure
2.2 shows the possible emission pathway sets for a peaking concentration level
of 650 ppm CO2-equivalent.

2.2.3 Climate module
The various global CO2-equivalent concentration profiles lead to radiative
forcing and temperature increase, as calculated with the simple climate model,
MAGICC 4.1 (Wigley, 2003; Wigley and Raper, 2001, 2002). In this study, we
apply default settings as used for the IPCC Third Assessment Report, for example
regarding aerosol forcing assumptions and temperature related feedbacks on
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the carbon cycle (as described in detail in Meinshausen et al., 2006). The only
exception is the value of the climate sensitivity, i.e. the equilibrium global mean
surface temperature increase due to a doubling of pre-industrial atmospheric
CO2, for which we use the latest central estimate of the IPCC Fourth Assessment
Report (IPCC, 2007b) of 3.0°C as default value. The MAGICC model allows
exploring the impact of different settings of the climate sensitivity. In our
analysis, we varied the climate sensitivity over a range from 2.5°C - 3.5°C. This
range still covers a substantial part of the full range indicated by IPCC (1.5°C 4.5°C). Exploring the full range, however, requires a more elaborate retuning of
related variables (such as ocean heat diffusivity). Here, this has not been done,
but the smaller range still provides an important indication of the uncertainty
caused by unknown climate sensitivity. It should be noted that varying climate
sensitivity without adjustment of other parameters is common practice in IAM
runs. Over the more limited range used here, the analysis remains within the
boundaries of uncertainty. If a larger range for climate sensitivity would be used
with constant ocean diffusivity, this is likely to lead to too high estimates of
climate change over the 21st century.

2.2.4 Abatement cost module
The FAIR 2.1 cost module calculates abatement costs with a least-cost approach
using regional marginal abatement costs (MAC) curves for the different
greenhouse gases and emissions sources (den Elzen and Meinshausen, 2005).
The costs model also calculates the regional emission reductions (after emissions
trading), international permit price and the global abatement costs of emission
reductions.
The MAC curves used for this study are described in detail in den Elzen et al.
(2007c). In brief, we based the cost estimates for non-CO2 gases on the EMF-21
study (Weyant et al., 2006). We made their curves consistent with the baseline
emissions used here and adapted to account for technology change and
reduction of implementation barriers after 2010 (the original curves were
developed for 2010) (Lucas et al., 2007). The curves for carbon plantations were
developed from the IMAGE model (Strengers et al., 2007). Also carbon credits
from forest management are included, based on a conservative, low estimate
taken from an extension of the Marrakesh Accords (den Elzen and de Moor,
2002b; van Vuuren et al., 2003). Finally, for CO2 emissions from the energy
system, we derived MAC curves from the energy TIMER model (van Vuuren et
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al., 2004, 2007a). In this model, costs strongly depend on the emission reduction
pathway through 1) technological change and 2) inertia. In the FAIR 2.1 model,
this is captured by using several sets of MAC curves from TIMER that differ in
timing of climate policy. In the calculations, we scaled these curves based on the
actual reduction path.
To explore some of the uncertainty concerning abatement costs, we also
included the abatement costs function of DICE-2007 in the analysis. This
function assumes that abatement costs are proportional to global output and to
a polynomial function of the reduction rate. The DICE-2007 abatement cost
function is highly convex, indicating that the marginal cost of reductions rises
from zero more than linearly with the reductions rate. For a detailed description
of the DICE-2007 abatement cost function, refer to Nordhaus (2008).
Table 2.1 compares the GDP losses of abatement costs in 2030 and 2050, based
on FAIR 2.1 and DICE-2007, with the range given in Table SPM.4 and Table
SPM.6 of the Summary for Policymakers of the Fourth Assessment Report of the
IPCC (2007e). The GDP losses of abatement costs estimates of both FAIR 2.1 and
DICE-2007 lie well within the range given by the IPCC, although the DICE-2007
estimates are below the FAIR 2.1 estimates. The MAC curves of the energy model
TIMER, on which the abatement costs of FAIR 2.1 are based, account for inertia
in the energy system. Therefore, early replacement of existing fossil-fuel-based
capital stock could be associated with high costs. This could explain the higher
abatement costs of FAIR 2.1 compared to DICE-2007 in the short term. In the
longer term, DICE-2007 abatement costs are higher than the FAIR 2.1 abatement
costs estimates (Figure 2.3). This is probably due to more optimistic assumptions
about technological improvements and learning effects in FAIR 2.1. The end
result is that the DICE-2007 abatement cost function results in higher abatement
costs, especially for higher concentration peak targets. The higher costs of DICE2007 are also consistent with literature, since the model only takes abatement of
CO2 into account (for a comparison of multi-gas versus CO2-only strategies, see
van Vuuren et al. (2006c)).
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Table 2.1 FAIR 2.1 and DICE-2007 macroeconomic abatement cost estimates in 2030 and 2050
for different long-term stabilisation levels compared with the range given in IPCC (2007e)
Stabilisation Median GDP Range of GDP
reduction in reduction in
levels (ppm
IPCC (%)
IPCC (%)a
CO2-eq.)
Estimated global macro-economic costs in 2030
590-710
0.2
-0.6 – 1.2
535-590
0.6
0.2 – 2.5
445-535
NA
<3
Estimated global macro-economic costs in 2050
590-710
0.5
-1.0 – 2.0
535-590
1.3
slightly neg. to 4
445-535
NA
<5.5
a

Range of GDP
reduction in
FAIR 2.1 (%)

Range of GDP
reduction in
DICE-2007 (%)

0.01 – 1.2
0.1 – 1.8
0.3 – 2.5

0 – 0.5
0.03 – 0.8
0.2 – 1.1

0.1 – 1.5
0.7 – 2.9
1.5 – 3.5

0.1 – 1.4
0.4 – 2.4
1.1 – 2.7

The median and the 10th and 90th percentile range of the analysed data are given

consumption loss (%)
3.0

P500 FAIR
P500 DICE

2.5

P600 FAIR
P600 DICE

2.0

P700 FAIR
P700 DICE

1.5

P800 FAIR
P800 DICE

1.0
0.5
0.0
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2050
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2200
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Figure 2.3 Direct consumption loss due to abatement costs for concentrations peaking at 500,
600, 700 and 800 ppm CO2-equivalent according to FAIR 2.1 (solid lines) and DICE-2007
(dashed lines) for the B2 baseline
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It is important to note that positive or negative non-market side-effects of
greenhouse gas abatement, such as reduced air pollution or the impact of
biofuels on land use, are not included in damage cost estimates. For
implementing the Kyoto Protocol in Western Europe, van Vuuren et al. (2006a)
showed that the avoided air pollution control costs could be up to 50% of the
climate abatement costs. Bollen et al. (2007) looked at a joint climate change
and local air pollution control strategy and concluded that such a joint strategy
increases the benefits by at least a factor three compared to a climate change
control strategy alone. On the other hand, the use of nuclear energy,
hydroelectric dams, and carbon capture and storage involve non-market costs
which are difficult to monetise but which could increase the mitigation costs
substantially. Furthermore, we assume full participation of all regions in
emissions trading. We previously showed that the costs of mitigation scenarios
will be higher – or concentration targets will not be reached – when major
emitting countries delay their participation or do not take part in global
emissions trading.

2.2.5 Damage cost module
Damage estimates of climate change involve wide ranges of scientific
uncertainties (e.g., impact of climate change on the number of storms or change
in mortality) as well as value judgements (e.g., how to monetise non-market
damages and how to deal with uncertainty, see Azar, 1998; Dietz et al., 2007;
Weitzman, 2007). In order to capture these uncertainty ranges at least partly,
we have included four global damage cost functions from existing IAMs
(PAGE2002, MERGE 5.1 and DICE-2007). The damage estimates of these models
are based on extensive literature review by the model developers on climate
change impacts or by own bottom-up impact estimates of climate change. Two
damage cost functions have been taken from the PAGE2002 model (Hope,
2006a). These functions include both the market and non-market costs, as well
as the risk of a discontinuity (e.g. collapse of the thermohaline circulation). The
PAGE2002 damage function is based on IPCC (2001) impact estimates and has
the following form:
(2.1)

Dt = (T pre t / 2.5) POW ⋅ W + (T pre t − Tdis ) ⋅ Pdis ⋅ Wdis

where Dt denotes the climate change damage in year t measured as percentage
of GDP, Tpre denotes global temperature above the pre-industrial level in °C, POW
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the damage function exponent, W denotes GDP lost for a 2.5°C warming, Tdis the
temperature threshold above which there is chance of a discontinuity, Pdis a
parameter positively related to the chance of a discontinuity, and Wdis the
percentage of GDP lost if a discontinuity occurs. The PAGE2002 model allows for
probabilistic calculations; for simplicity we have used only two values: the mean
from probabilistic calculations with POW set at 1.76, W at 0.5 for economic
impacts and at 0.73 for non-economic impacts, Tdis at 5.0, Pdis at 10.33, and Wdis
at 11.66 (PAGE mean) and most likely with POW set at 1.3, W at 0.6 for economic
impacts and 0.7 for non-economic impacts, Tdis at 5.0, Pdis at 10.0, and Wdis at
10.0 (PAGE mode). All these values apply for the EU; for other world regions, a
weights factor is used.
We also included the damage cost function of the MERGE 5.1 model (Manne and
Richels, 2004b). MERGE 5.1 has separate market and non-market damage
functions by region, which can be aggregated to get the total damage cost
function. The damage functions do not capture the risk of large-scale
discontinuities. The market damage function reads
(2.2)

MDt ,r = mkt r ⋅ mdamr ⋅ (T2000 t / T (2000))

The parameter mkt is a temperature multiplier, reflecting regional differences in
global warming. The market damage multiplier mdam is calibrated in such a
way that a 2.5°C temperature rise compared to the 2000 level leads to GDP
losses of 0.25% in the high-income nations and 0.50% in the low-income nations.
T2000 denotes the temperature rise since 2000, while T(2000) is a constant equal
to the temperature level in 2000.
For the non-market damages, the MERGE 5.1 damage curves assume that highincome countries are willing to give up 2% of their GDP to avoid a 2.5°C increase
in temperature (2% is the total GDP component that is currently spent by the
U.S.A. on all forms of environmental controls on solids, liquids and gases).
Poorer countries have a lower WTP and therefore lower non-market damages.
The economic loss function ELF represents the amount that society is willing to
invest in avoiding non-market damages of climate change:
(2.3)

ELFt ,r = 1 − (T2000 t / catt 2 ) hsxr

where hsx = 1 if GDP per capita is equal to or greater than USD 50,000 and hsx <
1 in lower income countries, chosen so that for a per capita income of USD
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Figure 2.4 Percentage consumption loss (sum of direct and indirect consumption loss)
according to the damage functions of DICE-2007, PAGE mean, PAGE mode and MERGE 5.1
for the B2 baseline

25,000 a region would be willing to spend 1% of its GDP to avoid a global
temperature rise of 2.5°C above the 2000 level. The variable catt denotes the
temperature increase where GDP is wiped out completely. The value of catt is set
at 2.5/√0.02.1
The fourth damage cost function included in our analysis is the one used in the
DICE-2007 model (Nordhaus, 2008). Like PAGE2002, this function is based on
market and non-market cost estimates and also captures an estimate of damages
from large-scale climate discontinuities. The global damage function of DICE2007 is based on own bottom-up impact estimates (Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000).
Compared to the earlier DICE-99 costs estimates, the major revisions in DICE2007 involve recalibration of the costs of catastrophic damages and using
revised estimates of the overall impacts for low damages. The result is that

1

The MERGE code can be downloaded from http://www.stanford.edu/group/MERGE/
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damages for small temperature changes are positive in DICE-2007, whereas they
were negative in DICE-992. The DICE-2007 damage function reads
(2.4)

Dt = (0.0028388 ⋅ T1900 t ) 2

Figure 2.4 shows the difference in damage cost estimates between the four
damage functions, using the temperature and income development of the B2
baseline (therefore without climate policy). The damage cost curve of DICE-2007
is the most pessimistic about climate-induced damages, while the PAGE mode
damage function is relatively optimistic about damages. The MERGE 5.1 damage
function results in low damages in the beginning, after which damages rise
sharply due to higher incomes, resulting in a higher value attached to nonmarket damages of climate change.

2.2.6 Economic growth module
The damage and abatement costs as calculated in the above two modules only
take direct costs into account. Indirect costs, driven by changes in business
activities, are not included. To estimate both the direct and indirect
consumption losses, we have extended the FAIR 2.1 model with a simple
economic growth model based on a Cobb-Douglas production function. This
economic growth model can be used to estimate the impact of increased energy
costs on consumption. This approach has been commonly used for similar
purposes in Integrated Assessment Modelling (Messner and Schrattenholzer,
2000; Nordhaus, 2008). The equations used are:
(2.5)

α

Yt = AK t Lt

1−α

where Y stands for GDP, A for technological progress, K for capital, L for labour,
and α is the capital elasticity of production. K is equal to the capital stock of last
year minus depreciation ( ) plus investment (I):
(2.6)

2

K t +1 = K t − ηK t + I t

Details of the DICE-2007 model can be downloaded from http://nordhaus.econ.yale.edu/
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GDP can be used for consumption (C), investment (I), to pay for abatement cost
(EC), or to pay for damage costs (D):
(2.7)

Yt = C t + I t + ECt + Dt

The parameterisation of these equations is as follows. We assumed that trends in
labour follow from those in global population. Population estimates are taken
from the long-term UN population projections (medium for B2 and low for A1).
The initial capital stock in 2005 was set at USD 100 trillion, based on the IIASA
growth study datasets (Miketa, 2004). The capital elasticity of production (α)
indicates the importance of capital in the production function. In the DICE-2007
model, a value of 0.3 (Nordhaus, 2008) is used. Other literature suggest higher
values of around 0.5 (Richmond et al., 2007) or a somewhat lower value of 0.25
(Fankhauser and Tol, 2005). Since the results are not sensitive to the value of α,
we simply followed Nordhaus and adopted a value of 0.3. The development of A
was chosen in such a way that the GDP level corresponds with the exogenously
calibrated baseline income development (without abatement and damage cost)
in different existing IMAGE scenarios (see section 2.2.1).
In the capital accumulation function (2.2), depreciation is set at 5% per year.
Nordhaus’ DICE-2007 model uses a depreciation rate of 10% per year, whereas
the MERGE 5.1 model uses 40% per decade (3.4% annually). A 5% per year
depreciation rate lies in between these values (runs with other savings rates
show that the outcomes are not sensitive to the level of depreciation). For the
sake of simplicity, we assumed that the savings rate (s) is constant over time at
21%. In comparison, the savings rate in Nordhaus’ DICE-2007 model varies
between 20% and 22% during the period 2005-2245.
Equation (2.7) states that damage and abatement costs reduce both
consumption and investment. The way in which damages replace investment
and consumption have been adjusted for the damage functions used – to make
them consistent with the way these curves are used in the original IAM model.
In the PAGE2002 model, damages replace consumption only. In the DICE-2007
model, the share of abatement costs taken out of investments is determined by
the savings rate (close to 21% in DICE-2007). In the MERGE 5.1 model, market
damages are treated the same as damages in DICE-2007 (i.e., replacement of
investment is determined by the savings rate), while non-market damages are
treated as in PAGE2002 (i.e., replacement of consumption only). If damage costs
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are deducted from consumption, the impact of costs on consumption is
obviously direct. Replacement of investment leads to an indirect effect of
damages; since investment is reduced, the amount of capital in the next period
is lower (equation (2.2)). This leads in turn to a lower GDP (equation (2.1)), which
again leads to lower consumption (equation (2.3)).
For abatement costs, we adopted the same methodology as used in the DICE2007 model. This means that, as with damages, the savings rate determines by
how much abatement costs replace investment.

2.2.7 Discounting method
In the discussion on the Stern Review, various authors have elaborated on the
discount rate chosen by Stern. In evaluating policies over time, a social discount
rate is employed. There is now some consensus that the social discount rate
should be based on the social rate of time preference (SRTP), which is the value
society attaches to present consumption relative to future consumption (Guo et
al., 2006). The SRTP can be estimated by the Ramsey equation. This equation
states that the discount rate is equal to ρ + μg, where ρ is the rate of pure time
preference (sometimes also called "impatience"), μ the negative of the income
elasticity of marginal utility, and g the per capita growth rate of consumption.
The first term ρ in the Ramsey equation reflects the discount rate that would
apply if future generations had the same wealth as the current generation. The
second term μg is the wealth-based component and reflects the assumption that
one extra dollar is worth more to a poor person than to a rich person. Therefore,
the richer future generations are, the higher the discount rate.
The choice of the rate of pure time preference (ρ) involves a value judgement
about the importance attached to the welfare of future generations; the income
elasticity of marginal utility (μ) involves a value judgement about the utility
derived from an extra unit of income as our income level increases. Different
views on these values have been presented by Nordhaus (2008; 2007) and Stern
(2006) among others. Nordhaus chooses ρ (1.5%) and μ (2.0) at such levels that
the discount rate reflects the return on investment (also called the descriptive
approach). In contrast, Stern stated that it is ethically indefensible to treat the
current generation as more important than future generations; he therefore
chose a much lower value for μ of 0.1% (the prescriptive approach). When
combined with a value for ρ of 1, this results in a much lower social discount
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rate than Nordhaus. Both Nordhaus and Stern base the social discount rate on
valid arguments, with Nordhaus emphasising the consistency with the rate of
return on investment and Stern emphasising ethical issues. We do not choose to
make a judgement between these two views and include both approaches in our
sensitivity analysis.
Another view on which discount rate to use for long term social cost-benefit
analyses has been proposed by Weitzman (2001; 2007). He argued that if there is
disagreement about which discount rate to use, different discount factors
instead of discount rates should be averaged. Averaging discount factors instead
of discount rates result in a decreasing discount rate over time. He therefore
proposed a decreasing discount rate, based on a survey of the opinions of 2,160
economists.
Finally, in its Green Book the UK Treasury (2003) also recommended using a
decreasing discount rate for long term appraisals, although a slightly different
one than proposed by Weitzman. We will include both decreasing discount
methods in our analysis. The discount rates for the different methods are shown
in Figure 2.5. We will use the UK Green Book method as the default setting.

discount rate (%)
8

Nordhaus
UK Green Book
Stern

6

Weitzman 2001

4

2

0
2000

2050

2100

2150

2200

2250

Figure 2.5 Discount rates over time for four different discounting methods in the B2 baseline
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2.2.8 Optimisation
We optimised the total model to identify the emission pathway that leads to the
lowest net present value (NPV) of consumption losses over the selected
evaluation period (including the different peaking levels, but also the different
strategies – default, early action, delayed response and intermediate pathways)
in our analysis. The NPV of consumption loss is defined as the sum of the
discounted (direct and indirect) consumption loss of damages and abatement.
On the basis of the pathway with the lowest costs, the optimal concentration
peak target and temperature target can be estimated. Note that the maximum
temperature increase does not have to occur in 2250; it is very possible that
temperature decreases again after peaking sometime during the scenario
period. All temperature numbers therefore refer to the maximum transient
temperature increase compared to the pre-industrial level that will be reached
sometime between 2005 and 2250 (also see den Elzen and van Vuuren, 2007).

2.2.9 Default settings and alternative assumptions
Table 2.2 lists the default settings and the alternative assumptions explored in
the sensitivity analysis. Our choice of the default values was mainly motivated by
the fact that they represent a medium estimate. Two of the assumptions, time
horizon and discounting method, involve value judgements about the time scale
that should be analysed and the importance that should be attached to future
generations. The other assumptions, on the other hand, involve scientific
uncertainties about the climate sensitivity, development of the economy,
abatement costs, and damages related to global warming (in which value
judgements about how to monetise non-market damages and how to deal with
uncertainty play a role as well).
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Table 2.2 Specifications of value judgements and scientific uncertainties, with the default
settings (underlined) and alternative assumptions
Choices
Scientific uncertainties
1. Baseline
2. Climate sensitivity
3. Abatement costs
4. Damage costs a
Value judgements
5. Discounting

6. Time horizon
a

Default case and alternatives
A1, B2
2.5, 3.0, 3.5
FAIR 2.1, DICE-2007
PAGE mode, PAGE mean, MERGE 5.1, DICE-2007
Decreasing according to UK Green Book (UK Treasury,
2003), Decreasing according to Weitzman (2001),
Nordhaus (2008): SRTP with μ of 2.0 and ρ of 1.5,
Stern (2006): SRTP with μ of 1.0 and ρ of 0.1 b
2005-2150, 2005-2200, 2005-2250

Damage costs also involve value judgements, as discussed in Section 2.5.

b

SRTP is defined as ρ + μg, where ρ is the rate of pure time preference, μ the negative of the
elasticity of marginal utility and g the per capita growth rate of consumption.

2.3

Results of the default case

2.3.1 Undiscounted consumption loss
The model optimises the total discounted consumption loss across the total
evaluation period to find the optimal emission reduction pathway. In order to
better understand the discounted results, we will first discuss the undiscounted
direct consumption loss of damages, abatement activities, the indirect
consumption loss, and the total consumption loss under the default settings for
default emission pathways leading to different concentration peak levels (Figure
2.6).
For most peaking pathways, direct consumption loss due to damages increase
over time due to rising temperatures. The temperature actually peaks before
2100 only for the lowest concentration peak targets, with damages showing a
similar trend. The direct damage costs in 2100, using the default DICE-2007
damage curve, range from 1.2% loss in consumption for a 500 ppm CO248
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Figure 2.6 Global consumption loss due to direct damage costs, direct abatement costs,
indirect damage and abatement costs, and the sum of all of the B2 baseline and of default
emission pathways corresponding to concentrations peaking at 500, 550, 600, 650, 700 and
800 ppm CO2-equivalent
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equivalent concentration peak level to 2.6% loss in consumption for an 800 ppm
CO2-equivalent concentration peak level. Under the B2 baseline scenario –
without any extra abatement activities – the estimated loss of consumption in
2100 is 3.5% (again using the default DICE-2007 damage curve).
In contrast to damage costs, direct consumption losses due to abatement
activities are higher for lower targets. Interestingly, their profile over time is
different from the damages, since they increase more rapidly in time. In other
words, consumption loss of abatement occurs in the near future, whereas
consumption loss of damages occurs in the longer term. Using the default FAIR
2.1 abatement cost curve, direct consumption loss of abatement for the most
stringent (500 ppm) pathway reaches a maximum level in 2040 of almost 2.6%.
An interesting finding is that under these default settings, direct damage costs
are higher than direct abatement costs from 2100 onwards, even for the lowest
concentration peak level. For concentration peaking levels of 550 and higher,
direct damage costs even exceed direct abatement costs from the very start.

2.3.2 Discounted consumption loss
Figure 2.7 shows the NPV of consumption loss for all concentration peak levels
under the default settings (as a percentage of the NPV of consumption without
abatement or damage costs). For each peaking level, we chose the emission
pathway with the lowest sum of damage and abatement costs. Discounted direct
damage costs increase from 0.9% loss in consumption for the lowest
concentration peak target to 1.7% loss in consumption for a concentration target
of 800 ppm. The slope of the damage curve decreases, indicating that marginal
damages are lower for higher concentration targets, even though damages are
assumed to increase quadratically with temperature rise. The reason for the
decreasing slope is discounting. Damages start to diverge much later between
two different high concentration targets compared to two equally different low
concentration targets.
The discounted direct consumption loss due to abatement costs range from 1.0%
for the lowest concentration peak level to less than 0.2% for an 800 ppm
concentration peak level. As shown in the figure, direct damages outweigh
direct abatement costs in the default settings for all concentration targets except
the lowest. The optimal value, however, is determined by the minimum of the
sum of these numbers where marginal damages equal marginal abatement
costs. Under the default assumptions, this optimum is found at a CO2-equivalent
50
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Figure 2.7 NPV of consumption loss due to direct abatement costs, direct damage costs,
indirect costs and the sum of all for different concentration peaking levels, as a percentage of
the NPV of consumption without abatement or damages: default settings

concentration peak level of 580 ppm CO2-eq. This results in a maximum
temperature increase of 2.7°C (for the default climate sensitivity of 3°C). The
optimal pathway to the 580 ppm peak is an intermediate emission pathway (an
emission pathway between a delayed action and a default one). The NPV of the
consumption loss is 2.3%. In order to reach this target, emissions should peak in
2015 at 37% above the 1990 level. After that, emissions should decrease to a level
of 11% above 1990 in 2050.
Figure 2.7 also shows that the total discounted consumption loss is relatively
constant over a wide range of different concentration peak levels under the
default assumptions. In fact, the total discounted consumption loss of
concentration peak levels between 520 ppm and 800 ppm always lies in the
narrow range from 2.3% to 2.5%. The fact that the NPV of the total consumption
loss is rather flat is partly caused by the inertia in climate change. While higher
concentration levels are likely to lead to larger damages - part of these larger
damages also lie further out in time. Discounting (even with low discount rates)
implies that these future costs do not have such a strong impact. The flat total
discounted consumption loss curve implies that, while there is an optimum,
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many targets are not very different from this optimum. This indicates that there
is actually still a relatively wide range of possible outcomes that decision-makers
could consider as being near-optimal. The wide plateau in outcomes is actually
found for most assumption settings – and is a direct consequence of the fact that
mitigation costs and damages are negatively correlated.

2.4

Sensitivity analysis

In this section, we have varied the assumptions listed in Table 2.2, changing
them one at a time while keeping the rest at their default values. This "onefactor" analysis provides insight into the sensitivity of each of the assumptions,
but does not account for non-linearities, i.e. some of the uncertainties may have
much stronger impacts if other factors are chosen differently as well. The results
of the uncertainty analysis on the optimal temperature increase target and
concentration peak target are summarised in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9,
respectively. Table 2.3 provides a more comprehensive overview of the results; it
not only lists the resulting temperature level of the least costs solution, but also
the concentration peak level, maximum increase in emissions, level of emissions
in 2050, and consumption loss estimates.

2.4.1 Baseline
Using the A1 baseline scenario (with both higher income levels and emissions)
instead of the B2 scenario, while keeping the other assumptions at their default
settings, leads to a lower concentration target. The underlying causes for this
result are rather complex, where the settings for other assumptions play an
important role. First, higher emissions lead to an increase in abatement costs, as
it is more difficult to reach a lower emission path due to the higher baseline
emissions (the abatement cost curve in Figure 2.7 shifts up). However, CO2
emissions related to land use are lower in the A1 scenario compared to the B2
scenario (see den Elzen et al., 2007c), having at the same time a downward
effect on abatement costs. In terms of costs of climate change, the higher
income levels of the A1 scenario imply that impacts are also greater (the damage
function shifts up). The impacts also strongly differ over time. In the short term,
the higher emissions in the A1 scenario imply higher abatement costs. In the
longer term, the emissions difference between the A1 and B2 starts to disappear,
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Figure 2.8 Optimal global temperature increase compared to the pre-industrial level under
different assumptions for value judgements and scientific uncertainties

Figure 2.9 Optimal CO2-equivalent peak level under different assumptions for value
judgements and scientific uncertainties
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Table 2.3 Effect of different assumptions for value judgements and scientific uncertainties on
the CO2-eq. concentration target, maximum temperature increase, maximum increase in global
emissions, change in global emission in 2050 and NPV of direct consumption loss due to
damages, abatement, indirect consumption loss and total consumption loss
climate
CO2-eq.
concentration
peak
target
(ppm)
580

emissions

max.
max.
temp.
increase in
increase
emissions
(°C above
rel. to
pre1990 (%)
industrial)
2.7
37

NPV consumption loss as % of NPV
consumption without abatement and
damages

change in
emissions
damage
in 2050 rel.
to 1990 (%)

abatement

indirect

total

default
11
1.3
0.3
0.6
2.3
baseline:
A1
545
2.4
25
-20
1.3
0.6
0.8
2.7
climate sensitivity:
2.5
580
2.4
37
11
1.1
0.3
0.5
1.9
3.5
575
3.0
36
5
1.6
0.4
0.7
2.7
abatement costs:
DICE-2007
745
3.6
42
39
1.7
0.3
0.7
2.7
damage costs:
Page mode
755
3.6
63
60
1.3
0.1
0.0
1.4
Page mean
615
2.9
44
26
1.5
0.2
0.1
1.8
MERGE 5.1
615
2.9
44
26
0.8
0.2
0.2
1.2
discounting:
Weitzman
520
2.2
31
-26
1.1
0.6
0.8
2.5
(2001)
Stern (2006)
540
2.3
35
-13
1.3
0.6
0.7
2.6
Nordhaus
705
3.5
50
48
0.9
0.1
0.3
1.3
(2008)
time horizon:
2150
650
3.1
38
24
1.4
0.2
0.5
2.1
2250
570
2.6
36
5
1.4
0.4
0.6
2.3
combined:
"Nordhaus
≤ 0.1
0.3
1.3 – 1.4
≥ 745
≥ 3.6
≥ 42
≥ 39
0.9 – 1.1
settings"a
"Stern
540
2.3
35
-13
1.3
0.5
0.2
2.0
settings"b
"Low
520
2.0
31
-26
0.9
0.6
0.6
2.0
settings"c
> 830
> 4.6
> 60
> 55
0.9 - 1.0
< 0.2
< 0.1
1.0 - 1.1
"High
settings"d
a
DICE-2007 abatement cost function, Nordhaus discounting, rest at default settings.
b
PAGE mean damage function, Stern discounting, 2005–2250 time horizon, rest at default settings.
c
Climate sensitivity of 2.5, Weitzman discounting, 2005–2250 time horizon, rest at default settings.
d Climate sensitivity of 3.5, DICE-2007 abatement cost function, PAGE mode damage cost function,
Nordhaus discounting, 2005–2250 time horizon, rest at default settings.
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while the difference in damage costs becomes more important. The combination
of these factors influences the optimal reduction level in different ways,
depending on the discount rate. For higher discount rates, the net result is a
higher optimal concentration target (as the short term increase in abatement
costs gets more weight). Under our default discount rate, however, the change
to the A1 scenario leads to a lower optimal concentration target in the A1
baseline.

2.4.2 Climate sensitivity
A higher climate sensitivity results in higher temperatures for all concentration
levels, so that damage costs across all concentration levels increase. The damage
cost function as shown in Figure 2.7 shifts up (and gets somewhat steeper).
Nevertheless, the concentration target is rather insensitive to the different
climate sensitivities explored. This is partly related to the fact that climate
sensitivity especially determines long-term temperature change (differences in
the long term are valued less as a result of discounting). The temperature
increase itself that corresponds to this concentration target is obviously strongly
determined by the climate sensitivity. A climate sensitivity of 3.5°C instead of
3.0°C raises the optimal temperature increase from 2.7°C to 3.0°C. The effect of
a lower climate sensitivity of 2.5°C is not strong enough to change the
concentration target, but it does of course lower the optimal temperature level.
It should be noted that the range of climate sensitivity (2.5-3.5°C) only forms
part of the total likely range that is indicated by the IPCC, but covers the range
of the most likely values.

2.4.3 Abatement costs
In our analysis, we explored the abatement costs according to the default FAIR
2.1 model and the DICE-2007 model. The latter leads to lower costs in the shortterm and higher costs in the long-term (see Figure 2.3). Using the DICE-2007
abatement costs, while keeping the other assumptions at their default settings,
leads to a much higher optimal temperature increase of 3.6°C instead of 2.7°C.
This shows that very uncertain factors, like the level of abatement costs in the far
future, can have a strong effect on the results. Table 2.1 illustrates, using the
results of the Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2007e), that the real uncertainty
on abatement costs is, even in the short term, wider than the two alternative
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settings explored here. Therefore, the uncertainty in abatement costs is an
important factor in determining the optimal concentration level.

2.4.4 Damage costs
The damages caused by climate change are characterised by large scientific
uncertainties as well as value judgements about how to monetise non-market
damages, such as increased mortality due to climate change or loss of
biodiversity, and how to deal with uncertainty. Of the four damage functions
included in our analysis, the PAGE mode damage function results in the lowest
emission reductions; as expected, as it leads to the lowest damage costs. The
optimal concentration peak target using the PAGE mode damage function is 755
ppm CO2-equivalent with a maximum temperature increase of 3.6°C. The PAGE
mean and MERGE 5.1 functions result in the same optimal concentration target
of 615 ppm CO2-equivalent, with a maximum temperature increase of 2.9°C.

2.4.5 Time horizon
Optimisation was performed over a chosen time-period. As abatement costs
occur earlier in time than damage costs, the time horizon of the analysis may
influence the results. In general, a shorter time horizon should lead to less
abatement and a higher concentration peak target. This is shown in Figure 2.8.
Reducing the time horizon by 50 years, from 2200 to 2150, results in a
concentration peak target of 650 instead of 580 ppm CO2-equivalent, and a
maximum temperature increase of 3.1°C instead of 2.7°C. In contrast, increasing
the time horizon to 2005-2250 only slightly reduces the concentration peak
target. The reason is that even though the undiscounted direct consumption loss
of damages after 2200 is considerably higher than the direct abatement
consumption loss, these damages occur so far in the future that the NPV of these
consumption losses is close to zero.

2.4.6 Discounting method
In our analysis, we explored several discount rates (see Figure 2.5) with
Nordhaus on the high side and Weitzman 2001 on the low side. One would
expect lower emission reductions and a higher concentration target with
Nordhaus discounting, as the damages in the long term are discounted away
with higher discount rates – which is confirmed in Figure 2.8. The Weitzman
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2001 and Stern discounting methods give concentration targets of 520 and 540
ppm CO2-equivalent, respectively, with corresponding maximum temperature
increases of 2.2°C and 2.3°C, whereas Nordhaus discounting results in a
concentration target of 705 ppm with a maximum temperature increase of
3.5°C. The figure shows the importance of discounting in long-term cost-benefit
analysis, which is confirmed by the discussions currently taken place in the
economics literature in response to the Stern Review. The impact of the discount
rate can also be vividly illustrated by showing the implied global emissions in
2050. The optimal path leads to emissions in 2050 that are 48% above the 1990
level using Nordhaus discounting, and more than 25% below the 1990 level using
the discounting method of Weitzman 2001. Compared to the other factors
included in the uncertainty analysis here – and ranges chosen for variation – the
discount rate spans the widest range.

2.4.7 Total analysis
The most important factor influencing the temperature increase target is the
discounting method, followed by the abatement cost estimates, damage
estimates and time horizon. Two of these assumptions, discounting method and
time horizon, involve value judgements, while damage costs are partly based on
value judgements as well. This means that value judgements always will remain
an important factor in cost-benefit analyses of climate change.
The concentration target is less sensitive to assumptions about the climate
sensitivity (assuming that the climate sensitivity falls in the range 2.5 to 3.5) and
the baseline scenario. The reason is that a higher climate sensitivity increases
damages over the whole range of concentration targets, while the choice of
baseline can actually influence the cost-benefit analysis in opposing ways
according to different dynamic factors.
The assumptions resulting in the highest concentration target are the PAGE
mode damage function, followed by the DICE-2007 abatement function,
Nordhaus discounting, and a 2005-2150 time horizon. All these assumptions
yield a maximum temperature increase of 3.1°C to 3.6°C, with a concentration
peak between 650-755 ppm CO2-equivalent. Weitzman 2001 discounting results
in the lowest concentration target and temperature increase (520 ppm with
2.2°C temperature increase).
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2.5

The effects of combined assumptions

In this section, we analyse in more detail the combined effects of assumptions
on the optimal emission path and resulting temperature increase. These
combined settings directly refer to the ongoing debate on the optimal target
(see, for instance, Nordhaus, 2007 and Weitzman, 2007). We have defined four
cases.
The first case resembles the assumptions in the DICE-2007 model (Nordhaus,
2008) and is therefore called “Nordhaus settings”. In this case, we adopted the
discounting method of Nordhaus and the abatement function of DICE-2007. All
other assumptions are set at their default settings.
The second case is called “Stern settings” and resembles the assumptions in the
Stern review (Stern, 2006). These settings comprise the discount rate as applied
in the Stern Review, the damage function of PAGE mean, a time horizon of 20052250, and all other assumptions at their default settings.
In the third case the assumptions are chosen in such a way as to give the lowest
optimal temperature target (“Low settings”). The lowest temperature target is
reached with a climate sensitivity of 2.5, the discounting method of Weitzman
2001, a time horizon of 2005-2250, and all other assumptions at their default
settings.
In the final case, the assumptions are chosen in such a way as to give the highest
optimal temperature target (“High settings”). The assumption in this case are a
B2 baseline, a climate sensitivity of 3.5, abatement costs of DICE-2007, the
damage function of Page mode, the discounting method of Nordhaus, and
finally a time horizon of 2005-2250.
The FAIR 2.1 model calculations of “Nordhaus settings” and “Stern settings” are
very similar to the opposing positions in the discussion on the outcomes of the
Stern Review. The “optimal” emission path in the “Nordhaus settings” is an early
action path leading to a concentration peak target at 745 ppm CO2-equivalent.
This is the highest early action emission path included in our database, apart
from the baseline. The optimal concentration peak target in the “Nordhaus
settings” is in FAIR therefore at 745 ppm CO2-equivalent or higher, comparing
well to around 690 ppm CO2 only reported as optimal target in the DICE-2007
report (Nordhaus, 2008). With the “Stern settings”, the FAIR model finds an
optimal concentration peak at 540 ppm CO2-equivalent, leading to a maximum
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temperature increase of 2.3°C (see Table 2.3). In terms of emissions in 2050, this
corresponds to a 39% increase in emissions in 2050 compared to 1990 with the
“Nordhaus settings” and a 13% reduction in emissions with the “Stern settings”.
The large discrepancies between these two cases are mainly different settings for
discounting and time horizon, but abatement and damage cost estimates play
an important role as well.
Looking more closely at the total discounted consumption loss across different
concentration levels reveals some interesting findings. Figure 2.10 shows that
the “Stern settings” result in a fairly robust low concentration target: total
discounted consumption loss increases steadily from 2.0% for the 540 ppm CO2equivalent concentration peak level to 2.5% for a concentration peak level of 800
ppm CO2-equivalent (a relatively “steep” difference). In the “Nordhaus settings”,
on the other hand, the total discounted costs show minor differences with
concentration peak levels between 560 ppm (1.2% consumption loss) and 800
ppm CO2-equivalent (1.0% consumption loss). In other words, even using the
“Nordhaus settings” as input a concentration target as low as 560 ppm CO2equivalent could be considered as near-optimal.
NPV consumption loss as % of NPV consumption
4.0

Default
Low settings
Stern settings

3.0

Nordhaus settings
High settings

2.0

1.0

0.0
500

550

600

650
700
750
800
CO2 eq. concentration peak level (ppm)

Figure 2.10 NPV of consumption loss due to the sum of abatement costs and damages for
different concentration peaking levels as percentage of NPV of consumption without
abatement or damage, different settings compared
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The “Nordhaus” and “Stern” settings are not the most extreme cases in our
model. By choosing the input parameters following the “Low settings” case, the
model finds an optimal temperature target of 2°C and deep emission cuts in the
short term. The “High settings” case, on the other hand, leads to a concentration
peak target above 830 ppm. This result is largely explained by the combination
of a low damage cost function together with a high discount rate.

2.6

Conclusions and discussion

In this paper, we used a cost-benefit approach to analyse optimal CO2-equivalent
concentration peaking targets as function of different value judgements and
uncertainties. As such, we explored how the outcomes of the Stern Review
compared to several other cost-benefit studies. In our results, we find the
optimal CO2-equivalent peaking concentration target from a cost-benefit analysis
can range from very low values such as 520 ppm (which requires early and steep
emission reductions) to more than 800 ppm. This wide range of optimal targets
can be explained by differences in value judgements (discount rate and time
horizon) and uncertainties (in particular damage and mitigation costs). In fact,
damage costs also contain value judgements on how to monetise non-market
damages and how to deal with risks and uncertainty.
Despite these different ‘optimal’ outcomes, an interesting and important finding
is that the differences between optimal and non-optimal cases are considerably
lower than sometimes suggested by reporting only an optimal concentration
target. In most cases, the NPV of consumption loss is flat over a rather large
range of concentration targets – indicating that other factors than those taken
into account in the analysis (co-benefits, asymmetrical weighting of risks) may
strongly impact results. Because the function of NPV plotted against the
concentration target is especially flat for high concentration targets, much lower
concentration levels than the optimal level can easily be justified.
Taken together, the strong influence of value judgements on the outcome of
cost-benefit analysis and the relatively flat results for wide ranges of
concentration levels raise questions with respect to the value of cost-benefit
analysis in informing decision-makers about the preferred long-term climate
target. As previously argued by Azar (1998), the value of cost-benefit analysis is
that it makes a systematic analysis of all costs and benefits in a formal
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framework possible (and if done properly, including a systematic consideration
of uncertainty). However, cost-benefit analysis is unlikely to give a single, clear
answer to decision-makers about the optimal climate target. In the case of
climate policy, uncertainties and value judgements – especially the latter – have
such a strong impact on results that in the end choosing long-term targets
remains within the realm of decision-makers and other societal actors.
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3

A quantitative minimax approach to
climate change: Does discounting still
matter?

Abstract Using cost-benefit analysis to determine an optimal climate mitigation target is
criticised, especially because i) it fails to sufficiently take into account low-probability, highimpact events, and ii) results strongly depend on the discount rate used. One of the
alternative suggestions to inform policymakers about the right mitigation target that does
take the risks associated with low-probability, high-impact events explicitly into account is
the minimax criterion. We apply the minimax criterion quantitatively using an integrated
assessment model with extreme values for climate sensitivity, damage estimates and
mitigation costs. The goal is to analyse whether such a method leads to different results
compared to standard cost-benefit analysis and whether the results are still sensitive to the
discount rate used. We find that the minimax approach leads to more stringent and robust
climate targets for relatively low discount rates and if both a high climate sensitivity and
high damage estimates are assumed. If one of these assumptions does not hold, the
difference between the minimax approach and standard cost-benefit analysis is much
smaller. Therefore, we conclude that the discount rate used can still be of vital importance
even when applying a minimax approach.

This chapter is based on: Hof, A.F., M.G.J. den Elzen and D.P. van Vuuren, 2010. A
quantitative minimax regret approach to climate change: Does discounting still
matter? Ecological Economics (in press), doi: 10.1016/j.ecolecon.2010.03.0233

3.1

Introduction

Integrated assessment models have been widely used to inform policymakers
about attractive climate response strategies (Hope, 2006; Keller et al., 2004;
Nordhaus, 1992; Nordhaus, 2008; Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000; Stern, 2006; Tol,
2002b). An important application of integrated assessment models is cost-benefit
analysis to determine the optimal level of greenhouse gas emissions mitigation.
It has been shown that the recommendations between different studies vary as
result of the uncertainties and value judgements involved in cost-benefit analysis
of climate change policy (Hof et al., 2008). Moreover, many authors – both
economists and non-economists – have criticised the way how cost-benefit
3
The chapter differs from the article in one respect only. In the article, the criterion applied is
incorrectly called minimax regret approach. This should have been minimax approach. This
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analyses of climate policy have dealt with low-probability, high-impact events,
even though numerous studies have shown the possible importance of such
events in cost-benefit analysis (Ackerman et al., 2009; Azar, 1998; Azar and
Lindgren, 2003; Barker, 2008; Dietz et al., 2007; Matheny 2007; Parson 2007;
Posner, 2004; Weitzman, 2007; Weitzman, 2009).
Van den Bergh (2004) also shares the criticism that applying cost-benefit analysis
to determine the optimal climate policy leads to an inadequate consideration of
low-probability, high-impact events and proposes an alternative method. Instead
of comparing costs and benefits quantitatively, he proposes a qualitative
comparison, consistent with a precautionary approach. The minimax criterion
(Rawls, 1971), which requires minimising the maximum possible costs that
society might be faced with, is an example of such an approach. In other words,
instead of finding an optimum policy based on best-guess parameter settings,
the approach aims to minimise the risks of things going wrong. As such, this
method does explicitly take into account low-probability, high impact events.
Based on a qualitative discussion, van den Bergh concludes that according to
such a criterion, stringent climate policy would clearly be preferred to no
climate policy at all. Interestingly, Cline (1992) and the Stern Review (Stern,
2006) reach the same conclusion, even though these analyses were based on
comparing costs and benefits of climate policy. The studies of van den Bergh
and Stern share one important characteristic that influences their results: they
compare only two, very extreme, policy alternatives, namely 1) no climate policy
whatsoever to 2) a “stringent” climate policy. Furthermore, Dasgupta (2007),
Nordhaus (2007) and Yohe and Tol (2007) have criticised the low discount rate
used in the Stern review and have argued that this largely explains the results
(Cline (1992) used a similar low discount rate). Most cost-benefit analyses – using
a higher discount rate than the Stern Review and Cline – warn that steep and
fast emission reductions should be avoided (Nordhaus, 2008; Tol, 2009). This
underlines the importance of the discount rate in cost-benefit analysis4.

error is corrected in the current chapter.
4
It should be noted that the Stern Review outcome was not merely based on a low discount
rate. Other factors – like distributional weights and taking into account extreme events played a role as well. Also see Hof et al. (2008) and van den Bergh (2009)
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The discussion above leaves us with two unanswered questions. First, can the
conclusion of van den Bergh based on a qualitative interpretation on the
minimax criterion that a stringent climate policy is preferred be confirmed by
quantitative analysis? Second, and related to the first, are the results of a
quantitative application of the minimax criterion still as sensitive to the discount
rate as cost-benefit analysis?
This study aims to answer these questions by applying the minimax criterion
quantitatively, using an integrated assessment model. Van den Bergh argues
that a quantitative approach is not possible mainly because of the uncertainty
and value judgements involved in projecting climate change impacts. While we
agree that these two factors will always bring in a certain form of uncertainty
and subjectivity (see also Section 2.3), we feel that a transparent quantitative
analysis adds value to the qualitative analysis of van den Bergh with only two
alternatives. After all, the implicit judgements on the range of possible climate
change damages made in a qualitative analysis are made explicit in a
quantitative analysis. Furthermore, our quantitative analysis allows for
comparing a range of mitigation targets instead of only comparing two extreme
options.
In our analysis, we implement the minimax criterion by varying some of the
most important parameters of cost-benefit analysis of climate change. Section 2
provides some theoretical background, introduces the model used for the
analysis, describes how we implement the minimax approach and provides a
discussion on discounting. Section 3 shows the results of the analysis and section
4 provides a discussion of the results and concludes.

3.2

Method

3.2.1 Cost-benefit analysis and the minimax approach
Since the beginning of the 1990's, cost-benefit analyses have been used to
inform climate change mitigation policies (Cline, 1992; Manne et al., 1995;
Nordhaus, 1991; Tol et al., 1995). Most of these studies already acknowledge
that cost-benefit analyses cannot lead to a consensus on a specific climate
mitigation target due to the large uncertainties involved in climate change
policy (Manne et al., 1995). Instead, they are useful in providing insight in the
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consequences of certain assumptions on the costs and benefits of climate change
policy in a formal framework. Nevertheless, applying cost-benefit analyses for
climate change policy has been subject to fundamental criticism (Ackerman et
al., 2009; Azar, 1998; Barker, 2008; Weitzman, 2007) as already indicated in the
introduction. Apart from the problem of intergenerational equity, the main
criticism on cost-benefit analyses relates to the large uncertainty in climate
change impacts. This is caused by uncertainty in how greenhouse gas emissions
affect global warming, uncertainty in the market and non-market impacts of
global warming, and the value judgements involved in monetisation of the nonmarket impacts. Some integrated models do take into account these
uncertainties through a probabilistic treatment, notably the PAGE model which
was used by the Stern Review (Hope, 2006; Stern, 2006). The proposal of van den
Bergh (2004) goes one step further, as it concludes climate policy should not be
based on optimisation, but on a precautionary principle such as the minimax
criterion, that reduces the risk of climate disasters. In fact, this is consistent with
arguments made by policy-makers arguing for stringent climate policies in view
of the possible risks of not acting. The rationale behind this is that the
uncertainties involved in climate change impacts and the chance of irreversible
catastrophes are too large to accept. However, no efforts have been made yet to
apply the minimax criterion quantitatively within an integrated assessment
model, although Weitzman (2009) comes close by analysing the effect of
structural uncertainty for the economics of low-probability, high-impact
catastrophes. Using an abstract model, he concludes that structural uncertainty
may be of vital importance to the outcome of cost-benefit analysis of climate
change. The current analysis fills this gap and compares the results of a
quantitative analysis based on the minimax criterion with a standard costbenefit approach of climate mitigation policy. Not only are we interested in
whether these two approaches lead to different outcomes, but we also want to
compare the sensitivity of the results of these two approaches to the discounting
method used.

3.2.2 Analytical framework
In considering the attractiveness of different climate policies, several factors play
an important role, including: 1) the costs of reducing greenhouse gas emissions
(both directly or indirectly); 2) the potential damages of climate change (and our
ability to adapt to climate change); 3) the relationship between greenhouse gas
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emissions, atmospheric greenhouse gas concentration and changes in climate;
4) the weighing of costs for different actors (intragenerational equity) and across
time (intergenerational equity) and 5) other factors than climate policy that
influence greenhouse gas emissions. Integrated assessment models are
developed to account for the dynamic interactions between these factors. In this
paper, we use the integrated modelling framework FAIR 2.15 model for our
analysis (den Elzen et al., 2008; den Elzen and van Vuuren, 2007a; Hof et al.,
2008); this model is able to describe the most important interactions between all
the factors mentioned above, including relevant uncertainties. A difference
between FAIR and most other cost-benefit integrated assessment models, like
DICE (Nordhaus, 2008), is that FAIR is not formally set up as an optimisation
tool. Instead, it is able to evaluate a large set of cost-effective emission pathways,
each meeting a certain pre-defined CO2-equivalent concentration target. Just as
in a formal optimisation, the pathway can be selected that leads to the lowest
difference in consumption between the reference case (i.e., no mitigation costs
and climate change damages) and the predefined mitigation pathways. In
practice, this leads to a similar capability as a full optimisation tool, with the
extra advantage that the robustness of the preferred target (see Appendix to this
chapter) can be easily identified. The calculations in the FAIR 2.1 model are at
the level of 17 world regions, but the present study only presents aggregated
global results.
FAIR 2.1 calculates mitigation costs according to a least-cost approach using
regional marginal abatement costs (MAC) curves for the different greenhouse
gases and emissions sources (den Elzen et al., 2008). The cost estimates for nonCO2 gases are based on MAC of the EMF-21 study for 2010 (Weyant et al., 2006).
The EMF-21 curves are made time-dependent to account for technologic change,
baseline development and reduction of the implementation barriers (Lucas et
al., 2007). The curves for carbon plantations were developed from the IMAGE
model (Strengers et al., 2008). Carbon credits from forest management are
included, based on a conservative, low estimate taken from an extension of the
Marrakesh Accords (den Elzen and de Moor, 2002; van Vuuren et al., 2003).
Finally, for CO2 emissions from the energy system, we derived MAC curves from
the energy model TIMER (van Vuuren et al., 2004; van Vuuren et al., 2007a). In

5

http://www.pbl.nl/en/themasites/fair/index.html
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this model, costs strongly depend on the emission reduction pathway through
(1) technological change (learning-by-doing) and (2) inertia. In the FAIR 2.1
model, this is captured by using several sets of MAC curves from TIMER that
differ in timing of climate policy. In the calculations, the MAC curves derived
using reduction pathways similar to one followed in the actual simulation are
used (using linear scaling between these curves). As such, the advantages of
early-action due to learning-by-doing can be captured.
The set of emission pathways used for this analysis are taken from den Elzen and
van Vuuren (2007). These pathways lead to a certain peak in concentration, after
which the concentration decreases again. Compared to stabilisation profiles,
peaking profiles can achieve long-term temperature targets with more
likelihood under lower mitigation costs, as shown by den Elzen and van Vuuren.
We analyse 25 pathways in total, of which the lowest leads to a peak in CO2equivalent concentration of 500 ppm and the highest to a peak in CO2equivalent concentration 800 ppm. Assuming a climate sensitivity of 3°C (see
Appendix to this chapter), these pathways lead to a maximum temperature
increase in the period 2010-2250 of 2°C for the 500 ppm concentration peak and
4°C for the 800 ppm concentration peak.
For calculating the temperature implications of the different emission pathways
we use the MAGICC 4.1 model (Wigley, 2003; Wigley and Raper, 2001). MAGICC
consists of a suite of coupled gas-cycle, climate and ice-melt models and
determines changes in greenhouse-gas concentrations, global-mean surface air
temperature, and sea level resulting from anthropogenic emissions. Regarding
aerosol forcing assumptions and temperature-related feedbacks on the carbon
cycle, we apply the default settings as used for the IPCC Third Assessment Report
(as described in detail in Meinshausen et al., 2006).
Damages are estimated by the probabilistic PAGE damage function. This
function includes market and non-market damages as well as the risk of a
catastrophe (Hope, 2006).
We use a simple global economic growth model to analyse the direct and
indirect consumption losses of climate change mitigation and damages. This
model is based on a Cobb-Douglas production function, as described in detail in
Hof et al. (2008). The equations used are
(3.1)
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(3.2)

K t +1 = K t − ηK t + I t

(3.3)

Yt = C t + I t + ECt + Dt

where Y stands for GDP, A for technological progress, K for capital, L for labour,
α for the capital elasticity of production, η for the depreciation rate, I for
investment, C for consumption, EC for mitigation costs and D for climate change
damages. The subscript t refers to year t. The production function (3.1) uses two
production factors, capital and labour. We assume that trends in labour force
follow from trends in global population. Population estimates are taken from
the long-term UN population projections (medium for baseline B2 and low for
baseline A1, see Section 3.2.3). The initial capital stock in 2005 is set at $100
trillion, based on the IIASA growth study datasets (Miketa, 2004). For the capital
elasticity of production we assume a value of 0.3. The development of A is
calibrated so that that the GDP level corresponds with the exogenously baseline
income development in the B2 and A1b baseline. In the capital accumulation
function (3.2), depreciation is set at 5% per year. Equation (3.3), finally, states
that damages and mitigation costs reduce both consumption and investment. As
we use the damage function of the PAGE model, we use the same methodology
as the PAGE model for the way in which damages replace investment and
consumption. That means that climate change damage replaces consumption
only. For mitigation costs, we assume that the costs are taken from the “general”
investments and consumption categories on the basis of the overall savings rate
(i.e. 21%). We have shown earlier that the model results do not critically depend
on this assumption (Hof et al., 2008). The model is thus set in the reference case
(i.e., without mitigation costs and climate change damages) to reproduce an
exogenously defined GDP pathway with a chosen savings rate. In the mitigation
pathways, mitigation costs and climate change damages determine the change
in consumption and investment patterns compared to the reference case. The
discount rate applied in the model is used only for evaluating investments in
climate change mitigation. Changing this discount rate thus has no implications
for the overall savings rate (and the variables are independent in the model).
Section 3.2.4 provides a discussion about why the discount rate used for climate
change investments does not have to reflect the interest rate or return on
capital. The discounted consumption loss (see Appendix to this chapter) for the
range of emission pathways analysed determines the preferred mitigation
target. Looking only at the global impacts in this paper, we do not make any
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assumptions about the distribution of mitigation costs: we simply assume a
global emission trading scheme to ensure cost-effectiveness of mitigation. With
regard to climate change damages, we make the same assumptions as the PAGE
model: consumption losses for the different world regions are simple added to
arrive at the global consumption loss.

3.2.3 Implementation of the quantitative minimax
approach
Woodward and Bishop (1997) showed that the minimax strategy only depends
on extreme scenarios and not on intermediate ones. The intuition behind this is
that the maximum possible costs are determined by these extreme scenarios.
Implementing the minimax criterion therefore entails setting the main input
parameters on their extreme values. Hof et al. (2008) shows that the outcome of
cost-benefit analyses of climate policy is particularly sensitive to 1) the assumed
damages as function of temperature, 2) the climate sensitivity6, 3) baseline
emissions, 4) mitigation costs as function of mitigation effort and 5) assumptions
on intergenerational equity (i.e. the discounting method). In the analysis here,
we will use the same modelling framework as used by Hof et al. (2008) (see
Section 3.2.2), but instead of using it to determine the least costs level, we use it
to minimise the maximum possible costs against extreme settings of the main
input variables listed above as being sensitive.
This implies that for our analysis, we need to define extreme assumptions for
each of the variables identified above. That means that not only extreme
assumptions on the impact side have to be identified, but on the mitigation side
as well. An obvious question is what kind of extreme assumptions are accounted
for. Should one use some cut-off point or not? In this paper, we define an
extreme value as the 95th percentile of a probability distribution function.
Clearly, this is an arbitrary choice that implies that we are not looking at the
absolute maximum possible value. At the same time, however, it should be
noted that we implement the minimax criterion by applying the 95th percentile
for each of the variables. The chance of only two of these parameters being both

6

van Vuuren et al. (2008) show that uncertainty in the carbon cycle can also play a substantial
role, but as this is likely to be smaller than the influence of the climate sensitivity, here we
focus only on the first factor.
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at their 95th percentile value is considerably lower, meaning that the actual
probability range is much larger than the 95th percentile value.
In practical terms, for most variables, identifying the 95th percentile probability
value is far from straightforward, as the probability distribution is not known
exactly. Below, we explain how the values that have been applied for the first
four parameters mentioned above have been determined. The issue of
discounting is explained separately in Section 3.2.4 – as this does not represent
an uncertainty but a societal choice.
Damage as function of temperature
Damage estimates of climate change vary widely in literature. The 2001 IPCC
Third Assessment Report (Smith et al., 2001) compared damage projections as
function of global mean temperature increase of Mendelsohn et al. (2000), Tol
(2002b), and Nordhaus and Boyer (2000). This comparison shows that for a 4°C
increase in global mean temperature compared to the pre-industrial level,
estimates of global damages vary from practically zero to approximately 5% of
world GDP. These differences can largely be explained by the number of damage
categories and the types of damages that are included. The damage function of
Mendelsohn et al., for instance, gives the lowest impact for a 4°C increase in
temperature, but only includes market impacts. The damage function of Tol also
includes non-market impacts, resulting in climate change damages of about 1%
to 1.5% of world GDP (depending on whether regional damages are aggregated
according to output or population, respectively). Finally, damage estimates of
Nordhaus and Boyer not only include non-market impacts, but they also take
into account the chance of catastrophic impacts, arriving at damages of 4% to 5%
of world GDP (again aggregated according to output or population,
respectively).
Unfortunately, none of these damage functions fit the purpose of our paper. All
these estimates are mean estimates of climate change damages, whereas the
minimax approach requires an upper-end estimate. Hope (2006a) constructed a
probabilistic damage function for the PAGE model based on the three abovementioned damage functions. This damage function includes both market and
non-market impacts, as well as the risk of a catastrophic event. Relative price
effects between non-market and market goods are neither considered in the
PAGE model, nor in our model framework. As shown by Sterner and Persson
(2008), non-market damages could increase substantially when taking into
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account such relative price effects. In the B2 baseline (see below), the mean
estimate of climate change damages according to the PAGE damage function is
about 3% of world GDP for a 4°C increase in temperature, while the 95th
percentile indicates damages of about 8% of world GDP. As this highest estimate
is indeed at the high-end of the full literature range, we have decided to use the
95th percentile of the PAGE damage function for the minimax approach. The
mean estimate of 3% of world GDP is used for the standard cost-benefit analysis.
Note that in our model, the damages resulting from a 4°C temperature increase
can be much higher than 3% for the mean estimate and 8% for the 95th
percentile. The reason is that global damages are the sum of regional damages,
so that reaching 4°C later in time (which is the case in the 800 ppm scenario)
implies higher global damages, since developing countries – whose damage
estimates are generally higher – have a larger share in global income.
Climate sensitivity
The climate sensitivity, defined as the equilibrium global mean surface
temperature increase caused by a doubling of pre-industrial atmospheric CO2, is
another crucial parameter, as it determines the actual climate change resulting
from greenhouse gas emissions. The IPCC (2007b) gives a likely range of the
climate sensitivity from 2°C to 4.5°C, with a mean estimate of 3°C. In IPCC
terminology, a likely range means that the actual value has a probability of 66%
of being in this range – although the report also warns that they were not able
to quantitatively bind the value of climate sensitivity on the high-end range. The
IPCC does not provide a value for the 95th percentile. There is a whole range of
studies available that provide probability density functions with the 95th
percentile lying often in a range of 4.5°C up to extreme values of 10°C or more
(Meinshausen, 2006). An example of a rather constrained probability density
function is that of Annan and Hargreaves (2006) who combine several
independent lines of evidence, and find a 95th percentile value of the climate
sensitivity of 4.5°C. We use this value for the minimax approach and 3°C for the
standard cost-benefit analysis. Compared to the IPCC range this might be seen as
an underestimate of the real range, but combined with the relatively high
damage function this provides a rather extreme outcome of impacts compared
to concentrations. A climate sensitivity of 4.5°C implies that the equilibrium (i.e.
long-term) temperature increase is 50% higher than for the mean value of 3°C.
However, the effect of a different climate sensitivity only slowly builds up over
time. Here, we use the development over time for a 4.5°C relative to a 3°C
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transient climate run as can be derived from Van Vuuren et al. (2008a) (as a
function of time and concentration target). Figure 3.1 shows the resulting
temperatures over time for the baselines (see below) and a few selected
mitigation scenarios according to these two climate sensitivities. In 2040, the
temperature increase is 20% higher for a climate sensitivity of 4.5°C instead of
3°C and in 2100 it is 23% to 28% higher, depending on the concentration target.
After 2100, we assume that the equilibrium temperature is reached in 2400
consistent with a wide range of different models (van Vuuren et al., 2009).
Baseline emissions
The development of baseline emissions over time greatly influences the costs
needed to achieve a certain mitigation target. If baseline emissions grow faster,
emissions have to be reduced more in order to reach a certain target. For the
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Figure 3.1 Global temperature increase over time in the baselines and selected mitigation
scenarios for a climate sensitivity of 3 °C and 4.5 °C
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standard cost-benefit analysis, we assume that emissions follow the IMAGE SRES
B2 scenario (B2 baseline), which is a medium emissions scenario based on the
recently updated IMAGE 2.3 implementation of the IPCC SRES scenarios
(Nakicenovic et al., 2000) as described in van Vuuren et al. (2007a). As the
minimax approach requires minimising the maximum possible costs, we need to
include a scenario that leads to higher climate change damages. This is
represented in the IMAGE SRES A1b scenario (A1b baseline), in which the
economy, and therefore emissions, grow faster, especially early in the scenario.
Given the fact that the IMAGE SRES A1b scenario is relatively high compared to
the overall range of emissions scenarios, we have decided to use this scenario
(instead of choosing the even higher A2 scenario, whose storyline seems to be
inconsistent with ambitious climate policy).
Mitigation costs
With regard to mitigation costs, the IPCC (2007e) gives the 10th and 90th
percentile range of the estimated global macro-economic costs in 2030 and
2050 for different long-term stabilisation levels. Hof et al. (2008) compares these
ranges with the mitigation costs calculated with the FAIR model used for this
study (described in section 3.2.2). From this comparison, it follows that the 90th
percentile value of the IPCC is about 50% higher than the maximum of the range
as calculated with the FAIR model. Therefore, we multiplied our own estimates
of mitigation costs with a factor of 1.5 for the minimax calculations (so formally
representing an estimate of the 90th percentile – but given the uncertainties
involved, we consider this good enough an assumption). We use the default
mitigation costs of FAIR for the standard cost-benefit analysis for comparison. It
should be noted that we assume a global emissions trading scheme from 2012
onwards. The costs of mitigation will be higher when major emitting countries
delay their participation in such a global emissions trading scheme. We have
not accounted for this factor, which would lead to a further increase in costs.
Overview
Table 3.1 summarises the parameter settings for both the standard cost-benefit
approach and the combined minimax criterion (see Appendix to this chapter).
Note that parameter settings are based on their individual ranges. This implies
that on the damage side, the combined chance of both the climate sensitivity
and the damage function being at the 95% probability value is much lower than
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Table 3.1 Parameter settings of the standard cost-benefit analysis (CBA), the minimax
approach, the high climate sensitivity case and the high damages case

Standard CBA
Minimax
High climate sensitivity
High damages

damage
function
PAGE mean
PAGE 95th
PAGE mean
PAGE 95th

climate
sensitivity
3.0
4.5
4.5
3.0

baseline
B2
A1b
B2
B2

mitigation
costs
default FAIR
FAIR * 1.5
FAIR * 1.5
FAIR * 1.5

5% (if they indeed represent 95th percentiles, this chance is only 0.25%). On the
mitigation side, our calculations are based on the extreme values for one single
parameter for the uncertainty in mitigation costs. For additional insight, we also
perform a sensitivity analysis for which we compare two less extreme cases for
the damage side; one in which we apply a climate sensitivity to 4.5°C (and also
assume high mitigation costs), while keeping the other parameters at their
default values, and one in which we apply the PAGE 95th percentile damage
function (and again assume high mitigation costs).
We realise that the real uncertainty range stretches far beyond the quantified
uncertainty space here. In reality, our understanding of what could happen
under extreme assumptions is relatively poor – and certainly for the interaction
of various uncertainty factors. This is probably most noteworthy for climate
damages (Weitzman, 2009). The impacts of a possible 6°C temperature increase
are extremely difficult to estimate. How fast could sea level rise be under such a
scenario; and to what level? Will agriculture systems still be able to adapt?
Could high temperatures lead to the release of methane from tundras resulting
in even further temperature change? Will the climate system itself undergo
dramatic phase shifts?
One may argue that is nearly impossible to provide any meaningful quantitative
estimate. It is therefore not the intention of this paper to focus on the exact
quantitative outcome, but rather to explore whether the minimax criterion leads
to an outcome that is different and more robust compared to standard costbenefit analysis; and if so, in what range these outcomes are found. It should be
noted that the least stringent mitigation scenario analysed leads to a peak in
CO2-equivalent concentration of 800 ppm. Combining this target with a high
climate sensitivity of 4.5°C leads to an increase in temperature of 5.5°C
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compared to the pre-industrial level in the next 250 years (with damages being
20% of GDP in 2250 when using the high damage function). Higher increases in
temperature are therefore only accounted for in the baselines (also see Figure
3.1).

3.2.4 Discounting method
As noted before, the discounting method heavily influences the results of cotsbenefit analysis of climate policy. To see whether discounting also has such a
strong impact on the results of the minimax approach, we use different
discounting methods. Different views exist on what constitutes the right
discounting method for intergenerational cost-benefit analyses, such as climate
change policy (Hoel and Sterner, 2007; Howarth, 2003; Nordhaus, 2007; Stern,
2006; UK Treasury, 2003; Weitzman, 2001; 2007).
Most studies use the Ramsey equation for determining the discounting method.
This equation states that the discount rate should be equal to the rate of pure
time preference, plus the elasticity of marginal utility times the per-capita
growth rate of consumption. Nordhaus uses the estimated market return on
capital as the basis for the appropriate discounting method for climate change
policy analysis. In practice, this means that the parameters of the Ramsey
equation are calibrated in a way such that for the first half of the century, the
discount rate averages around 5.5%/year (Nordhaus, 2008). There are several
reasons why some argue that a lower discount rate should be used for climate
change policy analysis. For instance, Stern (2006) follows the argument made by
Ramsey (1928), Harrod (1948) and Solow (1974), among others, that the welfare
of future generations should be treated the same as the current one on ethical
grounds. Therefore, Stern calibrates the Ramsey equation in such a way – i.e. a
rate of pure time preference of 0.1% and a marginal utility of consumption of 1.0
– that the resulting discount rate is much lower than Nordhaus’ method. Other
arguments for using a lower discount rate than the market interest rate are
made by Ackerman et al. (2009), Hoel and Sterner (2007), Howarth (2003),
Weitzman (2007) and van den Bergh (2009). Hoel and Sterner argue that if the
relative price of the ecosystem service endangered (note that in the case of
climate change, there is a whole range of ecosystems services at danger) rises,
the discount rate used for these services should be lower. Ackerman et al.,
Howarth and Weitzman all argue that the discount rate applied to climate
change policy should be lower than the market rate because of uncertainty in
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future consumption. Finally, van den Bergh argues that individual time
preference is a wrong analogy for social discounting, since societies are
immortal (implicitly recognised by Stern). In short, there are several reasons why
the discounting rate used by Stern might be appropriate, and also why the
discount rate applied to climate change may be independent on the interest rate
and rates of return on capital.
To reflect the full range of different positions, we apply the discounting method
of the Ramsey rule calibrated according to both Nordhaus and Stern. Apart from
these two discount rates, we also include the discounting method for long-term
appraisals as recommended by the UK Green Book (UK Treasury, 2003). This is a
decreasing discounting method, starting at 3.5%/year and gradually declining
towards 1.5%/year after 200 years.
The effect of the different discounting methods on the discounted consumption
pathways is depicted in Figure 3.2. This figure compares the undiscounted
consumption pathways for the two baselines with the discounted pathways
according to the different discounting methods. The relative fast declining
discounted consumption pathway for the Nordhaus' discounting method is a
direct consequence of the relatively high discount rate, with the opposite being
the case for the Stern discounting method. Furthermore, the figure shows that
the differences in discounted consumption pathways between the two baselines
are very small for both the Stern and Nordhaus discounting method, the reason
being that discount rate strongly depends on the per-capita growth rate of
consumption.

3.3

Results

3.3.1 Standard cost-benefit analysis compared with the
minimax approach
Figure 3.3 shows the discounted consumption loss according to the settings of
the standard cost-benefit analysis and those used according to the combined
minimax criterion as a function of the concentration peak target. The results are
presented for three different discounting methods. Obviously, for each
concentration peak target the minimax approach leads to much higher
discounted consumption losses than the standard cost-benefit analysis, due to
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Figure 3.2 Undiscounted and discounted consumption loss over time in the baseline and
selected mitigation scenarios for the different discounting methods used

the higher damage estimates, climate sensitivity, mitigation costs and baseline
emissions. The preferred peaking target of both the standard cost-benefit
analysis and the minimax approach strongly depends on the chosen discounting
method.
Under the standard cost-benefit analysis, the preferred peaking target using the
Stern and UK Green Book discounting method is around 540 and 600 ppm CO2equivalent, respectively. The Nordhaus discounting method leads to a
preference for the highest evaluated peak target of 800 ppm. This means that
the preferred peaking target is somewhere between 800 ppm and the baseline.
The minimax approach leads to very different results, and interestingly, the
discount rate still plays an important role. When using the discounting method
of Stern or the UK Green Book, the minimax approach clearly leads to the
conclusion that emissions should be reduced as stringently as possible.
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for a range of mitigation pathways according to the combined minimax criterion, standard
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Discounted consumption loss is minimised when CO2-equivalent concentrations
peak at 520 ppm, meaning that global greenhouse gas emissions should peak in
2015 at 24% above the 1990 level and should be 30% below the 1990 level in
2050. According to our model, lower concentration peak targets are not possible
starting from the relatively high A1b baseline emissions due to the lack of
mitigation potential. The preferred target from the minimax approach thus lies
significantly lower than the results of the cost-benefit analysis for these discount
rates. Another striking element of the results based on the minimax method
using a low discount rate is the robustness of the target: discounted
consumption loss sharply increases for less stringent concentration targets. This
indicates that for these discount rates, the conclusion of the minimax approach
– reduce emissions by as much as possible – is very robust. The standard costbenefit analysis leads not only to a higher preferred level, but also to a much less
robust signal, as shown by the relatively flat curve of the standard cost-benefit
analysis in Figure 3.3.
Using the Nordhaus discounting method leads to completely different outcomes.
First of all, the discounted consumption loss for both the standard cost-benefit
analysis and the minimax approach is much lower, due to the relatively high
discount rate. Second, also the difference between the minimax approach and
the standard cost-benefit analysis is much smaller. In fact, it is very hard to
define a preferred concentration peak target for the minimax approach, since
discounted consumption loss is practically the same for all peaking targets in the
range of 600 to 800 ppm. Therefore, the hypothesis that the minimax approach
automatically leads to the conclusion “reduce emissions as stringent as possible”
does not hold using the Nordhaus discounting method.

3.3.2 Sensitivity analysis
As mentioned in section 3.2.2, we apply the combined minimax criterion by
assuming both a high damage function and a high climate sensitivity. This
combination has a very low probability indeed. In our sensitivity analysis, we
compare two less extreme cases: one in which only the parameters of the
damage function are set at the chosen extreme values (high damage case) and
one in which only the climate sensitivity is set at the extreme value (high climate
sensitivity case). For both cases, we also assume high mitigation costs.
Figure 3.3 also shows the results of the sensitivity analysis. Overall, the results of
the high climate sensitivity case are in between the high damage case and the
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standard cost-benefit analysis. Unsurprisingly, when using the discounting
method of Nordhaus, lowering the strictness of the minimax approach neither
leads to more stringent nor to more robust targets. After all, with the Nordhaus
discounting method even the results of the stringent minimax approach hardly
differed to those of the standard cost-benefit analysis.
For the other two discounting methods, the discounted consumption loss in the
high damage case and the high climate sensitivity case is much lower than in
the combined minimax approach. To illustrate this, discounted consumption
loss for a CO2-equivalent concentration peak target of 800 ppm, when using
Stern discounting, reaches more than 10% in the combined minimax approach,
3.6% in the high climate sensitivity case and 5.5% in the high damage case. The
sensitivity analysis shows that if we lower the strictness of the minimax criterion,
the finding that the minimax approach leads to a lower and more robust
concentration peak target compared to the standard cost-benefit analysis can
only partially be replicated. With both UK Green Book and Stern discounting,
the high climate sensitivity case even gives the same concentration peak target
as the standard cost-benefit analysis. The high damage function case does lead
to a lower concentration peak target than standard cost-benefit analysis: in the
case of UK Green Book discounting, it lowers the concentration peak target from
600 ppm to 570 ppm CO2-equivalent (remember that the minimax approach
leads to a concentration peak target of 520 ppm); when using the discounting
method of Stern, the high damage function case leads to the same
concentration peak target as the combined minimax approach.
Similar conclusions can be drawn with regard to the robustness of the target.
When using the discounting method of Stern, and to a lesser degree the UK
Green Book discounting method, the high damage case leads to a much more
robust target than the standard cost-benefit analysis case. The high climate
sensitivity case, however, only leads to a more robust target when applying the
Stern discounting method.

3.4

Discussion and conclusion

In the past, cost-benefit analysis to determine a preferred climate policy has
been criticised for inadequately dealing with low-probability, high-impact
events. The minimax criterion was proposed as an alternative framework, which
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would meet the criticism of standard cost-benefit analysis. The message of the
minimax approach has been clear: implement stringent emission reduction
policies as soon as possible (van den Bergh, 2004). So far, however, the minimax
criterion was only applied in a very limited way (qualitatively for extreme
policies only). We instead compared the results of standard cost-benefit analysis
and the minimax approach quantitatively within an integrated assessment
framework and included intermediate policies as well.
Some arbitrary choices cannot be avoided when applying the minimax approach
quantitatively. These do not only relate to the probability ranges chosen, but
also to the selected probability-distribution-functions and the number and types
of input parameters that are varied. In our default (combined) application of the
minimax criterion, we focus on the 95th percentile value for each individual
input parameter – which on the damage side implies that even a wider
uncertainty range is accounted for. The results show that application of the
minimax criterion in this way – in combination with a low or medium discount
rate, this approach indeed leads to the conclusion that stringent greenhouse gas
reduction policies should be implemented as soon as possible (confirming the
conclusions of van den Bergh, 2004). Under these assumptions, the results are
also very robust: the costs of not meeting the target are substantial. However,
the results also show that if a relatively high discount rate such as suggested by
Nordhaus is chosen, the combined minimax approach does not lead to such farreaching implications: neither the preferred concentration level nor the
robustness of the target differs substantially from standard cost-benefit analysis.
The results of the combined minimax approach do thus depend on the choice of
the discount rate.
The sensitivity analysis shows that if only one instead of two individual
parameters on the damage side is set at the 95th percentile value, the results can
only be partially replicated. If only a high climate sensitivity is assumed, the
concentration target does not differ from standard cost-benefit analysis
(although the robustness of this target is higher if the Stern discounting method
is used). If only a high damage function is assumed, both the targets are
(slightly) more stringent compared to standard cost-benefit analysis and the
robustness of these targets increase. Again, this does not hold if a high discount
rate is applied, in which case the minimax criterion leads to similar outcomes as
the standard cost-benefit analysis. In other words, the less strict minimax
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approach does not affect the targets so much, but reaching these targets does
become more important if a low discount rate is applied.
It should be noted that the focus of the analysis should not be on the exact
quantitative outcomes, as the uncertainty range of many variables cannot be
determined exactly (see Section 3.2.3). Instead, our analysis aimed to explore
whether the minimax criterion leads to an outcome that is different and more
robust compared to standard cost-benefit analysis; and if so, in what range these
outcomes are found. In the limit, where there is no risk probability that is too
small and maximum damage is the destruction of life on Earth, one would of
course assume that discounting no longer does play a role (cf. Weitzman, 2009).
Still, the analysis does provide insight in the influence of various factors. This
does lead to the conclusion that the hypothesis of van den Bergh that the
minimax approach would lead to a more robust advice for policy making is not
necessarily true for high discount rates.
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Appendix: Definition of terms
- Robustness of target: The extra costs of not reaching the target (determined by
the steepness of the curves in Figure 3.3).
- Climate sensitivity: The equilibrium global mean surface temperature increase
caused by a doubling of pre-industrial atmospheric CO2
- Combined minimax criterion: A criterion that assumes high mitigation costs, a
high climate sensitivity and a high damage function.
- Discounted consumption loss: Present value of consumption loss over the next
250 years divided by the present value of future consumption over the next 250
years.
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4

Environmental effectiveness and
economic consequences of fragmented
versus universal regimes: what can we
learn from model studies?

Abstract A post-2012 regime aimed at reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions could
develop towards a universal or fragmented regime. The fundamental difference between a
universal and a fragmented regime is that the first involves a single comprehensive climate
regime in which all countries participate, whereas the second involves either multiple
treaties or a single treaty in which not all countries participate. This study assesses the
literature on a wide range of different model studies concerning the environmental
effectiveness and economic consequences of various universal and fragmented climate
regimes. The most important conclusions (e.g. relative position of regions in terms of costs)
are generally consistent across different studies, despite the differences in methodology. We
conclude that stabilising GHG concentrations at low levels is more costly with a fragmented
regime than with a universal regime, because reduction targets must be achieved by a
smaller number of countries or because fragmented treaties may prevent reducing GHGs
where it is cheapest to do so. However, establishing a universal regime will be challenging
due to cost differences between regions if emissions are allocated based on specific allocation
rules and incentives to free-ride on a universal regime. Even though alternative behaviours
such as responsibility, the implementation of transfer schemes or exclusive membership can
increase the likelihood of achieving a universal regime, a fragmented regime seems more
feasible. Therefore, a transitional fragmented ‘coalition of the willing’ could be established
first, which could provide the basis for a larger, universal regime in the long term.

This chapter was published earlier as: Hof, A.F., M.G.J. den Elzen, D.P. van Vuuren,
2009. Environmental effectiveness and economic consequences of fragmented vs.
universal regimes: What can we learn from model studies? International Environmental
Agreements: Politics, Law and Economics 9 (1), 39–62.

4.1

Introduction

The Bali Road Map, which was adopted in December 2007 during the
Conference of the Parties (COP) of the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC), launched a negotiation process to craft a new
international climate change agreement by the end of 2009 at COP-15 in
Copenhagen, Denmark. The Copenhagen agreement must contribute to a
reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, specify essential actions to adapt
to the inevitable impacts of climate change and mobilise the necessary financing
and technological innovation to achieve these ends. This is obviously a tall
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order. Given the enormous challenges involved with negotiating the climate
agreement, the structure and design of such a climate regime are still unclear.
Besides the negotiations within the UNFCCC on Kyoto Protocol predecessors,
additional ad hoc contacts are also taking place between major emitting
countries (e.g. in the context of the G8, the Major Economies Meeting, and the
Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate). Depending on the
evolution of these processes, a post-2012 regime could develop into a universal
or fragmented regime. A universal regime is where all countries agree to a
single, comprehensive climate regime. In a fragmented regime, either several
treaties addressing the climate change problem are adopted in parallel between
individual countries or groups of countries, or only one regime is adopted in
which not all countries participate.
In recent years, numerous universal and fragmented climate regimes have been
proposed (for an overview, see Bodansky, 2004; Blok et al., 2005; Philibert, 2005;
Gupta and Tirpak, 2007). Many of these regimes have been quantitatively or
qualitatively assessed (den Elzen and Höhne, 2008), but no attempt has yet been
made to compare the costs estimates of these studies for specific regions under
different regimes in order to see whether a consistent picture emerges.
Nevertheless, the available material has allowed us to make an assessment of the
regional costs of various universal and fragmented regimes using various
models. In this article, we will present a literature review concerning the
economic effectiveness of various universal and fragmented regimes, where we
will focus only on those studies that quantitatively assessed both emission
reductions and costs.

4.2

Methodology

4.2.1 Definition of climate regime
The term climate regime is defined in this article as a set of rules that specify
international commitments between countries to reduce GHG emissions. As
such, a regime includes some kind of goal, has a certain participation level and
calls for some form of action (Gupta and Tirpak, 2007). Goals can be set at
varying levels of specificity and can include emissions reductions, stabilisation of
GHG concentrations, avoiding ‘dangerous’ interference with the climate or
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technology transfer (see Pershing and Tudela, 2003, for a comprehensive listing
of possible climate targets). For most climate regimes, the goal is specified as a
GHG concentration target or corresponding global emission target. The
participation level relates to the number of countries that actively participate in
the prescribed actions (see Section 4.2.3). Finally, the prescribed actions can vary
widely and may include or exclude explicit emission reductions. Examples of
regimes without explicit emission reductions are those based on technology
cooperation or carbon taxes. It is important to realise that a given regime
strongly depends on additional assumptions. For example, the outcomes of
‘Contraction & Convergence’ (C&C) (see below) strongly depend on the climate
target (e.g. stabilisation at 450, 550 or 650 ppm CO2-equivalent) and the
parameter setting (convergence year).

4.2.2 Criteria for inclusion in the assessment
While there are many relevant criteria to evaluate climate regimes (Bell et al.,
2005; den Elzen et al., 2003; Höhne et al., 2003), the four main criteria defined
by the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC-FAR) are environmental effectiveness, cost effectiveness,
distributional effects and institutional feasibility (Gupta and Tirpak, 2007). Our
focus was mainly on the first three of these criteria. The environmental
effectiveness relates to the reduction in GHG emissions that can be achieved by
the regime. Other environmental effects, such as air quality, could also be
included, but we focused on GHG emissions only. We addressed the economic
consequences of climate regimes in terms of their cost effectiveness and
distributional effects. These aspects are particularly important because the
probability of achieving an agreement will be reduced if the expected cost
effectiveness is low or if the expected distributional effects—the differences in
abatement costs between individual countries or groups of countries—are high
(Böhringer and Rutherford, 2002).
So far, more than 50 climate regimes with different goals and/or actions have
been proposed in the literature (see Table 13.2 of Gupta and Tirpak, 2007). Our
literature review included only those studies that quantitatively assessed regimes
in terms of emission reductions and regional costs and that also focused on the
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post-2012 period; we included all studies meeting these criteria that we could
find.7 Studies worth mentioning, but which did not meet both of these criteria,
are Matsuoka et al. (2008), who analysed regional emission targets for a
universal ability-to-pay regime but without cost estimates; Torvanger and Godal
(2004) and Ringius et al. (1998), who analysed different burden sharing regimes
but only with a selected number of countries; and Böhringer and Rutherford
(2002), who analysed the welfare effects of a carbon tax in Annex B countries but
not for the post-2012 period.

4.2.3 Typology of regimes
As stated above, the fundamental difference between a universal and
fragmented regime is that the former involves a single comprehensive climate
regime that applies to all countries. However, the difference between
fragmented and universal regimes is not always clear, certainly not from a
quantitative perspective. For instance, universal regimes may be defined that
explicitly do not set absolute targets for all participating countries. Nevertheless,
in our interpretation, universal climate regimes require full participation, at
least gradually, in the same international agreement, whereas fragmented
climate regimes never achieve full participation in a single international
agreement.
In Figure 4.1, we have categorised universal and fragmented regimes according
to their level of participation (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4 for information about the
different climate regimes). Fragmented regimes can be subdivided into regimes
in which only a few countries participate, and regimes with full or a high level
of participation. In theory, it is possible to have a fragmented regime in which
all countries contribute in some way to reduce emissions, although using
different agreements. An example would be a regime in which the USA,
Australia, Canada, India, China, Japan and South Korea continue to focus on
technology cooperation within the Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean
Development and Climate, while the rest of the world uses a system of absolute
emission targets with the possibility of emission trading. Such a regime with a

7
For a quantitative overview of all allocation studies for emission reductions only, we refer to
den Elzen and Höhne (2008).
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Figure 4.1 Quantitatively assessed post-2012 fragmented and universal climate regimes
organised by level of participation. Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.7 explain the different climate regimes
mentioned in this figure

high participation level can be regarded as ‘less fragmented’ compared with a
regime in which only a few countries have emission reduction targets. Universal
regimes can have a higher or lower degree of participation as well. Regimes in
which all countries participate immediately, based on one common rule, are
perfectly universal. An example would be C&C, in which all countries participate
according to the rule of converging per capita emissions. A number of universal
regimes, however, have a gradual participation approach or staged system
approach. In the latter approach, countries participate in a system with stages
and stage-specific targets, where the transition between stages is a function of
various indicators, such as per capita income thresholds (Berk and den Elzen,
2001; Gupta, 1998; Höhne et al., 2003). Despite this differentiated approach, we
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regard these regimes as universal regimes because they involve a single
negotiation process in which all countries participate and agree on staged entry.
Another crucial factor that qualifies regimes is the type of target, where two
broad distinctions can be made:
1. Regimes with predefined emission targets: In these regimes, emission
reduction targets are specified. In universal regimes of this type, usually a
global emission target is set first, after which a certain allocation rule is
applied that specifies the allocation of global emissions to countries or
regions. Fragmented regimes of this type usually do not set a global
emission target, since global emissions partly depend on countries outside
the regime. A good example of a fragmented regime of this type is the Kyoto
Protocol.
2. Regimes without predefined emission targets: Here, no emission targets are
specified, but the agreement includes, for instance, technological
cooperation or a carbon emission tax. Fragmented and universal regimes
can both be of this type.
For universal regimes, agreements with and without emission targets are
difficult to compare directly with each other. Therefore, we analysed them
separately. Some studies analysed the economic consequences of immediate
participation, compared directly with gradual participation regimes (Bollen et
al., 2004b; Criqui et al., 2003; den Elzen and Lucas, 2005; den Elzen et al., 2005),
which makes a comparison between those regimes easier. We therefore decided
to compare full and gradual participation regimes directly. It should be noted
that our criterion of only including studies with quantitative assessment of
emission reductions and regional costs meant that some regimes were not
included, e.g. the fragmented regime Orchestra of Treaties (Sugiyama and
Sinton, 2005).

4.2.4 Game theory on coalition forming
Most modelling experiments involving universal regimes have not looked
explicitly at the incentives to free-ride for individual countries or groups of
countries. Game theory on coalition forming cannot only provide useful insights
into these incentives, but can also indicate how to improve stability and
environmental effectiveness in coalitions. Using game-theoretic modelling, we
discuss the issue of free-riding and coalition forming in Section 4.4.2.
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4.2.5 Comparing quantitative assessments focussing on
costs and reductions
Comparing studies that assess various climate regimes is not always a
straightforward task. Studies use different assumptions and report different cost
measurements. General equilibrium models usually measure costs in GDP or
welfare loss, whereas in partial equilibrium models (energy system models) costs
are measured in direct abatement costs. These two cost measurements are in
absolute values not directly comparable. Therefore, we instead have focussed on
the relative costs of different regions using both metrics. It should be noted that
the benefits of climate change prevention are not taken into account in the costs
reported by all studies.
For most regimes, the actual design (‘regime parameters’) is crucial for the
outcome. Such regime parameters can include the overall concentration target
(e.g. 450, 550 or 650 ppm CO2-equivalent), the baseline (high or low), discount
rate (level and type) and marginal abatement costs. Other assumptions are
regime-specific. For example, for the C&C regime the convergence year can
strongly determine the outcomes. In our analysis, for every assessment we report
the most important parameter settings, the cost measurement and the details of
the regime.

4.2.6 Emission trading
Almost all regimes can be constructed so that emission trading is either allowed
or not allowed. Many studies analysed the effect of emission trading on the cost
of emission abatement; all studies concluded that that emission trading
decreases the cost of abatement (see, for example, Böhringer and Welsch, 2004;
Bollen et al., 2005; European Commission, 2007; Leimbach, 2003; Russ et al.,
2005). This holds for all universal regimes and to a lesser extent for the
fragmented climate regimes (depending on the size of coalitions). Generally
speaking, emission trading not only reduces the overall costs of the regime, but
also decreases the costs for every country participating in the coalition. In order
to effectively compare the economic consequences of various climate regimes,
we restricted our study to regimes that assumed full emission trading between
countries participating in the same coalition. However, in the case of
fragmented regimes, none of the studies we considered assumed the possibility
of trade between countries belonging to different coalitions.
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4.3

Universal regimes

The majority of climate regime proposals presumed global international climate
negotiations with the goal of a single, comprehensive regime (Gupta and Tirpak,
2007). Most regimes are of the type with predefined emission targets, i.e. first, a
global emission target is set, after which a certain allocation rule is applied that
specifies the allocation of global emissions to countries or regions. In universal
regime proposals, the global emission target can be set at any preferred level. In
most cases, the authors looked at global short-term emission targets that are
compatible with meeting long-term concentration stabilisation targets in the
range of 450 to 650 ppm CO2-equivalent. A relatively strong point of universal
regimes with predefined targets is that—assuming compliance—the
environmental effectiveness is secured. However, in reality the effectiveness is
obviously a function of compliance.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show allocation proposals with and without predefined global
emission targets that have been quantitatively assessed regarding their
economic consequences for the post-2012 period.

4.3.1 Universal regimes with a predefined emission target
Contraction and convergence
Of all regimes, the C&C regime has been analysed most often. The most
important reason is its simple formulation—which makes it a good reference for
any form of allocation. The first step in the C&C regime is to establish a longterm global emission profile. Then emission rights are allocated so that the per
capita emissions converge from their current values to a global average in a
specific target year. Table 4.3 shows some of the most important parameters
used in the various assessments of the C&C regime.
Comparing the results from these studies is challenging due to the large
variations in cost measurements, convergence year and targets. In order to
decouple results from specific cost indicators, baselines or reduction targets, we
analysed the costs of certain key regions relative to the global average costs as a
unit of GDP. Table 4.4 shows the results of this analysis. The studies of
Nakicenovic and Riahi (2003), Manne and Richels (1995) and Manne et al. (1995)
are not included in this table because they only reported results from a few
highly aggregated regions.
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Table 4.1 Universal climate regimes with a global emission target which have been analysed
regarding their economic consequences
Name

Short description

Full participation regimes
Contraction &
Distribute permits so perConvergence
capita emissions converge in
a certain year.

Grandfathering
(sovereignty rule)

Distribute permits in
proportion to current
emissions.

Equal per capita
allocation
(egalitarian rule)

Distribute permits in
proportion to population.

Historic
Distribute permits in
responsibility – the proportion to the
Brazilian Proposal contribution of climate
change over a certain period
of time.
Multi-criteria
Distribute permits based on a
formula including several
variables, such as population,
GDP and others.
Consensus (Global A combination of per capita
preference score
allocation and
compromise)
grandfathering.
Horizontal equity Distribute permits to equalise
net welfare change as % of
GDP
Vertical equity
Progressively distribute
permits proportions inversely
correlated with per capita
GDP
Triptych
National emission targets
based on sectoral
considerations.

Evaluated in terms of emission reductions and
costs by
Blanchard (2002), Böhringer and Helm (2008),
Böhringer and Welsch (2004; 2006), Bollen et al.
(2004a; 2004b), Criqui et al. (2003), den Elzen and
Lucas (2005), den Elzen et al. (2005; 2008),
Leimbach (2003), Manne and Richels (1995),
Manne et al. (1995), Nakicenovic and Riahi
(2003), Persson et al. (2006), Peterson and
Klepper (2007)
Böhringer and Welsch (2006), Böhringer and
Löschel (2005), Bollen et al. (2004b), Buchner and
Carraro (2003), den Elzen and Lucas (2005),
Peterson and Klepper (2007), Rose et al. (1998)
Böhringer and Helm (2008), Böhringer and
Welsch (2006), den Elzen and Lucas (2005),
Persson et al. (2006), Rose et al. (1998), Wicke
and Böhringer (2005)
Blanchard (2002), den Elzen and Lucas (2005),
den Elzen et al. (2005), Rive et al. (2006)

den Elzen and Lucas (2005), Vaillancourt and
Waaub (2006)

den Elzen and Lucas (2005), Rose et al. (1998)

Rose et al. (1998), Vaillancourt et al. (2008)

Rose et al. (1998), Vaillancourt et al. (2008)

den Elzen and Lucas (2005)
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Gradual participation regimes
Multi-Stage with
Countries participate with
differentiated
different stages and stagereductions
specific types of targets;
countries transition between
stages as a function of
indicators.
Ability to Pay
Permits are distributed in
order to equalise abatement
costs as % of GDP.
South-North
Countries participate in the
Dialogue Proposal system with different stages
and stage specific types of
targets.

Boeters et al. (2007), Criqui et al. (2003), den
Elzen and Lucas (2005), den Elzen et al. (2005;
2008)

Böhringer and Löschel (2005), den Elzen and
Lucas (2005)
den Elzen et al. (2007a)

Table 4.2 Universal climate regimes without a global emission target which have been
analysed regarding their economic consequences
Name
Carbon emission
tax

Short description
All countries agree to a common,
international GHG emission tax.

Dynamic targets:
emissions intensity

Targets are defined as a certain
reduction of the ratio of CO2
emissions to GDP.
A regime based on enhanced
coordinated technology research
and development.
Joint welfare maximisation with an
additional 10% emission reduction.

Technology R&D

Enhanced global
cooperation

Evaluated in terms of costs by
Bollen et al. (2005), Manne et al.
(1995), Peterson and Klepper (2007),
Vaillancourt et al. (2008)
Blanchard (2002)

Buchner and Carraro (2004)

Buchner and Carraro (2003)

Table 4.4 shows that every study found substantial differences in costs between
regions. In all studies, except Criqui et al. (2003), the Former Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe incurs high costs due to (1) an unfavourable combination of high
per capita emissions and low GDP and (2) reduced fossil fuel exports. For the
same reasons, most studies also projected high costs for the Middle East/North
Africa. A few studies, however, expected net benefits for this region. Different
projections of the abatement costs in this region appear to be the most
important reason for these variations in cost projections. All studies agreed that
India and Sub-Saharan Africa will profit from a C&C regime with a 2050
convergence year, whereas China was expected to incur lower costs compared
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Table 4.3 Parameters of C&C regime cost assessments
Study

Regions

Cost measurement

Convergence
year

Target

Blanchard (2002)

17

direct costs 2030

2050

9.4 GtC in
2030a

Böhringer and Welsch (2004;
2006); Böhringer and Helm
(2008)
Bollen et al. (2004a)
Bollen et al. (2004b)

11

NPVb income

2050

25% below
1990 in 2050c

6
13

2050
2024

S550ed
S550e

Criqui et al. (2003)

11

2050 & 2100

S550e & S650e

den Elzen and Lucas (2005)

18

2050

S550e & S650e

den Elzen et al. (2005)

11

2050 & 2100

S550e

den Elzen et al. (2008)

10

2050

S450e & S550e

Leimbach (2003)

11

GDP & income 2040
income 2020
welfare 2025, direct
2025/2050
direct costs 2025 &
2050
direct costs 2025 &
2050
direct costs 2020 &
2050
consumption loss 19902045 and 2050-2100

2025 & 2100

2°C

5

NPV GDP

2030 & 2200

5
5
12

GDP 2020, 2050 & 2100
NPV direct
Welfare 2030

2050 & 2100
2050
2050

Manne et al. (1995); Manne
and Richels (1995)
Nakicenovic and Riahi (2003)
Persson et al. (2006)
Peterson and Klepper (2007)
a
b
c
d
e

Several
explored
S400c, S450ce
S450c
S550e

Consistent with a 450 to 550 ppm CO2 stabilisation goal (Blanchard, 2002)
Net present value: lifetime change in costs discounted to present values
Corresponds to a concentration stabilisation level of 550 ppm CO2-equivalent
Stabilisation GHG concentration level at 550 ppm CO2-equivalent

Stabilisation concentration level at 400 and 450 ppm CO2, which corresponds to a GHG
concentration level of 500 and 550 ppm CO2-equivalent (den Elzen et al., 2003)

with the global average. Most studies predicted that the costs for Europe and the
USA will be somewhat above the global average. Criqui et al. (2003), den Elzen
et al. (2005) and Leimbach (2003) looked more closely at the effects of a
convergence year of 2100 instead of 2050 or 2025. All three studies concluded
that delaying the convergence year would reduce costs substantially for
developed countries. On the other hand, convergence in 2100 leads to much
higher costs for developing countries, especially for India and countries in
Africa.
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Table 4.4 Regional costs compared to global average costs for the C&C regime with emission
trading and convergence in 2050 (exception: Bollen et al. (2004b) convergence in 2024 and
Leimbach (2003) convergence in 2025) for a GHG concentration stabilisation target of 550 ppm
CO2-equivalent or 450 ppm CO2

den Elzen and Lucas
(2005), den Elzen et al.
(2005) a

Middle
USA/
EU/
FSU/ East/
North
enlarged
Russia Middle East
America EU
& N Africa
2
2
3
3

Africa/
Latin/
SubSouth
Saharan
America
Africa
2
0

China/
East
Asia

India/
South
Asia

1

0

den Elzen et al. (2008)b 2

2

3

2

1

0

1

0

Böhringer and Welsch 3
(2004; 2006), Böhringer
and Helm (2008)c

2

3

0

0

0

1

0

Criqui et al. (2003)d

1

1

0

3

1

0

0

0

Peterson and Klepper
(2007)e

1

1

3

3

2

0

0

0

Blanchard (2002)f

3

2

3

3

NA

0

2

0

g

2

1

3

0

NA

0

1

0

Persson et al. (2006)

h

NA

NA

NA

0

0

0

1

0

Bollen et al. (2004b)

i

2

2

3

3

3

NA

NA

NA

Bollen et al. (2004a)j

2

2

3

3

NA

NA

NA

NA

Leimbach (2003)

0 = no costs or gains, 1 = costs less than global average, 2 = costs between global average and
twice the global average, 3 = costs more than twice the global average; NA = not available
a

Direct costs in 2025
Direct costs in 2050
c
Net Present Value of change in income
d
Change in welfare in 2025
e
Change in welfare in 2030
f
Direct costs in 2030
g
Consumption loss in the period 1990-2045
h
Net Present Value of direct costs
i
Income in 2020. Note that in this study there is one Rest of World region with large benefits,
explaining the fact that all regions reported here incur higher costs than the global average.
j
Income in 2040. Note that in this study there is one Rest of World region with large benefits,
explaining the fact that all regions reported here incur higher costs than the global average.
b
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Other emission allocation regimes
Of the studies that analysed other universal emission allocation regimes, den
Elzen and Lucas (2005), is the most comprehensive. In total, they analysed nine
universal regimes with full and gradual participation with respect to regional
abatement cost implications, which can be used to explore whether there are
also large variations in the distribution of costs for other universal regimes.
Table 4.5 summarises their results.

Table 4.5 Abatement costs as % of GDP in purchasing power parity terms for nine regimes (all
allowing for emission trading) in 2025 for GHG concentration stabilisation at 550 ppm CO2equivalent
Region

GC

CSE

AP

MS

C&C

TT

BP

GF

MCC

Canada

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

USA

3

3

3

3

2

2

1

1

1

OECD Europe

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

Eastern Europe

3

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

FSU

3

3

1

3

3

3

3

2

2

Oceania

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

Japan

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

Central America

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

3

2

South America

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

3

2

Northern Africa

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

2

Western Africa

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

Eastern Africa

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Southern Africa

2

1

0

0

3

1

0

0

3

Middle East

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

South Asia

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

East Asia

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

2

South East Asia

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

1

2

Source: Based on den Elzen and Lucas (2005)
0 no costs or gains, 1 costs less than global average, 2 costs between global average and twice
the global average, 3 costs more than twice the global average, GC global preference score
compromise, CSE equal per capita allocation, AP ability to pay, MS multi-stage with
differentiated reductions, C&C Contraction & Convergence, TT Triptych, BP historic
responsibility: Brazilian Proposal, GF grandfathering, MCC multicriteria
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All regimes analysed by den Elzen and Lucas resulted in substantial cost
differences between regions. Interestingly, the Middle East, the Former Soviet
Union, Canada and Oceania seemed to incur high costs no matter what the
regime. The regimes with the smallest cost differences between regions seem to
be Triptych, Multi-Stage with differentiated reductions and Historic
responsibility—Brazilian Proposal, but it should be noted that this strongly
depends on the assumed parameter settings.
Rose et al. (1998) also compared several universal allocation regimes. They
found the largest cost differences in the equal per capita allocation regime. In
this regime, the costs for developed countries are especially high; this can be
expected, since these countries currently have the highest per capita emissions.
They also analysed an outcome-based allocation regime called horizontal equity,
in which abatements costs are required to be an equal proportion of GDP for all
countries (such a regime has also been analysed by Vaillancourt et al., 2008). By
definition, there are no cost differences between countries in such a regime.
The large cost differences for almost all allocation regimes were confirmed by
other studies that analysed a single emission allocation regime (Blanchard, 2002;
Böhringer and Helm, 2008; Böhringer and Löschel, 2005; Böhringer and Welsch,
2006; Bollen et al., 2004b; Persson et al., 2006; Peterson and Klepper, 2007; Rive
et al., 2006; Vaillancourt and Waaub, 2006; Wicke and Böhringer, 2005). The
large variation in the distribution of costs in almost every regime analysed will
likely pose significant problems for full participation, even if average global
costs are modest. At first glance, the horizontal equity allocation regime seems
promising for achieving full participation, since in this regime every country
incurs proportionally the same costs, figured as a share of GDP. Nevertheless,
this regime also seems unlikely to achieve full participation, for two reasons.
First, for many countries, especially developing ones, it might seem unfair that
they will have to pay the same costs—even when figured as a share of GDP—as
developed countries. Second, in every universal regime the problem of freeriding remains; this is discussed in Section 4.4.2.

4.3.2 Universal regimes without a global emission target
We analysed four universal regimes without a predefined global emission target
by using cost projections from the literature (Table 4.2). Even though these
regimes are universal in the sense that all countries participate in the same
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international climate agreement, some of these regimes appeared more
fragmented because of the lack of clearly defined emission reduction targets.
Dynamic targets: emissions intensity
Blanchard (2002) analysed the economic consequences of a universal regime
based on dynamic targets. In this regime, reduction targets are defined as the
ratio of CO2 emissions to GDP. Although the study assumes no global emission
reduction target, Blanchard set the dynamic emission intensity targets at levels
that would stabilise CO2 concentrations at 450 to 550 ppm. Emission intensity
targets for Annex I countries were set at a reduction rate of approximately 2%
annually from business as usual, while non- Annex I countries had to improve
their emissions intensity by 0.5% annually. Due to these stricter targets for Annex
I countries, the abatement costs in non-Annex I countries in 2030 were much
lower than in Annex I countries. Abatement costs as a percentage of GDP ranged
in Annex I countries from twice the global average in the EU to more than six
times the global average for Former Soviet Union. As in the universal climate
regimes with a global emission target, there was also a large variation of the
distribution of abatement costs for this regime.
Regimes based on cooperation
Two other comparable universal regimes without a fixed global emission target
were analysed by Buchner and Carraro (2003, 2004): ‘‘Enhanced global
cooperation’’ and ‘‘Technology R&D’’. Both regimes focused on cooperation
between regions. In the Enhanced global cooperation regime, all countries
cooperate in such a way that their joint welfare is maximised, and reduce
emissions by an additional 10% compared with this ‘optimal path’. In the
Technology R&D regime, agreements focus on global cooperation on technical
innovation and diffusion and not on maximisation of joint welfare. Both these
regimes are sensitive to parameter settings like the discount rate and to
uncertainties like the estimated damages of climate change, and might
therefore be difficult to implement. With the parameters chosen in their study
(which were deduced from the FEEM-RICE model), costs are low for all regions,
but the environmental effectiveness is also very low. The disadvantage of the
‘‘Technology R&D’’ regime is that—as a consequence of the intensified R&D
efforts—production and therefore emissions increase. In other words, for a
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technology regime to be successful, the direction of technology development
(low GHG emissions) must be clearly specified.
Global carbon emission tax
Finally, the implementation of a global carbon emission tax is perhaps the most
straightforward universal regime without a predefined emission target. Many
studies have used a global carbon tax as a means to achieve emission reductions,
but the regional results of such a regime have not regularly been reported.
Table 4.6 summarises the results of a global carbon emission tax from three
studies, extended with our own calculations from the IMAGE framework8 and the
ENV-Linkages model.9,10 The carbon tax in these studies was raised over time to
reach a certain concentration stabilisation level, with the exception of Bollen et
al. (2005), who set the carbon emission tax at a constant €20 per tonne of CO2.
Our own calculations for direct costs were based on the integrated modelling
framework IMAGE 2.3, including the energy model TIMER 2.0 coupled to the
policy model FAIR (van Vuuren et al., 2007a). GDP losses were calculated by
linking the IMAGE 2.3 model with the ENV-Linkages model based on OECD
(Bakkes et al., 2008).
The various studies reported very similar results for most regions. All studies
projected that costs relative to GDP would be somewhat less than the global
average for the EU and the USA and higher, or much higher, for the Middle East,
the Former Soviet Union, East Asia and Africa. Costs tend to be higher in
developing countries because the burdens of a tax regime are carried mostly by
those regions with high carbon intensity or with high opportunities to reduce
emissions. In theory, a differentiated tax could equalise the cost burden amongst
countries, although this would complicate the carbon tax implementation.

8
The Integrated Model to Assess the Global Environment (IMAGE) is a dynamic integrated
assessment modelling framework for global change. IMAGE aims at supporting decisionmaking by quantifying the relative importance of major processes and interactions in the
society-biosphere-climate system. For more information see http://www.pbl.nl/en/themasites/
image/index.html.
9
ENV-Linkages is a global macro-economic general equilibrium model containing 26 sectors
and 34 world regions and provides economic projections for multiple time periods.
10
Not included in the table are the results by Manne et al. (1995), who analysed a very low
carbon tax starting at USD 1 per tonne, increasing at 5% per year. Results are reported for five
regions only and are very modest, as can be expected from such a low carbon tax.
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Table 4.6 Regional costs compared to global average costs for a carbon emission tax of 20
Euros per tonne (Bollen et al., 2005) and an increasing carbon emission tax in order to reach a
GHG concentration stabilisation level of 450 ppm CO2-equivalent (IMAGE and ENV-Linkages)
or 550 ppm CO2-equivalent (other studies)
EU/
FSU/
USA enlarged
Russia
EU
1
1
3

Middle East/
Middle East &
N Africa
3

Latin/
South
America
2

Africa/ SubSaharan
Africa
3

China/
East
Asia
3

India/
South
Asia
1

Vaillancourt et al.
(2008): discounted
direct costs

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

1

Based on IMAGE
framework: direct
costs in 2050

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

2

Based on ENVLinkages: GDP loss
in 2050

1

1

3

2

1

1

2

3

Bollen et al. (2005): 1
income loss in 2020

1

3

3

2

NA

NA

NA

Peterson and
Klepper (2007):
welfare effects in
2030

1 costs less than global average, 2 costs between global average and twice the global average,
3 costs more than twice the global average, NA not available

4.3.3 Conclusions
The two most important conclusions about the environmental and cost
effectiveness of universal regimes in general are the following:
Theoretically speaking, binding universal regimes with high emission reduction
targets or a carbon tax can achieve ambitious reduction targets at relatively low
costs.
Almost all the allocation regimes analysed result in substantial cost differences
(in terms of costs per unit of GDP) between regions. Interestingly, partial and
general equilibrium models generally come to the same conclusions on which
regions will face high costs which regions will face low costs, no matter what
cost measurement they use.
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Although differences in mitigation costs could be justified by certain equity
principles, this is obviously a major challenge in forming international
coalitions. There is no single formula for emission allocation that satisfies all
possible country conditions, as there seems to be a generic conflict between a
simple transparent formula and incorporating many national circumstances.
However, it should be noted that a single emission allocation formula could
serve as a starting point for further negotiations about country-specific emission
allocations (Höhne et al., 2004). Therefore, the presented cost differences could
be smaller after a negation process, which would increase the likelihood of
accepting such a proposal.

4.4

Fragmented regimes

Table 13.2 of the IPCC-FAR (Gupta and Tirpak, 2007) mentioned five fragmented
regimes, which were rather generally defined. Most quantitative studies on
fragmented regimes made assumptions about the level of participation: only
one climate regime would be adopted, but not all countries would participate.
The countries that participated would adopt reduction targets based on expert
judgements about what countries might be willing to do, or reduction targets
were set at such levels in order to reach a global emission target. This group of
fragmented regimes can be classified as the ‘limited participation’ approach.
Another group of fragmented regimes looked at the possibilities of coalition
forming using game theory. Studies of coalition forming can provide useful
insights into the likelihood of achieving certain coalitions and how to improve
stability. Apart from these two groups, one study (Boeters et al., 2007) directly
compared a fragmented regime with a universal regime by looking at the costs
and effectiveness of these regimes (see Section 4.4.1).

4.4.1 Limited participation approach
Emission targets for EU only
We will start with the ‘low participation’ regimes. The most ‘extreme’ case
analysed is the situation in which only the EU sets emission targets. According to
this analysis, if the EU were to set a target of 20% emission reduction in 2020 or
2025 (compared to the 1990 level), and Joint Implementation and the Clean
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Table 4.7 Fragmented climate regimes assessed on their effectiveness and/or feasibility, from
low to high participation
Name
EU only

Short description
Only EU sets emission targets.

Evaluated by
Bollen et al. (2005), den Elzen
et al. (2007b), European
Commission (2007), Russ et
al. (2005)

Developed minus
US

Developed countries except the USA set emission
targets, rest of world does not.

Böhringer and Löschel (2005)

Annex B
technological
cooperation

Replacement of international cooperation on
emission reductions with international cooperation between Annex B countries on technological innovation and diffusion.

Buchner and Carraro (2004)

Annex I only

Only Annex I countries set emission targets.

Bollen et al. (2004b; 2005),
Böhringer and Löschel (2005),
Russ et al. (2005)

Annex I carbon
tax

Only Annex I countries levy a carbon tax.

Bollen et al. (2005)

Without Asia and
Africa

Only developing Asian and African countries do
not set emission targets.

Bollen et al. (2004b)

Political
willingness

Regional emission constraints on levels considered to be politically acceptable according to
a number of research institutes.

den Elzen et al. (2007a)

Fully fragmented

A palette of internationally fragmented climate
policies.

Boeters et al. (2007)

Development Mechanism (CDM) were available, abatement costs and welfare
losses for the EU would be very small – <0.3% in 2020 (den Elzen et al., 2007b;
European Commission, 2007; 2008; Russ et al., 2005). Two studies looked at the
implications of a 30% reduction target for the EU only. Bollen et al. (2005)
estimated income losses for the EU of such a target at 2% in 2020; a study by the
European Commission (2007) found GDP losses of 0.9% in 2025. Even with the
more stringent target of a 30% emission reduction, the effectiveness of such a
regime on a global scale is very low: by 2020 the global emission reduction
would be <5% compared to the no-climate policy case. It should be noted that
this is an extreme case, where it is assumed that countries without emission
reduction targets will not reduce emissions, which of course is not necessarily
true.
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Emission targets for developed countries only
The possibility of all developed countries except the USA setting emission targets
was analysed by Böhringer and Löschel (2005). Although the USA and
developing countries did not set emission targets, the study assumed that these
regions could sell project-based emission reduction credits to the reducing
countries (leading to mutual benefits). The global emission reduction target was
set at 10% below baseline in 2020. Different allocation rules were used to
allocate this global reduction to Australia and New Zealand, Canada, EU, the
former Soviet Union and Japan. With the sovereignty rule (also called
grandfathering, i.e. reduction obligations based on current emissions) and the
polluter pays principle (i.e. reduction obligations based on past emissions),
emissions have to be reduced by 30–38% in each of the regions in 2020
compared to baseline. If the allocation rule ability-to-pay (i.e., reduction
obligations based on welfare) is used instead, then the Former Soviet Union has
to reduce emissions by only 5%, whereas Japan has to reduce emissions by 66%
compared to the baseline. Abatement costs (measured in consumption loss) are
summarised in Figure 4.2 (upper figure).
The global costs of these scenarios are modest, with global consumption
decreasing by 0.05% in 2020. Interestingly, differences in abatement costs are
small, with the exception of the countries of the Former Soviet Union. Their
abatement cost is especially high with the sovereignty rule. Böhringer and
Löschel (2005) concluded that the highest burden would be borne by Mexico
and the OPEC countries, the Former Soviet Union, Australia and New Zealand,
Canada and Africa (all regions with a relative high carbon intensity, i.e. a high
ratio between emissions and GDP). Note that even though Mexico, OPEC and
Africa do not have emission targets, these fuel exporting regions still face
relatively high costs due to adverse terms-of-trade effects. On the other hand,
fuel-importing countries benefit from reduced energy prices.
A fragmented climate regime in which all Annex I countries participate (thus
including the USA) leads to similar results. The results of Böhringer and Löschel
(2005) are shown in Figure 4.2 (lower figure). The participation of the USA leads
to a small cost reduction for other Annex I countries. Bollen et al. (2005) looked
at the same situation, but with a more stringent target and allocation based on
per capita emission convergence in 2024. Consistent with the results of
Böhringer and Löschel, they found high costs for the Former Soviet Union. In
contrast with that study, however, they concluded that there would be benefits
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Coalition without the USA
sovereignty

Developing countries
Industrialised countries
World
Middle and South America
Mexico and OPEC
India
China
Asia
Africa
USA
Japan
Former Soviet Union
Europe
Canada
Oceania

ability to pay

Coalition with the USA
sovereignty

Developing countries
Industrialised countries
World
Middle and South America
Mexico and OPEC
India
China
Asia
Africa
USA
Japan
Former Soviet Union
Europe
Canada
Oceania

ability to pay

‐2.0

‐1.5

‐1.0

‐0.5

0.0

0.5

Change in consumption in 2020 relative to business as usual (%)

Figure 4.2 Change in consumption in 2020 relative to business as usual in a regime where
only Annex I set emission targets, allocated based on the sovereignty rule or ability to pay,
such that global emissions are reduced by 10% compared with business as usual. Based on
Böhringer and Löschel (2005)
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for the Middle East and that the EU and USA would incur higher costs. The latter
can be explained by the more stringent target and the early convergence year
(which is less beneficial for developed countries, see Section 3.1). Their main
conclusion was that switching from a global coalition (universal regime) to a
smaller Annex I coalition (fragmented regime) more than doubles the cost of the
EU objective of 2°C, even with the possibility of the CDM. With such a regime,
non-Annex I countries (except energy exporting countries) would benefit and
thus effectively become free-riders. This might create an obstacle for
establishing a coalition in which only Annex I countries participate.
Carbon emission tax for developed countries only
Besides setting emission targets, Annex I countries also could levy a carbon tax.
Like the universal global carbon tax, the ‘fragmented’ carbon tax was again
analysed by Bollen et al. (2005) with a tax of 10 and 20 Euros per tonne CO2.
Whereas a global carbon tax of 20 Euros per tonne CO2 would reduce emissions
by 25% compared to baseline, a carbon tax limited to Annex I countries would
reduce emissions only by 10%. The costs were found to be distributed differently
as well; as expected, Annex I (especially the Former Soviet Union) countries
carried the burden in this regime instead of non-Annex I countries.
Emission targets for all countries except developing countries in Africa
and Asia
A fragmented regime in which only developing African and Asian countries do
not participate in a climate coalition was analysed by Bollen et al. (2004b). It was
assumed that the rest of the world would set an emission target at 30% below
1990 levels, allocated according to C&C. The EU objective could be reached with
such a regime, but the global income loss in 2020 would be almost thrice as
high compared to a universal C&C regime. Moreover, it might not be feasible to
achieve such a coalition, for the same reason as with the Annex I coalition: the
large number of countries that could free-ride in this regime.
Political willingness scenario
The ‘political willingness scenario’, an outcome of the South–North dialogue, is
an example of a fragmented regime with a large participation (den Elzen et al.,
2007a). In this proposal, emission reduction targets for different regions are set
at levels based on an assessment made by a number of research institutes
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involved in the South–North Dialogue Proposal. Note that this scenario neither
establishes a global emission target, nor requires regions to base their emission
reduction target on a universal regime. This proposal resembles the fragmented
bottom-up or multi-faceted approach, in which each country creates its own
initial proposal relating to what it might be able to commit to (Reinstein, 2004).
According to the proposal, the EU would reduce emissions by 30% in 2020
compared to 1990 levels, other Annex II countries by 15%, newly industrialised
countries by 30% and rapidly industrialised countries by 10%. Developing
countries could continue their baseline emissions until 2020. It is implicitly
assumed that all regions will comply because of political will. The costs of the
political willingness scenario as a share of GDP would be similar amongst
developed countries, while most developing countries would gain from the
financial transfers from emission trading. With the global emission reduction for
2020 resulting from this scenario, the stabilisation of a concentration level at
500 ppm CO2-equivalent is kept just within reach.
Fully fragmented regime compared with a universal regime
Boeters et al. (2007) analysed yet another fragmented regime. In contrast to the
previous regimes, here even the type of goals varied by region. The USA,
Australia and Canada would focus on technology improvement, while the EU
and Japan would continue with emission targets combined with emissions
trading. Fast-developing countries would not set emission targets, but would
invest mainly in local air quality. For a more detailed description of this
fragmented regime, see Boeters et al. (2007). Table 4.8 compares this
fragmented regime with a universal Multi-Stage regime, also analysed in the
same study.
One of the important things shown by this table is that the global costs of the
universal Multi-Stage regime and the fragmented regime are the same, even
though the Multi-Stage regime achieves a much higher level of emission
reduction. Another important conclusion is that no country analysed is worse off
in the Multi-Stage regime compared to the proposed fragmented regime, with
the notable exception of the USA. In other words, there might be an incentive
for the USA to not join a universal regime (note, however, that other allocation
rules than the Multi-Stage proposal can limit the costs for the USA, see Table
4.5).
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Table 4.8 A ‘fully fragmented’ regime compared to a universal regime based on a multi-stage
emission allocation rule
target (% relative to 1990)

Annex I
EU-25
USA
FSU
Rest OECD
Non-Annex I
China
India
World

universal
- 20
- 23
- 24
- 13
- 16
+100
+101
+210
+28

fragmented
-1
- 15
+25
- 25
+3
+147
+105
+203
+45

emission price (€/tCO2)
universal
24
24
24
24
24
─
24
24
─

fragmented
25
51
14
7
34
─
2
4
─

change in national
income (%)
universal
fragmented
- 0.3
- 0.3
- 0.4
- 0.6
- 0.3
- 0.0
+0.8
- 0.7
- 0.4
- 0.4
0.0
0.0
+0.4
0.0
+0.1
0.0
- 0.2
- 0.2

Source: Boeters et al. (2007)

Technological cooperation between Annex B countries
The final fragmented regime is slightly different than the rest; the focus is not
on emission reduction targets, but on technological cooperation between Annex
B countries. The advantage of such a coalition is that the consequences can be
relatively easily assessed by decision makers. This regime was assessed by
Buchner and Carraro (2004) with the same assumptions as in their global
technological cooperation regime (see Section 4.3.2). The results are therefore
similar: environmental effectiveness is very low, because global emissions and
even the emission/output ratio would increase in this regime. These increases
are the result of production increases due to intensified R&D efforts (as in the
universal Technology R&D regime). Emissions per unit of output would also
increase, because the overall impact of accumulated R&D expenditure on
economic growth is larger than the impact of accumulated R&D on emission
abatement.

4.4.2 Game theory on coalition forming
Many studies have used game theory to analyse the coalition forming process on
climate change policy. We did not attempt to conduct a comprehensive
literature review of these studies, but rather draw some general conclusions
about the likelihood and the expected environmental effectiveness of achieving
certain coalitions, and about how to improve the stability of coalitions.
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Most of the studies on game theory on coalition forming assume noncooperative Nash behaviour of the different actors, meaning that in a stable
coalition no country or region has anything to gain by changing only its own
strategy unilaterally. With this assumption, a general conclusion is that it is very
unlikely that a stable regime with a high participation level will emerge,
because individual coalition partners have an incentive to free-ride (Barrett,
1999; Carraro, 2000; Carraro and Siniscalco, 1998; Dellink et al., 2005; Eyckmans
and Finus, 2007; Finus et al., 2005; 2006; Tol, 2001).
Game theoretic literature provides several suggestions on how to improve the
likelihood of a stable regime with a high participation level. One which has been
analysed extensively is the effect of transfer schemes, i.e. compensating those
countries which would lose from joining an agreement. Eyckmans and Finus
(2007) and Finus et al. (2006) argued that the likelihood of cooperation can be
improved through transfer schemes, although strong freerider incentives still
remain an obstacle for forming large coalitions. The best transfer schemes seem
to involve moderate redistributions, as these are more successful in attracting
both industrialised and developing countries. However, Tol (2001) found that a
stable global coalition was not possible, irrespective of international side
payments. According to that study, the largest stable coalition with side
payments excludes either the largest emitters or the most vulnerable regions.
Moreover, even with cooperative welfare maximisation, only modest emission
reductions could be achieved.
Another suggestion to improve the likelihood of regimes with a high
participation level is to change the design of coalitions from open to exclusive
membership, similar to the EU or WTO (Finus et al., 2005). Exclusive
membership can increase the external stability of a coalition. Coalitions are
externally unstable if countries outside the coalition want to join the coalition.
This could again affect the internal stability of the coalition (meaning that every
country in the coalition has no incentive to free-ride). For designing a coalition
based on exclusive membership, external stability is assured. However, Finus et
al. also found that the most effective stable coalition with exclusive membership
is only slightly more effective than no coalition at all, in which every country
maximises its own welfare. Thus, even though a coalition based on exclusive
membership can enhance stability, the environmental effectiveness of such a
coalition is not guaranteed.
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Several studies analysed the possibility of increasing the participation level by
considering more than one climate coalition (Asheim et al., 2006; Carraro, 1999,
2000; Carraro and Siniscalco, 1998). One of the main conclusions from these
studies was that partial coalitions and multiple agreements can sustain a larger
number of cooperating parties than a single global treaty, even if the costs of
reducing emissions are the same with both types of regimes. Therefore, when
assuming non-cooperative behaviour, a fragmented regime might be more
feasible to attain than a universal regime.
The general conclusion from the studies discussed above seems to indicate that
with non-cooperative behaviour, stable coalitions are generally small and/or
only modest emission reductions can be achieved. It seems that in order to
increase the participation level and hence environmental effectiveness of a
climate regime, more than one agreement should be allowed or the actors must
show some responsible behaviour. Responsibility instead of non-cooperative
behaviour has been analysed by assuming alternative behaviours. Lange (2006)
showed that if countries are not only interested in maximisation of their own
welfare, but in equity as well, a large coalition is more likely to be established.
Furthermore, he stressed the importance of including developing countries in a
coalition, because developing countries provide cheap abatement opportunities.
A similar point has been made by Viguier et al. (2006) and Tol and Rehdanz
(2008), stating that developing countries might voluntary accept emissions caps
in order to sell emission permits. This conclusion can be generalised as follows:
every form of fragmentation turns out to be less cost efficient overall, in line
with the result that emission trading can significantly reduce the overall
abatement cost. Lise and Tol (2004) attempted to incorporate responsibility by
focusing on alternative behaviours like farsightedness, commitment and
coalition moves. They show that the predictions of non-cooperative game theory
may be too pessimistic and that self-enforcing agreements amongst all regions
of the world are possible in principle, provided that a global authoritative
institution facilitates world regions to commit to a certain emission reduction
target. Other studies also showed that under certain conditions, an
environmental effective universal climate regime can be sustained (e.g., by
limiting the number of countries punishing a deviant for non-compliance (Froyn
and Hovi, 2008)).
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4.4.3 Conclusions
In general, it is more cost-effective to reduce emissions in a universal regime
than in a fragmented regime. One reason is that with lower participation, it is
more difficult for the participating regions to reach a certain global emission
target (they need to compensate the higher emissions of the non-participating
regions). In addition, even with high participation levels, fragmentation implies
that emission reductions are not made where it is cheapest to do so (note that
no emission trading is usually possible between regions participating in different
agreements). However, despite the higher overall costs, it might be more
feasible to establish a fragmented regime consisting of different coalitions than
a universal regime, because of free-rider incentives. The chances of increasing
the participation level and hence the environmental effectiveness can be
increased by introducing transfer schemes, exclusive membership and above all,
by assuming that countries show some responsibility and try to maximise the
global welfare instead of focusing only on their own welfare.

4.5

Conclusions

A post-2012 regime aimed at reducing GHG emissions could develop towards a
universal or fragmented regime. Quantitative assessments of different climate
regimes in terms of emission reductions and costs (effectiveness and
distribution) show that stabilising GHG concentrations at low levels is generally
more costly in a fragmented regime, either because ambitious reduction targets
must be achieved by a smaller number of countries or because emission
reductions do not take place where it is cheapest to do so.
A very large number of studies exist that qualitatively discuss different climate
regimes or discuss only the emission reductions resulting from these regimes.
The number of studies also discussing regional economic consequences is much
more limited. In the studies that do provide costs analyses, different tools are
used, including macro-economic models and partial equilibrium models based
on marginal costs curve approaches. We find that, in general, even though
different tools and cost measurements are used, studies agree on what regions
will experience high, medium or low costs under different regimes.
All studies indicate that establishing a universal regime will involve several
important challenges. First of all, in a universal regime based on a specific
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allocation rule it is difficult to avoid cost differences between regions. As an
example, both partial and general equilibrium models indicate that Africa and
South Asia would benefit from a universal climate regime based on C&C with
convergence year in 2050, while the Former Soviet Union and Middle East are
expected to incur high costs. Although costs are not the only consideration for
countries to participate in an agreement and certain equity principles could
justify these cost differences, it still seems challenging to reach a universal
agreement on climate policy given large cost differences. In that context, for any
real-world agreements, the outcomes of specific allocation rules will at best only
serve as a starting point for negotiations. The cost differences could be smaller
after a negotiation process, which would increase the likelihood of accepting
such a proposal.
Furthermore, individual countries have an incentive to free-ride on a universal
regime. This partly follows from the results of fragmented regimes, but even
more clearly from game theory on coalition forming. Game theory-based
analysis shows that it is very unlikely that a stable regime with a high
participation level would emerge, even though the likelihood of such a regime
can be increased by assuming alternative behaviours like responsibility, or the
implementation of transfer schemes and exclusive membership. On the other
hand, a fragmented regime consisting of multiple agreements could be more
feasible to attain if costs are the main consideration of countries to participate.
There are many criteria to assess climate regimes. The current study mainly
focused on environmental effectiveness and cost efficiency (and for instance not
on institutional feasibility). Based on the long-term advantages of universal
regimes for these criteria, and also the difficulties in establishing such regimes,
one may argue that some kind of transition from a fragmented regime to a
universal regime provide the best possibility to achieve strong emission
reductions. In order to simplify negotiations, a transitional, ambitious,
fragmented regime consisting of the major emitting countries willing to agree
to emission reduction targets could be established in the short term. This regime
should preferably be larger than the countries with reduction commitments in
the Kyoto Protocol. Such a coalition could provide the basis for a larger,
universal regime in the long term.
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5

Adaptation in integrated assessment
modeling: where do we stand?

Abstract Adaptation is an important element on the climate change policy agenda.
Integrated assessment models, which are key tools to assess climate change policies, have
begun to address adaptation, either by including it implicitly in damage cost estimates, or by
making it an explicit control variable. We analyze how modelers have chosen to describe
adaptation within an integrated framework, and suggest many ways they could improve the
treatment of adaptation by considering more of its bottom-up characteristics. Until this
happens, we suggest, models may be too optimistic about the net benefits adaptation can
provide, and therefore may underestimate the amount of mitigation they judge to be
socially optimal. Under some conditions, better modeling of adaptation costs and benefits
could have important implications for defining mitigation targets.

This chapter was published earlier as: A.G. Patt, D.P. van Vuuren, F. Berkhout, A.
Aaheim, A.F. Hof, M. Isaac, R. Mechler, 2009. Adaptation in integrated assessment
modeling: where do we stand? Climatic Change 99 (3), pp. 383-402

5.1

Introduction

We know that in many areas of social life—automobile safety, for instance—risks
are substantially reduced through adaptive action. But we also know that
adaptive behavior varies considerably between social agents, is not always
“optimal,” and can lead to perverse effects. For example, many people choose
not to wear seat belts while driving, and many of those who do wear seat belts
may compensate by driving faster (Adams, 2006). In the last several years,
researchers and policy-makers have devoted greater attention than before to the
issue of adaptation within climate change policy discussions. The Third
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
defined adaptation as adjustments in ecological, social, or economic systems in
response to actual or expected climatic stimuli and their effects or impacts, to
moderate potential damages or to benefit from opportunities associated with
changes in climate (Smit and Pilifosova, 2001). Adaptation may include reducing
and transferring climate risks, as well as building the capacity make changes in
the future.
As a consequence of this greater attention, adaptation policies exist, or are being
developed, at a range of governance scales. Integrated analysis of adaptation
can assess the costs, benefits, and uncertainties of these policies, and ought to be
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able to provide important insights for their development and implementation.
Figure 5.1 presents in schematic form the relationship between damages
associated with climate change and the costs and benefits of adaptation. In
simple terms, adaptation reduces climate damage costs, but not to zero.
Integrated assessment models (IAMs) have become a common tool for assessing
strategies to address climate change, including the costs and benefits of such
strategies over time. In order to do so, these models typically combine
knowledge from various disciplines in order to derive policy-relevant insights
(Harremoës and Turner, 2001). The models cover the cause and effect chain of
climate change, including the economic activities that cause emissions, the
effect of these emissions on atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations in the
atmosphere and ocean, the changes in temperature and other parameters from
the increased concentrations, and the impacts of these changes on ecosystems
and the economy. They analyze long time horizons—typically over 100 years—to
suggest decisions to be made and strategies to be developed now. One challenge
for modeling, and interpreting the results of models, is the great deal of
uncertainty with respect to the costs of mitigation, climate damages, and
climate adaptation (IPCC, 2007a; 2007e).

Figure 5.1 Adaptation schematic from Stern (2007). The total impact costs with adaptation are
the sum of adaptation costs and residual damages. The net benefits of adaptation are the
amount by which these total costs are less than what they would have been in the absence of
adaptation
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Given the potential for adaptation policies playing a major role in influencing
the costs of climate change—and as a consequence influencing the degree of
climate change that policy-makers judge to be optimal or acceptable—it seems
natural to include adaptation within integrated models. The first step in this
direction has been to include assumptions about the amount of adaptation in
the process of calculating the damages from climate change (Mendelsohn et al.,
1994). Nordhaus and Boyer (2000, p. 4) describe the effect of this approach to
calculating damages: “many of the earliest estimates ... were extremely
pessimistic about the economic impacts, whereas more recent studies, which
include adaptation, do not paint such a gloomy picture.” Recent efforts have
gone further towards making adaptation explicit by including adaptation as a
specific control variable (de Bruin et al., 2009b; Lecocq and Chalizi, 2007). Still,
there is broad agreement that more needs to be done to get adaptation better
represented within IAMs (Stern, 2007).
In this paper, we reflect on the direction that IAM modeling work has taken, and
make suggestions for how it should proceed in order to provide advice to
policymakers that is on the one hand salient, and on the other hand not
misleading. We draw special attention to the uses that IAMs can serve, and on
the nature of policy processes that they reflect. We reach three main
conclusions. First, we suggest that existing efforts to model adaptation
overestimate the amount of adaptation that will occur and therefore also
overestimate the benefits obtained from adaptation. This is primarily because
they do not reflect the strongly disaggregated character of adaptation. Second,
we suggest that the level of spatial detail necessary to identify the costs and
benefits of adaptation measures may be more than is possible in globally
oriented models, and more feasible in local or regional level analysis. Third, we
suggest that the effects of including different adaptation scenarios within IAMs—
the purpose of which is primarily to identify optimal mitigation pathways—is
relatively minor compared to the range of uncertainty within these models.
More work is necessary to verify this, but if correct then the valuable
information learned from a better representation of adaptation within IAMs
would not be the quantification of net benefits from adaptation, but rather the
amount and distribution of adaptation costs.
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5.2

Different IAMs and their treatment of
adaptation

Very different categories of models exist within the general category of IAMs.
These include process-oriented models with considerable physical detail—such as
IMAGE (Bouwman et al., 2006), MiniCam (Edmonds et al., 1997), and MESSAGE
(Messner and Schrattenholzer, 2000)—and simpler models that focus on
intertemporal cost–benefit analysis at a global scale. We focus on this latter
group, because it is mainly in these models that economic consequences of
adaptation have been dealt with. Models in this group typically have relatively
little physical or economic detail (in order to make their calculations tractable),
but instead derive estimates of both mitigation costs and climate damages at an
aggregate scale. Important models within this type of integrated assessment
model are DICE/RICE (Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000), FUND (Tol, 2002a, 2005b),
MERGE (Manne and Richels, 2004a), and PAGE (Hope, 2006a). These models take
steps to identify the potential, or even optimal, trajectories of mitigation levels,
in which total climate costs are minimized and utility maximized, fulfilling the
conditions that (i) marginal mitigation costs equal the sum of marginal residual
damage plus marginal adaptation costs, and (ii) marginal residual damage costs
equal marginal adaptation costs.

5.2.1 No adaptation
The first sets of analyses of the effects of climate change on human–environment
systems began by exploring what would happen when anticipated climate
change, such as in temperature, precipitation, and atmospheric CO2
concentration, were used as inputs into models describing human systems
sensitive to these climate variables (Parry and Carter, 1989; Rosenberg, 1981).
Thus, if farmers in one region are growing wheat, damages would be estimated
by using a crop model to assess how wheat yields change if temperature and
precipitation change. This can be called the “dumb actor” approach, as it does
not consider whether an actor could adapt, instead of simply accepting the
climate damage. In the example provided here a farmer could shift from one
type of crop to another, instead of continuing to grow wheat; shifting to maize
in response to the change in climate could even raise profitability. Fairly quickly,
researchers realized that this approach resulted in a worst case scenario, and
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that in all likelihood people would begin to adapt to climate change, thus
reducing the level of damages (Rosenzweig and Parry, 1994).

5.2.2 Implicit adaptation
The next generation of models, developed since the mid-1990s, implicitly
assume the precise level of adaptation that would minimize climate damages.
Tol and Fankhauser (1998) surveyed the literature in the late 1990s, and found
that most models had come to consider adaptation implicitly, but not explicitly,
the only explicit treatment being in the PAGE model (Hope et al., 1993). With
the exception of the AD-DICE model, discussed below, this has not changed
much since then. For a recent compendium of models that address adaptation,
see Dickinson (2007).
How does the implicit consideration of adaptation work? In the area of
agriculture, one focus sector of these models, this is done by taking a so-called
“Ricardian” approach to land-use and production (Mendelsohn et al., 1994). This
assumes that the production of different goods across society as a whole shifts,
as the costs of inputs change, so as to continue to maximize the profits (or
“rents”) enjoyed by producers. The shift can occur either because an individual
farmer decides to switch from wheat to maize, or because a maize growing
farmer puts the wheat-growing farmer out of business; Ricardian models are not
explicit about the process by which production systems change.
Econometric analysis of current and past land prices across regions with
different values for key climate variables (e.g. temperature, rainfall) can suggest
a statistical relationship between climate and rents. To estimate the climate
damages, then, the models calculate rents under the new geographic
distribution of climate inputs, based on the statistical relationships observed in
the past. Outside of agriculture, it is also possible to include optimal adaptation
in an ad-hoc manner. For example, to calculate the damages from sea level rise,
one can calculate both the cost of lost property and infrastructure from flooding
and the cost of preventing those losses by building dikes, and estimate damages
as the lower of those two costs on the assumption that society will in fact build
dikes if and only if doing so does minimize losses (Tol et al., 1998).
The DICE model originally based its damage estimates on Ricardian analysis,
using data from the United States to calculate damages as a function of the
degree of warming, and then applied that function globally. This came under
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criticism, since it was persuasively argued that other regions of the world would
not enjoy the same opportunity to shift production, minimizing their damages
(Cline, 1996). To address this, the regional version of DICE, RICE, applies on a
region-by-region basis either Ricardian analysis or a production function
approach within a general equilibrium framework, which again assumes shifts
in production to minimize losses. The newer versions of DICE, then, aggregate
the regional results from RICE (Nordhaus, 2008; Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000). The
approach for FUND is similar, developing damage functions from a large
number of regional studies, each of which minimizes losses through adaptation
wherever considered feasible. The other two IAMs we consider, MERGE and
PAGE, are not based on this kind of bottom-up cost estimation, but rather
generate damage functions by taking a weighted average of the results of other
global IAMs, most importantly DICE/RICE and FUND, as well as global results
published in the IPCC reports. With the exception of PAGE, all of these models,
either directly or indirectly, assume optimal adaptation wherever they see
adaptation as a possibility. Integrated assessment models designed for sectoral
and regional studies are more detailed with respect to adaptation, but also
typically attempt to model optimal adaptation (see for examples: Antle et al.,
2004; Holman et al., 2005; Nicholls and Tol, 2006).
It is important to note that Ricardian analysis has come under criticism, for two
main reasons (Cline, 1996). First, because it is a partial equilibrium (rather than
general equilibrium) analysis, it does not consider changes in prices of different
commodities as the entire production shifts. For example, it may be that the
shifts in agriculture may require greater use of irrigation water. Even were the
supply of irrigation water to remain constant under climate change, greater
demand would increase its cost. This would have the effect of reducing rents,
and increasing the estimated costs of climate change. Second, because the
Ricardian approach ignores the process of shifting from one production system
to another, it effectively ignores the frictional costs of doing so. As a thought
experiment, consider that farmers in California and in the Netherlands have
each figured out, over a long period of time, how to maximize their land rents
given local climatic conditions, and entire production and distribution systems
have co-evolved with this process. If they were to exchange climates, it would
take a great amount of time and expense for them to adjust, and to enjoy the
rents that the other is enjoying right now. Not only will each group of farmers
need to learn new production methods, and supply chains need to be rebuilt,
but the inherent uncertainty surrounding future climate change means that
120
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long-term investments cannot easily be analyzed and undertaken, as future
climate change is unknown.

5.2.3 Explicit adaptation
The final way in which IAMs can treat adaptation is explicitly, namely by
considering it as a control variable. The first model to do so was PAGE, which
allowed a binary choice between no adaptation and aggressive adaptation (Hope
et al., 1993). It suggested that aggressive adaptation could decrease initial
climate damages by as much as 90% for economic impacts in OECD countries,
50% for economic impacts in the rest of the world, and 25% of the non-economic
impacts. The estimated costs of those adaptation measures, however, has been
criticized as being overly optimistic and at odds with empirical estimates (de
Bruin et al., 2009b). Combining their costs estimates and the estimates of the
extent to which adaptation could eliminate damages, the authors reached the
conclusion that a policy strategy for climate change ought to include
adaptation. In turn, their conclusion that adaptation ought to be included in the
modeling of a portfolio of policies has been widely accepted. Subsequent
revisions to the PAGE model have not altered the basic structure of the model, or
the basic parameter values (Hope, 2006a).
There has been surprisingly little progress, however, in including adaptation as
a more nuanced control variable. Among global models, the AD-DICE model is
the only example to date (de Bruin et al., 2009b). The AD-DICE model, building
on the DICE model, uses the existing DICE damage function, specifying damages
as a quadratic function of temperature rise since 1900; parameter values are
calibrated from a number of specific impact studies, each of which assumes a
cost minimizing mix of adaptation and residual damage costs. Unlike DICE, ADDICE then separates the damage function back out into the constituent
elements—adaptation costs and residual damage costs—using the following
restrictions in the calibration point of a doubling of CO2-concentrations: (1) at
the optimal level of adaptation, the sum of adaptation costs and residual
damages correspond to the damages found in the DICE model itself; (2) at the
optimal level of adaptation, adaptation costs make up 7–25% of the total damage
costs (Tol et al., 1998); (3) the share of gross climate change damages avoided
under optimal adaptation should be between 0.3 and 0.8 and (4) at the optimal
level of adaptation, adaptation costs would comprise between 0.1% and 0.5% of
GDP (Tol et al., 1998). Given that Tol et al. (1998) was a survey of a limited set of
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technological adaptation options, such as building sea walls to prevent coastal
flooding, the costs and benefits of adaptation inherent in AD-DICE are based
primarily on construction and engineering cost estimates. Additionally, they
may now be out of date. From this calibration, the AD-DICE model develops an
adaptation cost curve, reproduced in Figure 5.2, which the authors suggest is
implicit in the DICE model as originally developed and calibrated.
Figure 5.3 illustrates how this adaptation cost curve can then inform our
thinking both with respect to the optimal level of adaptation, and the optimal
level of mitigation. The left hand graph in Figure 5.3 shows the adaptation cost
curve, and also the corresponding residual damage cost curve, associated with a
particular amount of warming, such as 2°C. The sum of these two costs is the
total impact cost curve. The dashed line represents the optimal level of
adaptation, which is where the total impact costs are at their lowest, for that
amount of warming. The right hand graph shows what optimal adaptation
implies for the choice of mitigation targets. There is a single mitigation cost
curve, and moving from left to right along this curve brings higher mitigation
costs but lower amounts of warming. Total impacts fall into a range, bounded
by two curves. The lower curve represents the total impact costs attained
Cost of adaptation as a percentage of total economic output
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Figure 5.2 Adaptation cost curve from de Bruin et al. (2009b). The horizontal axis represents
the level of adaptation, in terms of the proportion of the damages avoided through adaptive
measures. The vertical axis represents the cost of that level of adaptation
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Figure 5.3 Using the adaptation cost curve to identify optimal levels of adaptation and
mitigation. The left hand graph assumes a fixed level of mitigation, and shows that the optimal
level of adaptation — represented by the dashed vertical line — is that which minimizes the
total impact costs. The fact that adaptation can vary implies a range of total impact costs
associated with every possible level of mitigation, and this range is represented on the right
hand graph. The sum of impact costs and mitigation costs in turn implies a range of total
climate costs. The right hand dashed vertical line represents the optimal level of mitigation in
the absence of adaptation, and the left hand dashed vertical line represents the optimal level
of mitigation with optimal adaptation

through optimal adaptation, while the upper curve represents the total impacts
costs when the level of adaptation is least optimal, either too little or too much.
The width of the range will grow narrower with more mitigation, since that
implies less need to adapt. Hence, total climate costs also fall into a range, again
depending on the level of adaptation. The two dashed lines define the range of
optimal mitigation targets. The optimal mitigation level is at its lowest when
adaptation levels are optimal, and at its highest when adaptation is at its least
optimal.
The results of the AD-DICE model are qualitatively similar to those of the PAGE
model, in that they suggest that adaptation is an important policy option for
limiting the total costs of climate change. However, the specification of the ADDICE model allows further, quantitative, conclusions to be drawn, based on a
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maximization of total discounted economic output, with varying levels of both
mitigation and adaptation over time as the control variables. Given the chosen
model values, the model suggests that about one-third of the damages from
climate change would in an optimal case be eliminated by adaptation. As a
result, adaptation generates the majority of damage cost reduction before 2100,
while mitigation generates the majority of damage cost reduction after 2100.
The model indicates that the optimal mitigation effort with optimal adaptation
is about one quarter less than the optimal mitigation effort in the absence of any
adaptation: for instance, in 2050—under the DICE assumptions—it would be
optimal to reduce emissions in 2050 by about 22% from their business-as-usual
level if there is no adaptation, whereas with optimal adaptation it is optimal to
reduce emissions by only 16%. The authors suggest that the assumption of
perfectly functioning markets, and a global adaptation function, may be a
limitation of their model (de Bruin et al., 2009b).

5.3

Modeling real adaptation processes

Optimal adaptation is not a good representation of the past, and probably is not
a good representation of the future, because social and political constraints get
in the way. As a paradigmatic example, the cost of protecting New Orleans from
flooding that people considered to be inevitable has been estimated at up to
USD 15 billion, for a system similar to that protecting the Netherlands (Fischetti,
2006). But the choice to go ahead with such a system was never made. While
inaction was progressing, Hurricane Katrina cost hundreds of lives, direct losses
of over USD 150 billion (Burton and Hicks, 2005), and indirect losses that were
hard to measure, but estimated to reduce the growth of U.S. Gross Domestic
Product for 2005 by between 0.5% to 1.3%, costing 400,000 jobs (Reed, 2005).
New Orleans is an extreme case, but nevertheless represents a well-defined
problem in a wealthy country, where a single public expenditure could greatly
reduce the risk, probably reducing the expected costs of climate change. Most
adaptations are not so easy. In this section, we explain why.

5.3.1 Adaptation is mostly bottom-up
While both mitigation and adaptation involve actions of both public and private
actors, the climate-related benefits of mitigation actions are enjoyed globally,
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while the benefits of adaptation accrue mostly to the person, organization, or
community making the changes. As a result, mitigation decisions will involve
top-down elements: governments agree on targets, and set policies in order to
promote mitigation by private actors to meet those targets, decisions that
private actors would not likely want to take in the absence of the policies.
Adaptation, by contrast, is a more bottom-up driven process, in which private
actors, local communities, regional and national governments need to take
actions (Klein et al., 2007). Some adaptation is pro-active, such as when a
homeowner decides to install air-conditioning in the anticipation of hot
summers to come. Other adaptation is reactive, such as when a skier rebooks her
holiday from a low elevation to high elevation resort in a year of poor snowfall.
For both of these types of private adaptation, government action is often
necessary in a supporting and coordinating role: for instance, to provide
information, to increase benefits by a coordinated response, to regulate positive
and negative side-effects from adaptation, or to provide financial support
(Berkhout, 2005). However, where there are broader social benefits to
adaptation that markets will tend to underprovide, such as investments in
science to provide better climate projections, provision of early-warning services
and disaster relief, and the planning of climate-proof infrastructure, then the
public sector will clearly play a more active role.
This distinction in the distribution of costs and benefits (locally versus globally)
between mitigation and adaptation is fundamental when developing both
predictive and normative models. For mitigation, we typically assume that
targets are set centrally on the basis of a global assessment of climate damage
and mitigation costs. Local circumstances may constrain (or enhance) the
development and implementation of policies designed to achieve emissions
reductions, but this will have little influence on mitigation targets themselves.
In the case of adaptation, however, the driving force for change is the
assessment of local to national costs and benefits, with local conditions having a
profound influence on the nature, costs and benefits of adaptive actions—
whether pro-active or reactive. Two factors are important. First, more detailed
information on the geographic distribution of costs and benefits, not averagedout values, are relevant for informing adaptation actions and policies. Second,
frictional costs can be large and possibly insurmountable. For example,
community adaptations can include changes in spatial planning, water
infrastructure, and flood prevention, involving long time scales and complicated
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negotiations between actors. In some cases national standards will set
adaptation targets (such as requiring flood management plans or specifying the
heights of protective barriers), but in the absence of such mandates, private
perceptions and attitudes to risk, or uncertainty over the future private benefits
of adaptation may lead to inaction. To say where adaptation ought to take place,
one needs to know the spatial distribution of adaptation costs and benefits, and
understand whether the net social benefits of adaptation, even if positive in the
abstract, overcome the frictional private costs of achieving them. To say where
adaptation will take place, we require knowledge, for instance, about risk
perceptions, attitudes to coping and loss, and about the inertia of behaviors and
‘stickiness’ of institutions. In both cases, there is a far greater need for locally
specific information than is needed for setting mitigation targets.
IAMs with a global focus that model adaptation using single damage curves
have difficulties living up to this task. To make credible and reliable statements
about adaptation in the future, one must consider the public policies necessary
to support effective adaptation in light of the complexity of the system and the
social and organizational learning that must first take place (Berkhout et al.,
2006). Almost uniformly, these factors will act to restrain action to a level below
what a central, “global” decision-maker would decide is optimal. To make a
model that is not misleading in terms of being overly optimistic about the
amount of adaptation taking place and hence the benefits of adaptation, we
suggest that it is necessary to consider a few important aspects. We describe
these in the remainder of this paper.

5.3.2 Adaptation does not occur in response to gradual
changes in means
Most IAMs model damages as a function of changes in the global mean
temperature, and implicit within these damages costs is a certain level of
autonomous and concurrent adaptation. There are two important flaws with
such an approach. First, the rate of climatic change is crucial to determining the
extent to which adaptation can reduce losses; faster change can lead to greater
perception of vulnerability (Patt and Gwata, 2002), and yet can run up against
constraints to learning (Berkhout et al., 2006). Second, most adaptations are
made in response to the perceived risk of extreme events or the experience of
the changing variability in climatic parameters (Negri et al., 2005; Thomas et al.,
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2007), neither of which are necessarily a linear function of change in the mean
state (Emanuel, 2005).
Many adaptation measures can be taken at relatively short notice and may not
differ markedly from innovations and investments that would be made in the
absence of climate change (Hertin et al., 2003). However, other forms of
adaptation, such as the development of new seed varieties, the construction of
large public infrastructure projects, and the implementation of new spatial
planning approaches, can take decades. For these measures the role of public
policy through investment in science, physical investment and regulation will
have a critical role. While these may be influenced by economic welfare
considerations, political and other factors are likely to play an important role as
well. Moreover, the adoption of these measures by private actors will depend on
variables such as rates of time preference. With high discount rates and high
uncertainty about damages, and therefore uncertain returns from investment in
adaptation, few private agents will make commitments to adaptation over the
longer term. In modeling adaptation, then, it is important to differentiate
between adaptations with immediate and adaptations with lagged benefits,
since the latter will be more sensitive to discounting.
Extreme events and their potential impacts are gaining in importance in the
policy debate on climate change. This is partly due to increasing empirical
evidence about increased impacts resulting from altered intensities and
frequencies of extremes such as cyclones and flooding (IPCC, 2007a), many of
which are expected to increase in frequency or severity in many places (IPCC,
2007e). In addition, recognizable adaptive behavior is more likely to be
triggered by extreme, high impact climatic events, rather than by changes in
mean conditions. This is because they reveal most clearly existing climate
vulnerabilities. Yet there are very few economic studies that consider the
processes of adaptation to extreme weather and climate variability (Wreford et
al., 2007). At the same time, a great deal of research demonstrates that planned
and anticipatory adaptation to extremes, such as the flood-proofing of
infrastructure, is a classic case for which rational actor models perform poorly,
as more detailed psychological study reveals (Grothmann and Patt, 2005;
Johnson et al., 1993; Kunreuther, 1996; Zebisch et al., 2005). This is because of
cognitive difficulties associated with low probability and high consequence
events, as well as private actors’ (often faulty) views about the obligation and
capacity of the public sector. There are exceptions, of course: Dutch flood-
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control policies in anticipation of long-term projections of sea-level rise provide
an example of how (in a top-down situation) science-based information can be
accounted for in decision-making. Unfortunately, at the same time a large
empirical literature exists that shows a poor track record of science-based
assessment leading to “rational” planning by either public (Cash et al., 2006;
Mitchell et al., 2006; Patt et al., 2007) or private (Irwin and Wynne, 1996; Patt
and Gwata, 2002; Wynne, 1996) actors.

5.3.3 Adaptation costs and benefits are scale dependent
Global economic models usually divide the world into large world regions, and
deal with averages in those regions. The level of detail in impacts and responses
at the local level and in specific economic sectors is low. Climate impacts are
estimated by an aggregated damage function. While this function may be based
on much more specific information—such as impacts on particular sectors—the
associated dynamics are not captured within the IAM. As a result, the models
treat adaptation to climate change as separate from background economic
behavior. Impacts of and adaptation to climate change are highly variable over
small distances and between groups, leading to interaction between actors and
causing indirect effects on sector prices, which can only be captured by sectorlevel modeling. For an improved treatment of these issues, and hence to
estimate adaptation costs more accurately, it would be desirable to develop
further detail (and actors) in global modeling, and find ways to express
geographic variability within the large regions defined in some of the global
models in order to address the economics of adaptation. To be clear, we
certainly do not recommend that this needs to be done in all models, as it
depends on the purpose of the analysis, see Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
The vulnerability literature stresses the importance of local factors in estimating
impacts, vulnerabilities and options for adaptation (IPCC, 2007a). As a result,
most studies estimating both climate impacts and adaptation potential are at
the local level. There is reason to believe that local economic studies do not scale
up. A study by Aaheim et al. (2007) examined how an increase in the forest
biomass affected the economic outcome for the forestry sector, when economic
agents adapt in order to maximize profits and trade their products in the world
markets. They found that when they examined this strategy at the local level,
the profits increased. However, looking at the global level and assuming that
additional biomass production would be a widespread phenomenon, the
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economic gains to private actors disappeared, because of an excess supply
leading to decreasing prices. The benefits were captured by the biomass users as
the prices went down. The forestry owners suffered a loss in the end. This
pattern may not be unusual, and indeed is likely to be seen across a wide range
of both adaptation- and mitigation-related decisions. We need more research to
understand the complex way in which local adaptation aggregates to the global
level (see Yohe et al., 2007).
In addition to identifying whether assumptions of constant prices remain valid
when scaling up, three other issues related to scale dependencies of adaptation
are perhaps even more important, and require further research. First, to what
extent is the ability to substitute between input factors geographically
dependent? Achieving optimal adaptation requires frictionless substitution
(Cline, 1996). In fact, fixed capital is in many cases immobile, both
geographically and across sectors. Moreover, there is a time lag, in some cases a
substantial one, between a local economic slowdown and full movement of the
labor force. Second, what are the transaction and adaptation costs at different
scales? Some activities are locally bounded, meaning that the output of a given
sector cannot always be delivered easily anywhere within a region. The indirect
effects of a change in one activity, triggered by climate change or any other
similar factor, are higher in small local communities with one dominating sector
than in larger communities with a diversified economy (Fujita et al., 1999).
Third, how do adaptation costs add up? Costs related to extreme events may be
large on a local level, but moderate if calculated for a country or region
(Cairncross and Alvarinho, 2007). Moreover, the indirect economic impacts of
extreme events depend on the scale of the extreme event relative to the size of
economic system that it hits (Stephen and Downing, 2001). These costs are
subject to local factors, such as measures implemented in advance to prevent,
protect, and rebuild from damage. The motivation for implementing such
measures is place-specific and depends on institutional, economic and political
factors which cannot be easily accounted for in top-down modeling of economic
impacts (although this represents a limitation to global models, it is not entirely
obvious whether this also lead to a bias).

5.3.4 Non-market costs and benefits play a vital role
In order to compare mitigation and damage costs with each other, economic
analyses attempt to monetize the value of climate impacts. There have been
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attempts to include non-market impacts in IAMs. Examples include the loss of
biodiversity, enforced change of habits, impacts on unemployment and other
social consequences (social exclusion), or even the value of a good winter (IPCC,
2007a). While the monetization of non-market mitigation benefits maps onto
the adaptation domain, by not explicitly modeling adaptation one may seriously
question whether IAMs have so far failed to consider the non-market costs of
adaptation. Because these are local, they are much harder to estimate, and
provide actors with healthy reasons to disagree and procrastinate.
For example, many studies suggest that an adaptation strategy for
agriculturalists in many parts of Africa would be to switch from maize, which is
fairly water intensive, to small grain crops such as millet and sorghum. A market
analysis would suggest that under conditions of increasingly likely drought,
average yields from the small grains would be higher, and the risks would be
lower. Interviews with farmers, however, suggest that farmers resist this change,
for a variety of reasons: for instance, alternatives to maize don’t taste as good,
and require more effort to grow. So while various organizations continue to
promote small grains based on the analysis of numbers, farmers resist them
based on personal preferences, and nothing changes (Patt and Schröter, 2008).
Their resistance is the result of non-market factors, which are not obvious to the
outside analyst.

5.3.5 Information is seldom used optimally
The assumption of optimal autonomous adaptation implies that people act on
the basis of the best possible information in a manner that maximizes the value
of that knowledge. According to the standard economic value of information
model (the cost-loss model), information such as a weather forecast or climate
prediction is valuable if it would lead the decision-maker to change a decision
from what it would have been in the absence of a forecast. They need to
calculate the expected losses that they will incur for each choice option, given
the probability distribution of weather parameters, which in turn necessitates
them knowing the skill of the forecast (Katz and Murphy, 1997). In fact, there is
little empirical support to suggest that people do this (Stern and Easterling,
1999), and a great deal to suggest that they do not (Patt, 2007). Decision-makers
simply do not make decisions in ways that maximize the value of the
information, for a variety of reasons, some of which good policy can ameliorate.
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Mitchell et al. (2006) present a model of environmental assessment effectiveness
that posits that information needs to be salient, credible, and legitimate to
decision makers, before they will use it to change their minds. Numerous case
studies lend empirical support to this proposition, and suggest some of the
mechanisms by which information can be made more useful (Patt et al., 2006).
Cash et al. (2006) suggest that it is necessary to involve local organizations as key
stakeholders, in order to be assured of matching their needs. Patt et al. (2005b)
showed, in a 5 year empirical study in Africa, that the use of scientific
information for adaptation rose by a factor of five when the information was
communicated by the researchers through a participatory system; this was a
level of public investment in the communication of information that no
government in Africa has consistently made (Patt et al., 2007). For all of these
reasons, it is important to take into account the ways in which people actually
do use information to make adaptation decisions. First, such a consideration is a
prerequisite to designing effective policies that will increase the use of climate
related information to a level that approaches the optimal. Second, it will
suggest that even with wise policies in place, the actual use of information is
likely to be substantially lower than the optimum assumed by the cost-loss
model.

5.3.6 Uncertainty is a defining feature of adaptation
Uncertainty dominates analysis of climate change (Schneider, 2004), but may
play an even larger role in adaptation than in mitigation analysis (Patt et al.,
2005a). First, adaptation actions are more sensitive to the temporal and spatial
distribution of climate impacts, as well as socio-economic variables.
Vulnerability and adaptive capacity will be determined primarily by the relative
economic and social welfare of the groups exposed to climate risk. Second,
behavioral factors related to the treatment of uncertainty and risk will play a
larger role than for mitigation, given the more distributed nature of decisionmaking. Asymmetric attitudes to risks, bounded rationality and other wellknown features of social and economic responses to uncertainty become
important. Third, long-term climate trends to which adaptation must respond
are sensitive to the mitigation pathway that society follows over the coming
decades. Under such conditions, it is difficult to speak of optimizing behavior.
The IAMs reviewed in this paper aim to predict optimizing behavior to average
changes in the climate, the economy, and technology. Some are beginning to
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consider issues of uncertainty, such as the PAGE model. This takes a stochastic
approach using Monte Carlo simulation for varying climatological parameter
values, and generates a probability distribution of future outcomes, accounting
for climate-driven damage and adaptation costs, as well as baseline economic
growth projections. However, none of the models treats either climate impacts
or socioeconomic development at a spatial scale that is fine enough to capture
the regional differences in uncertainty associated with changing climate
variability and extreme event risks. Likewise, none of the models considers the
relationship between the scale of decision-making and the attitude towards risk.
There may simply be no way we can model real responses to actual or
anticipated climate damages, partly because social responses to uncertainty and
risk are complex, and depend on framing and other factors that are very difficult
to predict (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). But the net effect of uncertainty is to
increase the value and attractiveness to adaptation planners of waiting for more
information; unless models incorporate this effect, they will overestimate the
scale and pace of adaptation.

5.4

Discussion

Integrated assessment models have been important tools providing information
for the design of climate change mitigation policies. In any model of processes
as complex as those leading to climate change, its impacts and adaptive
responses by people and organizations, significant simplifications must be made.
As we have shown, however, the simplifications usually made when modeling
impacts of and adaptation to climate change all lead to a bias in a particular
direction, namely of underestimating the difficulty of adaptation, and hence
overestimating the net benefits. This could compound the problem, suggested
by some studies, that impacts themselves are underestimated (IPCC, 2007a). In
this final section, we offer suggestions for moving forward.
Central to consideration of how to model adaptation within IAMs is the
underlying issue of why to model adaptation. The literature suggests that there
are two reasons for modeling it (Parry and Carter, 1998; Schröter et al., 2005),
and we suggest that each reason carries different implications for how one
should do it.
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5.4.1 Modeling adaptation to support adaptation
The first reason to model adaptation is to design successful adaptation
strategies. When facing a choice between different adaptation options,
including not adapting, the decision-maker may want to choose the option with
the greatest net benefits. In some cases this is fairly simple and straightforward,
and simply an estimation of private costs and benefits is necessary (e.g. deciding
to buy an air conditioner for hot weather). In more complicated cases, however,
there may be interactions between public policies and private adaptation, or
between different public policies. For example, a public policy to provide better
information about likely climate changes will help private actors reach more
accurate conclusions about the costs and benefits of different options. In this
context, one would need to consider the costs and benefits of the private actors,
as well as an appraisal of the net societal benefits from the sum of private actors’
adaptations. Providing information as public policy only makes sense if the costs
do not exceed the benefits across all private actors, implying that one also needs
to estimate how many private actors are likely to respond to public provision of
information (see Patt et al., 2007).
Policy makers planning adaptation strategies need information. They need to
know what the range of potential climate impacts will be at the scale that they
are working, what other actors—private actors, and other public actors—might
try to do to adapt, and given these potential futures, what the possible costs and
benefits of their own policy options could be. There are models and decisionsupport tools aimed at informing specific decisions, such as what crops to plant
(Prato, 2008), or how much self-insurance and risk financing to implement
(Hochrainer, 2006; Mechler et al., 2006), and these are increasingly
incorporating uncertainty about possible climate futures. These can provide
extremely useful information to both private and public decision-makers, when
embedded in a participatory assessment and communication process. To serve
decisions being made at the global scale, there are estimates being made of the
adaptation financing requirements for developing countries, which necessarily
identify particular adaptations as appropriate or feasible (UNFCCC, 2007).
Right now, the state of the art of adaptation in IAMs, such as AD-DICE, is that
the costs of adaptation are balanced with the residual damages. They identify an
optimal level of adaptation, as a function of temperature. We think the
information they offer for concrete adaptation policy strategies is limited, for
two reasons.
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First, it is easy to underestimate and difficult to quantify the range of potential
climate impacts at the local scale, particularly if one begins to look more than
30 years in the future, when current mitigation policies begin to have an
influence on future climate impacts. An adaptation planner has to try to prepare
for the world as she predicts it, and if she is optimistic about how much
mitigation will occur, then the scenarios that incorporate no mitigation are
simply not salient to her. Therefore, it is essential to develop scenarios of future
climate impacts that include a range of potential mitigation strategies,
something not found in the current range of global scenarios used by the IPCC
(IPCC, 2007e), and to downscale these with regional models. The next IPCC
report and the modeling teams supporting it will likely go further in this
direction (Moss et al., 2008), but even with a wider range of scenarios, it will be
difficult to gain more than qualitative guidance on local changes in extreme
event risk into the future.
Second, public decision-makers in the area of adaptation face the challenge not
of setting targets for adaptation, but primarily of coordinating and supporting
the activities of other public agencies and of private decision-makers. This is
especially so if, as we have argued, most adaptation is bottom-up. In that case,
the idea that there is an optimal level of adaptation that they can achieve is
misguided. The uncertainty associated with private adaptations into the future is
even greater than that associated with climate impacts themselves. Probably the
only way to explore what private actors will do is to engage in a stakeholder
driven process of dialogue, although this has its own complications (Hedger et
al., 2006). Global cost benefit models can contribute to that process, but they
can neither replace it nor generalize its outcomes.
There is an important role for models and decision-support tools in the
adaptation planning process, by both private and public actors. These models
and tools, however, are probably not of a character similar to the global cost–
benefit IAMs we have discussed here. The models needed for this would be
much more detailed, and most likely specific to a sector or region. Linking the
information between the global IAMs and the specific regional or sectoral
models—those designed to address adaptation questions—is an area where a
great deal of work is needed.
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5.4.2 Modeling adaptation to guide mitigation
The second reason to model adaptation is to capture the role of adaptation in
the discussion of meaningful mitigation targets. The fundamental question that
IAMs can help answer is how sensitive is the choice of an optimal or appropriate
mitigation target is to the range of potential future adaptations. The arguments
we have made in Section 5.3 can refine the lessons we can learn from AD-DICE
and PAGE, the two models that do explore the sensitivity of mitigation targets to
adaptation levels.
As we showed above, the AD-DICE model suggests that varying adaptation
between nothing and its optimal level moves the optimal mitigation target from
a 22% to a 16% reduction from baseline emissions—which are assumed to have
grown substantially from 1990 onwards—by 2100. This may seem significant,
but it is marginal compared to the range of targets that policy makers are now
considering. For example, the Stern Review suggested that it would be sensible
to achieve a 500–550 ppm stabilization scenario, and this implies reductions
from 1990 emissions of more than 50% by 2100, and even greater departure
from the AD-DICE 2100 baseline emissions. The European Union has adopted a
target of 2°C total warming, and this implies reductions from 1990 emissions of
more than 80% by 2100. These targets respond to a framing of the climate
problem not as one of economic optimization, but of risk management (Barker,
2008). Meanwhile, the arguments we made in Section 5.3 suggest that the
approach taken in AD-DICE probably overestimates the net benefits of
adaptation. If this is so, then the potential to reduce climate impact costs
through adaptation is less than AD-DICE represents. As the estimates of the net
benefits that society can achieve through adaptation fall, so too does the
sensitivity of the mitigation target. In this case, modeling adaptation
accurately— implying lower levels of adaptation—reduces the effect of
adaptation on the optimal mitigation pathway.
But there is an important caveat to this argument, and that stems from the
degree of uncertainty that currently pervades estimates of total impact costs
(Yohe et al., 2007). It may well be that IAMs consistently underestimate the
magnitude of the climate problem, and so underestimate the benefits to be
obtained through wise adaptation. Figure 5.4 illustrates the effect that this could
have on mitigation, and the role that adaptation would then play. The lower
two curves, copied from Figure 5.3, show the range of total climate costs
according to the level of adaptation, and reveal a range of optimal mitigation
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Figure 5.4 Sensitivity of mitigation target to adaptation and to different estimates of the
magnitude of the entire climate problem. The total climate costs are as in Figure 5.3: the low
solid curve represents the case with optimal adaptation, the dashed middle curve represents
possible adaptation, and the high solid curve represents no adaptation. If the total damage
costs were to be revised upwards, then this would have the effect of shifting the range of
adaptation-contingent optimal mitigation targets. Arrow a represents the shift in optimal
mitigation targets if one assumes optimal adaptation, while arrow b represents the shift if one
assumes possible adaptation. The relative lengths of the two lines depends highly on the
shapes of the total climate cost curves, but in this case arrow b is much longer than arrow a

targets contingent on that adaptation level. The dashed curve shows where,
within that range, realistic levels of adaptation may actually put us, and the
dashed vertical line reveals the corresponding optimal mitigation target. The
upper two curves, however, redefine the total climate cost range given a higher
estimate of damages associated with any particular level of warming. In this
case, not only is the optimal level of mitigation higher, but the sensitivity of that
optimum is also greater to the level of adaptation society can achieve. Here, the
attempt to model adaptation more accurately, in line with the suggestions we
have made in Section 5.3, becomes important. Knowing how much adaptation
society can actually achieve would influence, to a great deal, how far the
optimal mitigation target ought to shift as a result of revised estimates of the
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seriousness of the climate problem. This is so even while realizing that the role
of IAMs here is more to explore the range of outcomes than to provide exact
numbers, given the uncertainties and value judgments that are involved.

5.4.3 Conclusion
The efforts to make adaptation costs more explicit in IAMs may be extremely
important for improving the political salience of those model results, and with
that their usefulness and importance (Mitchell et al., 2006). More explicit
attention to the process of adaptation is vital for several reasons. One of them is
to inform policy makers on what levels of adaptation are appropriate. For this
task, however, IAMs may not be the best tool. However, for the question of how
adaptation may interact with mitigation strategies, and in particular how it
influences the level of mitigation, IAMs are the right tool. Assuming that the
estimates of adaptation costs and total climate damages that have been used to
calibrate AD-DICE are correct, their results suggest that different adaptation
strategies have a relatively limited effect on the optimal level of mitigation. On
the other hand, if the total climate damages are higher than those used to
calibrate existing models, different adaptation strategies could influence the
mitigation target to a much higher degree. However, we also claim that current
IAMs over-estimate the level of adaptation and under-estimate the cost. While
adaptation could play a more significant role in reducing the impacts of climatic
change, such adaptation is likely to be more difficult and costly than current
models suggest. Given these crucial uncertainties, it is vital to improve the
representation of adaptation within IAMs, in particular by addressing the special
characteristics of adaptation that we have discussed: the highly disaggregated
nature of vulnerability and adaptive response; the importance of extreme events
as triggers for adaptation; the scale dependence of adaptation; the role of nonmarket values; the non-optimal use of information by agents; and the central
role of uncertainty in shaping private adaptation action.
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6

Costs, benefits and interlinkages
between adaptation and mitigation

Abstract This chapter uses an integrated assessment model to analyse the interactions
between mitigation, adaptation and residual damages on a global as well as regional scale.
Adaptation is modelled explicitly as a policy variable, providing insights in the economic
consequences of adaptation. Although the uncertainties of this analysis – especially
regarding climate change damages and adaptation costs – are large, some important
conclusions seem to be robust. First, the analysis shows that adaptation and mitigation are
not substitutes of each other. While adaptation can effectively reduce climate change
damages in the short run, mitigation is more effective in the long run. Implementing both
adaptation and mitigation gives the best results according to our model. Second, adaptation
seems to be important especially in lower-income regions to reduce potential damages of
climate change. Third, as climate will change even if emissions are cut back drastically, the
total amount of adaptation needed in a region depends only in the longer term on the
climate mitigation target. Our model projections show that global adaptation needs will
increase strongly over time from USD 10 billion in 2010 to USD 230 billion in 2050, even if
emissions are reduced to 50% of the 1990 level in 2050. Finally, climate change costs differ
substantially between regions. For regions such as East Africa and South Asia, income losses
are not only much higher than the global average, but rise steeply for higher concentration
targets, as well.

This chapter is based on: Hof, A.F., K.C. de Bruin, M.G.J. den Elzen, R. Dellink and
D.P. van Vuuren, 2010. Costs, benefits and interlinkages between adaptation and
mitigation. In: F. Biermann, P. Pattberg en F. Zelli, Global climate governance post
2012: Architecture, agency and adaptation. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

6.1

Introduction

The thirteenth Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change in 2007 decided that developing countries
should be compensated for adaptation costs to climate change through the
Adaptation Fund (first draft decision of the third session of the Conference of the
Parties serving as the meeting of the parties to the Kyoto Protocol). This shows
that adaptation to climate change has become important in international
climate negotiations. Today, adaptation is widely recognized as an equally
important and complementary response to climate change mitigation (for
example, Commission of the European Communities, 2007; IPCC, 2007a;
Agrawala and Fankhauser, 2008a).
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Still, relatively little information is available to support more integrated climate
policies that focus on both mitigation and adaptation (Klein et al., 2005). In
particular, in integrated assessment models that aim at supporting climate
policy by analysing their economic and environmental consequences and
formulating efficient responses, explicit consideration of adaptation is still in its
infancy (Tol, 2005a; Wilbanks, 2005; Agrawala et al., 2008).
This chapter tries to fill the gap in integrated assessment models by integrating
adaptation and residual damage functions from AD-RICE (de Bruin et al., 2009a)
with the FAIR model (den Elzen and van Vuuren, 2007; Hof et al., 2008). This
version of the FAIR model (from now on called AD-FAIR) enables an analysis of
the interactions between mitigation, emissions trading, adaptation and residual
damages (that is, damages not avoided by adaptation measures) on a global as
well as regional scale. Furthermore, adaptation is modelled explicitly as a policy
variable, providing insights in the economic consequences of adaptation. This
information is vital for effective adaptation governance.
Because this study aims at introducing a novel approach of modelling
adaptation in the FAIR model and at showing what results can be obtained from
this approach, little attention has been given to analyse uncertainty (see Hof et
al., 2008, for an extensive assessment of the uncertainties in cost–benefit
analyses of climate change policies).

6.2

Methodology

6.2.1 Background on modelling adaptation in integrated
assessment models
Adaptation aims to reduce the vulnerability of natural and human systems
against actual or expected climate change effects (IPCC, 2001). This implies that
in order to model adaptation, first the impacts (or damages) of climate change
have to be taken into consideration. Damage estimates of climate change
involve scientific uncertainties (for example, impact of climate change on the
number of storms or change in mortality) as well as value judgements (for
example, how to monetize non-market damages and how to deal with
uncertainty; see Azar, 1998; Dietz et al., 2007; Weitzman, 2007). Despite these
large uncertainties and value judgements, several studies have estimated the
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damages related to climate change, and incorporated these estimates in
integrated assessment models. The most notable examples are FUND (Tol,
2002a; 2002b) and DICE/RICE (Nordhaus, 1994; 2008; Nordhaus and Boyer,
2000). Both estimated the impacts and associated damages of climate change by
identifying the most important sectors vulnerable to climate change. DICE/RICE
includes the sectors agriculture, sea-level rise, other market sectors (forestry,
energy systems, water systems, construction, fisheries and outdoor recreation),
health, non-market amenity impacts, human settlements and ecosystems, and
catastrophic events. In the DICE/RICE assessment, potential catastrophic events
are by far the most important factor in total damages: for a 2.5°C temperature
increase compared to 1900, catastrophic events make up more than half of total
estimated damages at the global scale (Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000: 91). FUND
identifies similar, but fewer, sectors than Nordhaus, omitting most of the other
market sectors identified by Nordhaus and, more importantly, catastrophic
events. Damages from increased extreme weather events are included neither in
the FUND nor DICE/RICE model. Furthermore, both authors warn that their
damage estimates are highly speculative. For example, Tol (2002a: 65) argues
that ‘a lot needs to be done before one can place any confidence in the
estimates’.
In addition to uncertainty, another limitation in the FUND and DICE/RICE
damage curves is that adaptation is not explicitly taken into account as policy
variable. Instead, optimal adaptation is assumed in the construction of these
curves – and the curves consist of the aggregated costs of remaining damages
and adaptation costs. There have been few attempts to model adaptation as a
decision variable in integrated assessment models, with Hope et al. (1993)
among the first. However, they seem to be over-optimistic about the amount of
damages that can be avoided by adaptation according to current existing
empirical literature on this issue (de Bruin et al., 2009a). In the recent AD-RICE
model, de Bruin et al. (2009a) used a more transparent method to model
adaptation as a decision variable in the RICE integrated assessment model. As
this is the most recent and best documented attempt to explicitly model
adaptation in an integrated assessment model, we have integrated the
adaptation and residual damage curves from AD-RICE with the FAIR model.
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6.2.2 Modelling climate–economy interactions
As the backbone of our study, we use the FAIR 2.1 model which includes 17
regions, described in detail in previous publications (den Elzen and Lucas, 2005;
den Elzen and van Vuuren, 2007). Here, we will only provide a short description
of the FAIR model.11 FAIR uses a flexible set of assumptions and integrates
information from detailed energy, climate and socio-economic models. It
describes the interactions between multi-gas emissions, greenhouse gas
concentrations and the climate system, as well as the interaction between the
climate system and the economy through climate change damages and
mitigation costs (including emissions trading), for different international burden
sharing regimes. These elements are integrated in order to perform a cost–
benefit analysis of climate policies (Hof et al., 2008).
Figure 7.1 gives a schematic overview of the AD-FAIR model. Regional climate
mitigation targets, emissions trading and mitigation costs depend on the global
climate mitigation target and the burden-sharing regime. Adaptation costs and
residual damages depend on climate change impacts and the amount of
adaptation applied to reduce these impacts. Climate impacts depend on global
temperature increase, associated with a global emission reduction pathway and
parameters in the climate model, such as climate sensitivity. Mitigation,
adaptation and residual damages are characterized by different dynamics.
Mitigation reduces global temperature increase, and hence potential damages,
in the long run. In the short run (that is, the coming 20–30 years) this effect is
negligible, as the temperature increase for the reduction pathway and baseline
are very similar due to inertia in the climate system. Adaptation can reduce
residual damages in the short run, but does not reduce climate change and
therefore future potential damages. To estimate both the direct and indirect
consumption losses of mitigation, adaptation and residual damages, we use a
simple economic growth model based on a Cobb–Douglas production function
for each region (Hof et al., 2008).

11

See http://www.pbl.nl/en/publications/2005/Website_FAIR.html.
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6.2.3 Modelling adaptation and residual damages: AD-RICE
The AD-RICE cost and residual damage functions in this chapter are based on
the damage functions of the RICE model. These damage functions include both
adaptation costs and residual damages. Because the parameterization of these
regional damage functions plays a major role in our results, we here give some
insight in these damage functions. The parameterization of the RICE damage
functions is explained in detail in Nordhaus and Boyer (2000). RICE projects that
damages will be small in East Asia, the United States and Japan. This is mainly
caused by the assumed low willingness to pay to avoid catastrophic risks in these
regions. Damages in Europe and in the Middle East and other lower middleincome regions (Southern Africa and Central America) are projected to be
similar to the global average. The other regions – South America, South Asia and
especially West and East Africa and South East Asia – have much higher
damages of climate change according to RICE. In Africa, this is mainly due to
negative health impacts. In South Asia, the high risk of catastrophic impacts and
the negative effects of climate change on agriculture cause high damages.
Health impacts and the risk of catastrophic events are the main reasons for the
high damages in South America.
Here we give a short summary of the AD-RICE methodology (see for a more
detailed description de Bruin et al., 2009a). First of all, the regional damage
functions of the online available GAMS version of RICE9912 are separated into a
residual damage (RD) and adaptation cost (PC) component:
(6.1)

Dr ,t RDr ,t (GDr ,t , Pr ,t ) PCr ,t ( Pr ,t )
=
+
Yr ,t
Yr ,t
Yr ,t

The sum of residual damages and adaptation costs equals net damages D. Both
residual damages and adaptation costs in region r at time t depend on the level
of adaptation (P). Note residual damages can be negative as well; in this case,
adaptation can increase the benefits of climate change. Gross or potential
damages GD (damages that would occur without any adaptation activities) take
the following form:

12

Available at www.econ.yale.edu/~nordhaus/homepage/dicemodels.htm.
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(6.2)

GDr ,t
Yr ,t

= α 1 ΔTt + α 2 ΔTt

α3

where α2>0 and α3>1 and ΔT stands for global temperature increase since 1900.
Adaptation activities can reduce residual damages or increase climate change
benefits:
(6.3)

RDr ,t = GDr ,t (1 − Pr ,t ) , 0 ≤ Pt ≤ 1 if GDt > 0;

(6.4)

RDr ,t = GDr ,t (1 + Pr ,t )

, 0 ≤ Pt ≤ 1 if GDt < 0;

The level of adaptation is chosen for every time period. No adaptation (P = 0)
means that gross damages are not reduced; in this case, residual damages
equals gross damages. At the other extreme, with P = 1 all gross damages are
avoided by adaptation and residual damages equal zero. It is assumed that
adaptation costs increase at a growing rate, since cheaper adaptation will be
applied first, and more expensive and less effective options later:
(6.5)

PC r ,t
Yr ,t

γ

= γ 1 Pr ,t 2 ; where γ1>0 and γ2>1

In our scenarios, adaptation efforts are determined by minimizing the regional
sum of residual damages plus adaptation costs. In other words, the level of
adaptation is chosen so that the marginal costs of adaptation equal the marginal
benefits of reducing residual damages.
Figure 6.1 shows the result of the above methodology on separating the
damages of RICE into adaptation costs and residual damages for a 2.5°C global
warming. As in de Bruin et al. (2009a), adaptation costs are much smaller than
residual damages in the case of optimal adaptation. This is due to the shape of
the adaptation cost curves: up to a certain point adaptation is relatively easy and
therefore cheap, but after this point adaptation costs rise sharply. So it would in
principle be possible to adapt more, but at such high costs that the benefits of
more adaptation (that is, the avoided residual damages) would be lower than
the cost of more adaptation.
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Figure 6.1 Regional distribution of residual damages and adaptation costs as percentage of
GDP with a 2.5 degrees increase in global temperature above the pre-industrial level
according to AD-RICE
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Figure 6.2 Regional damage estimates of a 2.5 degrees increase in global temperature above
the pre-industrial level according to FUND 2.8 compared to RICE
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Because the results strongly depend on the regional damage estimates of RICE,
Figure 6.2 shows how the regional damage projections of RICE compare to those
of FUND 2.813 for a global warming of 2.5°C. It is clear that there are quite some
differences in damage estimates. The most apparent difference is that FUND
projects lower climate change damages than RICE for all regions. As mentioned
above, an explanation could be that FUND, unlike RICE, does not include
catastrophic events and many of the other market sectors that are included in
the damage estimates of RICE. Apart from FUND generally projecting lower
damages, there are quite some regional differences in the estimates as well. For
example, RICE projects negative impacts for the Middle East at a global warming
of 2.5°C, whereas FUND projects slightly positive impacts. The main reason for
this is more optimistic projections for agriculture in the Middle East by FUND
(Tol, 2002b: 138). One similarity of FUND and RICE is that both project the
lowest damages for East Asia and high damages for East and West Africa. In
sum, however, this comparison shows how uncertain the damage estimates are
and hence how careful our results have to be interpreted.

6.2.4 Calibration of the AD-FAIR model
As baseline for this study, we use the medium IPCC SRES baseline emissions
scenario IMAGE/TIMER SRES B2 (Nakicenovic et al., 2000; van Vuuren et al.,
2007a), extrapolated to the year 2250 as described in Hof et al. (2008). The B2
baseline describes a world in which the emphasis is on local solutions to
economic, social and environmental sustainability. It is a world with moderate
population growth and intermediate levels of economic development. Overall,
these scenarios are a reasonable description of possible future developments
(van Vuuren and O’Neill, 2006). Population estimates are taken from the
medium long-term UN population projections. Estimates of mitigation costs are
based on a wide set of marginal abatement cost curves, differentiated over time
as described in detail in den Elzen et al. (2007c).
The MAGICC 4.1 model (Wigley and Raper, 2001; 2002; Wigley, 2003) is used to
calculate the temperature implications of the emission pathways. The climate
sensitivity is set at the best estimate according to the IPCC Fourth Assessment

13

The FUND code can be downloaded at www.fnu.zmaw.de/FUND.5679.0.html.
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Report (IPCC, 2007b) of 3°C, meaning that a doubling of pre-industrial carbon
dioxide concentrations will lead to a global average surface warming of 3°C.
Such a climate sensitivity implies that the global temperature increase of our
emission reduction pathways range from 2°C for 500 ppm carbon dioxideequivalent concentration peak to 4°C for 800 ppm.
Calibration of the gross damage function (6.2) and adaptation cost curve (6.5) is
done using the optimal control scenario of RICE, in such a way that it best
replicates the results of the original RICE model. Table 6.1 provides the results of
the calibration on the parameter values (see the Appendix of Chapter 7 for more
detailed information on the derivation of these parameters).
In the economic growth model, the savings rates per region in 2005 are taken
from the World Development Indicators database (World Bank, 2008) and are
assumed to converge linearly to 21 per cent in 2100 in every region and stay
constant afterwards. The initial capital stock in every region is based on the
growth study datasets of the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
(Miketa, 2004); depreciation is set at 5 per cent annually.
Finally, we adopted the United Kingdom Green Book discounting method (UK
Treasury, 2003) for computing the discounted income losses due to mitigation
costs, adaptation costs and residual damages over the time period 2005–2250
(Hof et al., 2008 discusses the implications of different discounting methods.).

6.2.5 Mitigation strategies
Several climate mitigation targets are analysed. These are taken from den Elzen
and van Vuuren (2007) and cover a range of multi-gas emission reduction
pathways corresponding with carbon dioxide-equivalent concentrations peaking
between 500 and 800 ppm. Global emissions in the most stringent climate
mitigation target that we analysed (concentrations peaking at 500 ppm carbon
dioxide-equivalent) need to peak in 2015 at 28 per cent above 1990 level, after
which emissions are reduced strongly to 53 per cent of 1990 level in 2050. In the
800 ppm pathway, emissions peak in 2040 at 66 per cent above 1990 level, after
which emissions decline more gradually to 21 per cent above the 1990 level in
2100.
Emission burdens are allocated across regions using either the ‘contraction and
convergence’ regime with convergence year 2050 (Contraction and Convergence
2050: Meyer, 2000) or the ‘multi-stage’ regime (den Elzen et al., 2006; Gupta,
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1998). The ‘contraction and convergence’ regime is most often used in
quantitative analysis because of its simplicity and straightforwardness (Hof et al.,
2009b). In this regime, emission burdens are allocated so that per capita
emissions converge from their current values to a global average by 2050. In the
‘multi-stage’ regime, an increasing number of countries accept commitments
over time based on per capita income and per capita carbon dioxide-equivalent
emissions. First, countries accept emission intensity targets and as they become
more developed, absolute reduction targets are set. The participation threshold
levels are differentiated according to the stabilization level as described in den
Elzen et al. (2008).

6.3

Analysis

This section looks at how adaptation costs relate to mitigation costs and residual
damages. First of all, this serves as a check whether adaptation costs as projected
by AD-FAIR are in line with the most recent estimates in literature. Furthermore,
this section will provide insight in the size and development of the climate
change cost components (that is, adaptation costs, mitigation costs and residual
damages) over time and the effect of these costs on regional incomes for
different mitigation strategies.

6.3.1 Global climate change costs
Figure 6.3 shows the adaptation costs in the next decades in a scenario without
any mitigation efforts compared to a scenario with a strong climate policy,
based on the AD-RICE adaptation cost curves and assuming optimal adaptation.
The underlying assumptions are listed in Section 6.2. In 2020, adaptation costs
are estimated to amount to USD 30 billion in both scenarios (we use constant
2005 US dollar prices throughout this chapter). Adaptation costs will steadily
increase over time, due to increased global warming and hence higher potential
damages. Adaptation costs without any mitigation efforts are up to USD 70
billion in 2030, rising to USD 320 billion in 2050. With a strong climate policy
that keeps the concentration level below 500 ppm carbon dioxide-equivalent,
adaptation costs in 2050 are projected at USD 230 billion. These estimates are of
the same order of magnitude as estimates of adaptation costs by the World Bank
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Figure 6.3 Projected adaptation costs from 2010 until 2050 with a concentration peak target of
500 ppm carbon dioxide-equivalent and a baseline scenario without any mitigation efforts

(2006) and UNFCCC (2007). The World Bank arrives at an order of magnitude of
USD 10 to 40 billion per year. The Climate Convention Secretariat estimates the
investment and financial flows needed for adaptation to be USD tens of billions
per year for the coming decades and potentially more than USD 100 billion per
year in the longer run.
It is also clear from Figure 6.3 that adaptation costs for a strong mitigation
scenario and a scenario without any mitigation efforts are similar in the short
term, and only start to diverge in the longer run (from 2040 onwards). The
reason for this is that climate projections for scenarios with and without climate
policy only start to diverge after 2040 as a result of inertia in the climate system,
combined with reduced sulphur emissions in the scenario with climate policy,
which increases temperatures.
Figure 6.4 shows how the projected global adaptation costs compare with the
other costs of climate change, that is, mitigation costs and residual damages,
assuming an emission pathway leading to a concentration level peak of 550
ppm carbon dioxide-equivalent. Even with such a stringent climate mitigation
target and optimal adaptation, residual damages are still the largest component
of total climate change costs during most of the century. Especially in the
second half of this century, residual damages are projected to increase sharply,
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Figure 6.4 Global mitigation costs, adaptation costs, residual damages and extra costs if no
adaptation is undertaken, with a concentration target of 550 ppm carbon dioxide-equivalent
and a Contraction and Convergence 2050 regime

reaching USD 5.8 trillion at the end of the century. However, residual damages
are projected to amount to about USD 8 trillion if no mitigation takes place,
showing that mitigation does reduce damages substantially in the long run.
Mitigation costs for a concentration peaking target at 550 ppm carbon dioxideequivalent rise sharply from 2020 onwards, stabilizing at about USD 2.3 trillion
in the second half of the century.
Figure 6.4 also shows the effect of not adapting optimally to climate change.
There are many examples of suboptimal adaptation, due to many different
reasons. Perhaps the most important of these is that there might not be enough
information available about future climate change to adapt optimally to it. But
even when this information is available, politicians might still underestimate the
risks of climate change. Even though the share of adaptation costs in the total
climate change costs is relatively small, adaptation plays a major role by
reducing potential damages. The extra costs if no adaptation measures are taken
(defined as the increase in residual damages minus the decrease of adaptation
costs) are projected to amount to USD 30 billion globally in 2010 and increase
sharply to USD 3.6 trillion in 2100. Investment in adaptation is therefore very
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effective: residual damages are on average reduced by about four dollars for
every dollar invested in adaptation.
The above analysis could suggest that there is a trade-off between adaptation
and mitigation, since both reduce residual damages. In order to analyse whether
there is indeed a trade-off, we compare four different scenarios with each other.
In the first scenario called ‘baseline’ there are no mitigation nor adaptation
measures; the second scenario consists of optimal adaptation, but no mitigation;
the third consists of our most stringent mitigation path (leading to a
concentration peak of 500 ppm carbon dioxide-equivalents); and in the final one
both the most stringent mitigation measures and optimal adaptation are
implemented.
Figure 6.5 shows the discounted climate change costs (with a fixed discount rate
of 2.5 per cent) over the next two centuries for these four different scenarios. It
shows that the mitigation-only and the adaptation-only scenarios both reduce
the discounted costs substantially and to about the same degree compared to
the reference case. The main difference seems to be that mitigation is more
discounted costs (% of GDP)
5

adaptation costs
mitigation costs
residual damages

4
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Adaptation
only
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Figure 6.5 Global discounted climate change costs for four scenarios: No mitigation and no
adaptation (baseline), no mitigation and optimal adaptation, no adaptation and stringent
mitigation, and both optimal adaptation and stringent mitigation
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Figure 6.6 Global climate change costs over time for four scenarios: No mitigation and no
adaptation (baseline), no mitigation and optimal adaptation, no adaptation and stringent
mitigation, and both optimal adaptation and stringent mitigation

expensive, but reduces damages to a higher degree. Implementing both
adaptation and mitigation, however, reduces costs even further. This indicates
that adaptation and mitigation complement each other and cannot be regarded
as substitutes. This becomes even clearer when looking at the total undiscounted
costs over time (Figure 6.6): even though the adaptation-only and mitigationonly cases lead to similar discounted costs, the dynamics differ completely. For
the adaptation-only case the costs are lower during most of this century, but
steadily increase afterwards because climate change is not mitigated. In 2200,
total climate change costs of the adaptation-only case are four times the
mitigation-only case.

6.3.2 Regional climate change costs
Figure 6.7 shows the regional distribution of all climate change cost components
in 2030 for a mitigation path leading to a peak concentration level of 550 ppm
carbon dioxide-equivalent. Obviously, higher concentration targets imply lower
mitigation costs, but higher adaptation costs and damages.
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Figure 6.7 Climate costs components in 2030 as share of GDP with concentrations peaking at
550 ppm carbon dioxide-equivalent for selected regions assuming either a ‘Contraction and
Convergence 2050’ (C&C 2050) or a ‘multi-stage’ regime

Residual damages are especially large in all lower income regions except East
Asia, as is to be expected from the RICE damage functions. Interestingly, East
Asia is even projected to benefit from modest climate change: climate change
damages are (slightly) negative in 2030 because of positive impacts on
agriculture and nonmarket amenity value (such as climate-related time use) for
small increases in temperature. The regional differences in the distribution of
mitigation costs are very large, both for a ‘contraction and convergence’ 2050
burden-sharing regime and a ‘multi-stage’ regime. In regions less affected by
climate change damages (United States, Japan and East Asia), the largest share of
total climate change costs consists of mitigation costs in 2030 for both burdensharing regimes. Mitigation costs in West Africa and South Asia are projected to
be negative in the short to medium run, meaning that these regions will benefit
from selling emission permits. The benefits from selling emission permits in
these regions can even offset residual damages and adaptation costs with a
‘contraction and convergence 2050’ burden-sharing regime. In a ‘multi-stage’
regime, however, residual damages and adaptation costs far outweigh the
benefits of selling emission permits in both South Asia and West Africa.
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Globally, adaptation costs only amount to a small fraction of GDP. The regional
differences are large, however. Adaptation costs as share of GDP are especially
high in West Africa and South East Asia (about four times the world average in
2030), explained by the high potential damages in this region. Due to the same
reason, adaptation costs are also high in South Asia (about three times the world
average in 2030). In absolute terms, about half of total global adaptation costs
are carried by low- and middle-income regions. Almost all of the remaining
adaptation costs are carried by Europe, while the United States and Japan only
account for a fraction of total adaptation costs. The low costs of adaptation in
the United States, Japan and East Asia are largely explained by the projected low
climate change damages by RICE.
The total climate change costs (the sum of adaptation, residual damage and
mitigation costs) relative to GDP in 2030 are the highest in the Middle East,
followed by South East Asia for both burden-sharing regimes. South America and
West Africa will also face relatively high climate change costs in a ‘multi-stage’
regime, while OECD Europe will face high climate change costs in a ‘contraction
and convergence’ 2050 regime. In most low- and middle-income regions,
adaptation is very important - total climate change costs increase by about 0.7
per cent of GDP for West Africa and 0.4 per cent for South Asia, South East Asia
and South America in 2030 if no adaptation takes place. The reason is that in
most low- and middle-income regions, potential damages are relatively high,
increasing the need for adaptation.

6.3.3 Regional discounted income losses of climate change
The discounted climate change income losses as percentage of discounted
income (from now on simply called discounted income loss) over a range of
climate mitigation targets provides us with useful information. First, a climate
mitigation target can be identified for which the discounted income loss is
minimized, providing an indication of the optimal climate mitigation target.
However, this strongly depends on the chosen assumptions as the discount rate
and damage estimates, as shown earlier by Hof et al. (2008). With our
assumptions and for a ‘multi-stage’ burden-sharing regime, the global and
regional discounted income loss for different concentration peak levels is shown
in Figure 6.8. Global discounted income loss is minimized at a concentration
peak target of around 600 ppm carbon dioxide-equivalent, resulting in a
discounted income loss of 2.2 per cent.
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Figure 6.8 Discounted income loss in selected regions due to different climate change costs
components for a range of concentration peak levels and a multi-stage burden sharing
regime, as percentage of discounted income (mitigation costs in East Africa and South Asia
are slightly negative and included in the residual damage estimates)
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The regional differences in the climate mitigation target for which discounted
income loss is minimized are large. The United States minimizes discounted
income loss at a concentration peak higher than the evaluated range of 500 to
800 ppm carbon dioxide-equivalent, due to their low damage estimates. The
minimum for East Asia is at about the same level as the global average, and
South Asia and East Africa minimize their discounted income loss at a
concentration peak level below our analyzed range of 500 to 800 ppm carbon
dioxide-equivalent, as residual damages in these regions increase rapidly for less
stringent climate mitigation targets. These results indicate that it could be
difficult for the world to agree to one single climate mitigation target (a result
which is well known from the game-theoretic literature on international
agreements: see Barrett, 1994; Finus et al., 2006).
Second, the variation in discounted income loss between different climate
mitigation targets tells us something about the costs of not reaching the climate
mitigation target with lowest costs. For the global economy, these costs are very
small: for all concentration peak levels between 520 and 800 ppm carbon
dioxide-equivalent, discounted income losses lie in the narrow range of 2.2 per
cent to 2.4 per cent. For Europe and East Asia, differences in discounted income
loss are very small as well. For the United States, discounted income loss for
concentration peak levels below 600 ppm carbon dioxide-equivalent are
projected to increase quite strongly due to rapidly increasing mitigation costs,
although the relatively low damages (as estimated by the RICE model) imply that
total costs in the United States remain below the world average, even for a 500
ppm carbon dioxide-equivalent concentration target. In East Africa and South
Asia, the discounted income loss is much higher than the world average, due to
higher projected residual damages. Moreover, income losses also increase
strongly for higher concentration targets as the impacts of climate change
become more severe. This indicates that adaptation is especially important in
high-impact regions, which are mostly developing regions.
Finally, it is worth noting that the slope of the residual damage curve in Figure
6.8 for all regions decreases with increasing concentration levels. This may
sound counterintuitive, since damages increase exponentially with temperature
increase, and higher concentrations imply higher temperatures. The explanation
lies in the timing of mitigation. If we want to achieve a very stringent mitigation
target, very early emission reductions are required. This means that residual
damages will be lowered relatively early as well. On the other hand, if we want
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to achieve a less stringent concentration target, emissions in the short run can
stay the same and should be reduced only in the longer run. Therefore, residual
damages are only lowered in the long run as well. Because of discounting, the
further residual damages occur in the future, the smaller the impact on the
present value of these damages. This explains why the residual damage curve in
Figure 6.8 is concave.

6.4

Conclusions

In this study, we used an integrated assessment model to analyse the
interactions between adaptation costs, mitigation costs and emissions trading,
and residual damages. Our analysis is subject to a number of qualifications and
caveats, the most important being the large uncertainties of the damage
estimates by the RICE model of Nordhaus and Boyer (2000), on which we base
our method for modelling adaptation. Therefore, the results should be
interpreted with sufficient care. However, we can still draw a number of
conclusions.
First, we have shown that adaptation and mitigation are not substitutes of each
other. Adaptation and mitigation have completely different dynamics.
Adaptation can effectively reduce climate change damages in the shorter run,
but is much less effective in the long run since it does not reduce climate change
itself. Mitigation is very effective in reducing climate change damages in the
long run. Implementing both adaptation and mitigation gives the best results
according to our model.
Second, even though the costs of adaptation are small compared to residual
damages and mitigation costs, adaptation is important in the context of
reducing potential damages, especially in lower-income regions. Keeping in
mind that our results depend on very uncertain estimates of damage and
adaptation costs, we project that with optimal adaptation efforts more than a
quarter of the potential damages are avoided by adaptation in the long run.
Relatively small investments in adaptation could avoid substantial amounts of
damages, especially in lower income regions where potential damages are
projected to be higher.
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Third, the total amount of adaptation in a region depends only in the longer
term on the climate mitigation target. Without any mitigation, climate change
will be stronger, increasing the need for adaptation. Regardless of the
mitigation strategy, adaptation costs will increase strongly over time, as climate
will change even if emissions are cut back drastically. Our model projections
show that global adaptation costs will increase from USD 10 billion in 2010 to
USD 230 billion in 2050, even when emissions are cut back drastically to 50% of
the 1990 level in 2050.
Fourth, climate change costs differ substantially between regions. For regions
such as East Africa and South Asia, income losses are much higher than the
global average and rise steeply for higher concentration targets as well. This
indicates that both adaptation and mitigation are important especially for these
developing regions.
To sum up: adaptation will increase sharply over time even if strong mitigation
measures are taken, and adaptation is especially important in developing
regions. This indicates that the chances that developing countries join a climate
mitigation regime could be higher if adaptation, and especially adaptation
funding, is incorporated in such a regime.
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7

The effect of different mitigation
strategies on international financing of
adaptation

Abstract Recent proposals at the UNFCCC meeting in Bali in December 2007 suggest that a
2% levy on the CDM could finance adaptation costs in developing regions. Other proposals
include extending the scope of the levy to emissions trading. This study applies an Integrated
Assessment Model to gain insight in the interactions between adaptation costs, residual
damages and mitigation costs and to analyse the effectiveness of a 2% levy on both the CDM
and emissions trading from developing countries. We show that adaptation is especially
important in lower income regions where damages are higher. The revenues of a 2% levy
strongly depend on both the climate mitigation target and the burden-sharing regime. A
more stringent climate mitigation target results in more emissions trade and, in the longer
run, less need for adaptation. Both factors increase the share of adaptation costs that can be
funded. The burden-sharing regime strongly affects the revenues of a 2% levy as well:
relatively more stringent targets for developed countries increase the revenues of a 2% levy.
However, in the next two decades the share of adaptation that can be financed remains well
below 20% in most cases. Additional funding mechanisms are therefore necessary to
substantially finance adaptation costs in developing countries.

This chapter was published earlier as: Hof, A.F., K.C. de Bruin, R.B. Dellink, M.G.J. den
Elzen, D.P. van Vuuren, 2009. The effect of different mitigation strategies on
international financing of adaptation, Environmental Science & Policy 12 (7), pp. 832843

7.1

Introduction

During the UNFCCC Conference of the Parties on its thirteenth session (COP 13),
held in Bali in December 2007, it was decided that developing countries should
be compensated for adaptation costs to climate change by financing from the
Adaptation Fund (decision CMP.3: Adaptation Fund). This is consistent with the
increasing attention paid to adaptation to climate change in the international
climate policy negotiations. Adaptation is now widely recognised as an equally
important and complementary response to climate change mitigation (e.g.,
Agrawala and Fankhauser, 2008b; Commission of the European Communities,
2007; IPCC, 2007a).
Still, relatively little information is available to support more integrated climate
policy focusing both on mitigation and adaptation strategies (Klein et al., 2005).
While Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) aim to support climate policy
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formulation by analysing the economic and environmental consequences of
these policies, explicit consideration of adaptation is still in its infancy (de Bruin
et al., 2009b; Tol, 2005a; Wilbanks, 2005).
This paper contributes to a better consideration of adaptation in IAMs by
integrating adaptation and residual damage functions from AD-RICE (de Bruin
et al., 2009a) with the FAIR model14 (den Elzen and van Vuuren, 2007; Hof et al.,
2008). This version of the FAIR model (from now on referred to as AD-FAIR)
enables an analysis of the interactions between mitigation, emissions trading,
adaptation and residual damages (i.e. damages not avoided by adaptation
measures) on a global as well as regional scale.
This paper has two main research goals. The first one is to gain insight in the
interactions between adaptation costs, residual damages and mitigation costs
for different mitigation and adaptation strategies, both globally and for selected
world regions. The second research goal is to analyse the effectiveness of
international financing of adaptation costs. The question how to finance
adaptation is an important one as a large part of the investments needs to be
made in developing countries, which are most vulnerable to climate change.
One proposal as part of the UNFCCC negotiations is to use a 2% share of proceeds
of certified emission reductions issued for Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
project activities to finance adaptation costs.15 Representatives of regional groups
(e.g. EU, G77 and China, AOSIS) have proposed other (additional) financing
mechanisms (Behrens, 2008; Fujiwara et al., 2008; Müller, 2008). Apart from
these proposals, such as a levy on bunker fuels, a logical alternative is to extend
the scope of the 2% levy to emissions trading.
In this paper, we explore the effectiveness of the 2% share proposal. Since the
future of the CDM in a post-2012 climate regime is uncertain, we will in fact
assume that the 2% share applies to both the CDM and on emissions trading
from developing regions. The question how the adaptation costs in developing
countries compare to the revenue of a 2% levy on the CDM and emissions
trading with developing countries (henceforth simply called 2% levy) is far from
simple. The adaptation costs and the revenues of the 2% levy critically depend on

14
15

Also see http://www.pbl.nl/en/publications/2005/Website_FAIR.html.
http://unfccc.int/cooperation_and_support/financial_mechanism/items/3659.php.
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the mitigation target and the allocation of emission rights. More stringent
mitigation targets will in the longer run lead to a decrease of adaptation costs
and could both increase or decrease the value of emission trading. In our
analysis, we therefore explore several post-2012 mitigation strategies.
Undoubtedly, the uncertainties especially regarding adaptation cost and climate
change damage estimates are enormous. Nevertheless, we feel that using a
formal model framework to evaluate climate policy proposals make sense in the
light of the uncertain information available. We have taken into account the
uncertainties by including both a sensitivity analysis on adaptation costs and
damage estimates.
Section 7.2 provides some background on damage and adaptation modelling
and presents the structure and calibration of the AD-FAIR model. Section 7.3
deals with the first research question: it discusses the different climate change
cost components, consisting of adaptation costs, mitigation costs and residual
damages, for different adaptation and mitigation strategies. Section 7.4 shows
the effect of different mitigation strategies on international financing of
adaptation and includes a sensitivity analysis. Finally, Section 7.5 provides a
discussion and concludes.

7.2

Methodology

7.2.1 Background on modelling adaptation in IAMs
Adaptation aims to reduce the vulnerability of natural and human systems
against actual or expected climate change effects (IPCC, 2001). This implies that
in order to model adaptation, first the impacts (or damages) of climate change
have to be made explicit. This introduces a first complication, as damage
estimates of climate change involve major scientific uncertainties (e.g., impact
of climate change on the number of storms or change in mortality) as well as
value judgements (e.g., how to monetise non-market damages and how to deal
with uncertainty, see Azar, 1998; Dietz et al., 2007; Weitzman, 2007). Despite
these large uncertainties and value judgements, several studies have estimated
the damages related to climate change, and incorporated these estimates in
IAMs. The most notable examples are FUND (Tol, 2002a; 2002b) and DICE/RICE
(Nordhaus, 1994; 2008; Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000). Both have estimated the
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impacts and associated damages of climate change by first identifying the most
important sectors vulnerable to climate change. For each of these sectors, the
monetary impacts of climate change are then estimated. Finally, total climate
change damage estimates are derived from adding all sectoral impacts.
DICE/RICE includes the sectors agriculture, sea-level rise, other market sectors
(forestry, energy systems, water systems, construction, fisheries, and outdoor
recreation), health, non-market amenity impacts, human settlements and
ecosystems, and catastrophic events. In the DICE/RICE model, potential
catastrophic events are by far the most important factor in total damages: for a
2.5°C temperature increase compared to 1900, catastrophic events make up
more than half of total estimated damages at the global scale (Nordhaus and
Boyer, 2000). FUND identifies similar, but fewer sectors than Nordhaus, omitting
most of the other market sectors identified by Nordhaus and, more importantly,
catastrophic events. It should be noted that damages from increased extreme
weather events are included neither in the FUND nor DICE/RICE model.
Furthermore, both authors warn that their damage estimates are highly
speculative (e.g. Tol, 2002a, p. 65: ‘‘a lot needs to be done before one can place
any confidence in the estimates’’).
In addition to uncertainty, another limitation in the FUND and DICE/RICE
damage curves is that adaptation is not explicitly taken into account as policy
variable. Instead, optimal adaptation is assumed in the construction of these
curves and the costs include both remaining damages and adaptation costs.
There have been few attempts to model adaptation as a decision variable in
IAMs. Hope et al. (1993) were among the first using the PAGE model. However,
they seem to be over-optimistic about the amount of damages that can be
avoided by adaptation according to current existing empirical literature on this
issue (cf. de Bruin et al., 2009b). In the recent AD-RICE model, de Bruin et al.
(2009a) used a more transparent method to model adaptation as a decision
variable in the RICE IAM. As this is the most recent and best documented
attempt to explicitly model adaptation in an IAM, we have integrated the
adaptation and residual damage curves from AD-RICE with the FAIR model.

7.2.2 Modelling climate–economy interactions
As the backbone of our study, we use the FAIR 2.1 model. FAIR is a decisionsupport tool to analyse environmental and costs implications of climate
mitigation regimes for future commitments for reducing emissions of
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greenhouse gases. The calculations in the FAIR 2.1 model are at the level of 17
world regions,16 as described in detail in previous publications (den Elzen and
Lucas, 2005; den Elzen and van Vuuren, 2007). Here, we will only provide a
short description of the FAIR model. FAIR integrates information from detailed
energy, land-use, climate, and socio-economic models. It describes the
interactions between climate policy, greenhouse gas emissions and actual
climate change, and includes both climate change damage estimates and
mitigation costs including emissions trading (Hof et al., 2008).
Figure 7.1 gives a schematic overview of the AD-FAIR model. Regional emission
reduction targets, mitigation costs and emissions trading depend on the global
climate mitigation target and the assumed burden-sharing regime. A separate
module of the FAIR model, the FAIR-SiMCaP model, combines a simple
abatement costs model and a module to explore different multi-gas emission
pathways that meet climate targets based on an iterative procedure. The simple
cost model (at the left-bottom-end of Figure 7.1) distributes the difference
between baseline and the global emissions pathway over the different
greenhouse gases (GHGs) and emission sources by using regional marginal
abatement costs (MAC) curves. For each time step, a cost-effective split is
determined in reductions of different GHGs using global warming potentials
(GWPs) (den Elzen et al., 2007).17 The emission allocation model calculates the
regional reduction targets for different burden sharing regimes. Adaptation
costs and residual damages depend on climate change impacts and the level of
investment in adaptation measures to reduce these impacts. The level of climate
change depends on the global emission pathway and parameters in the climate
model, such as climate sensitivity.

16
More specifically, Canada, USA, OECD-Europe, Eastern Europe, the former Soviet Union,
Oceania and Japan (developed regions); Central America, South America, Northern
Africa,Western Africa, Eastern Africa, Southern Africa, Middle East, South Asia (incl. India),
South-East Asia and East Asia (incl. China) (developing regions) (IMAGE-team, 2001).
17
An alternative method exists that focuses on a cost-optimisation over the whole scenario
period (Johansson et al., 2006; Manne and Richels, 2001). However, given the fact that this
GWP approach (a) reflects the current political framework (e.g., the Kyoto Protocol), (b) policies
develop incrementally rather than on the basis of perfect foresight and (c) publications have
shown the economic differences between these approaches to be relatively small, we used the
GWP approach.
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Figure 7.1 Schematic overview of the AD-FAIR model

The policy variables mitigation and adaptation are characterised by different
dynamics. Mitigation reduces global temperature increase, and hence potential
damages, in the long run. In the short run (i.e. the coming 20–30 years) this
effect is negligible, as the temperature increase for the reduction pathway and
baseline are very similar due to inertia in the climate system. Still, mitigation
costs can be high in the short term to initiate the transition to a low greenhouse
gas emitting economy. Adaptation can reduce residual damages in the short
run, but does not reduce climate change and therefore future potential
damages. For this paper, we only compare the direct costs of mitigation,
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adaptation and residual damages, i.e. we do not take into account the effect of
these direct costs on income and utility. The main reason is that the main
variables of interest in this study (emission trading, adaptation costs and
financing) are expressed in direct terms as well.

7.2.3 Modelling adaptation and residual damages: AD-RICE
Here we give a short summary of the AD-RICE methodology (see for a more
detailed description de Bruin et al., 2009a). We postulate that damages as
specified in the regional damage functions18 (D) of RICE19 consist of an implicitly
optimal mix of damages and adaptation costs. As we separate damages and
adaptation costs, the damage function itself is removed from the model and
replaced by the system of Eqs. (7.1)–(7.5). First, we separate the RICE damages,
what we label net damages, into a residual damage (RD) and adaptation cost
(PC) component:
(7.1)

Dr ,t RDr ,t (GDr ,t , Pr ,t ) PCr ,t ( Pr ,t )
=
+
Yr ,t
Yr ,t
Yr ,t

Thus, the sum of residual damages and adaptation costs equals net damages D.
Both residual damages and adaptation costs in region r at time t depend on the
level of adaptation (P). Note residual damages can be negative as well; in this
case, adaptation can increase the benefits of climate change. Gross or potential
damages GD (damages that would occur without any adaptation activities) take
the following form:
(7.2)

GDr ,t
Yr ,t

= α 1 r ΔTt + α 2 r ΔTt

α 3r

; where α2 > 0 and α3r > 1

18

The online available GAMS version of RICE99 that we use distinguishes the following regions:
Japan, United States, OECD Europe, High-Income OPEC, Other High Income, Russia, Eastern
Europe, Middle Income, Lower-Middle Income, China, India, Sub-Saharan Africa excl. SouthAfrica, Other Low Income. The values of the parameters for these regions are assigned to the
FAIR regions according to a best fit of the countries belonging to both classifications; Table 1
in the supplementary Annex shows the parameter values of the RICE regions and how these
are assigned to the FAIR regions.
19
Available at http://www.econ.yale.edu/~nordhaus/homepage/dicemodels.htm.
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where ΔT stands for global temperature increase since 1900. Adaptation
activities can reduce residual damages or increase climate change benefits:
(7.3)

RDr ,t = GDr ,t (1 − Pr ,t )

if GDt > 0;

(7.4)

RDr ,t = GDr ,t (1 + Pr ,t )

if GDt < 0.

The level of adaptation is chosen every time period. No adaptation (P = 0) means
that gross damages are not reduced; in this case, residual damages equals gross
damages. At the other extreme, with P = 1 all gross damages are avoided by
adaptation and residual damages equal zero. It is assumed that adaptation costs
increase at an increasing rate, since more cost-effective adaptation options will
be applied first, and less cost-effective options later:
(7.5)

PC r ,t
Yr ,t

= γ 1 r Pr ,t

γ 2r

; where γ1r > 0 and γ2r > 1.

In our scenarios, adaptation efforts are optimal in the sense that the sum of
residual damages and adaptation costs are minimised. In practice, this means
that both P = 0 and P = 1 will never be chosen. Furthermore, this implies that
the source of adaptation funding does not influence the level of adaptation.
Note that in the AD-RICE model, adaptation in one time period does not affect
damages in the next period. This implies that both the costs and benefits of
adaptation fall in the same time period. This way of modelling adaptation
benefits and costs is debatable. Most reactive adaptation measures have this
characteristic, though. Other adaptation measures, mostly in the category of
anticipatory adaptation, however, have a time-lag in costs and benefits.
Examples of such measures are building seawalls and early warning systems.
The assumption of adaptation costs and benefits accruing in the same time
period should not affect the general conclusions of this study. An analysis which
adds an adaptation capital stock to represent anticipatory adaptation would,
however, be interesting and is deferred to future work.

7.2.4 Calibration of the AD-FAIR model
As baseline for this study, we use the updated IMAGE implementation of the
medium IPCC SRES B2 baseline emissions scenario (van Vuuren et al., 2007a). In
general terms, the SRES scenarios are consistent with current insights into
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possible future trajectories (van Vuuren and O’Neill, 2006). In the updated
IMAGE B2 scenario, population estimates are taken from the medium long-term
UN population projections, while economic assumptions roughly follow the
original B2 trajectory. Energy and land-use dynamics are output of the IMAGE
model. For energy, the updated scenario roughly follows the reference scenario
of the World Energy Outlook 2004 (IEA, 2004) until 2030, followed by a similar
extension. IMAGE is also used to derive estimates of mitigation costs for energyrelated CO2 and carbon plantation. For non-CO2 gases, MAC curves are
implemented following the method described by Lucas et al. (2007). Together,
they form a wide set of MAC curves, differentiated over time, regions and
sources (den Elzen et al., 2007).
The MAGICC 4.1 model (Wigley, 2003; Wigley and Raper, 2001; 2002) is used to
calculate the temperature implications of the emission pathways. The climate
sensitivity is set at the best estimate according to the IPCC Fourth Assessment
Report (IPCC, 2007b) of 3.0°C, meaning that a doubling of pre-industrial CO2
concentrations will lead to an equilibrium global average surface warming of
3.0°C.
Calibration of the gross damage function (7.2) and adaptation cost curve (7.5) of
AD-FAIR is based on the original RICE model and an extensive literature survey
on the costs and benefits of adaptation, as described in Appendix A to this
paper.

7.2.5 Mitigation strategies and a 2% levy
In this paper, a mitigation strategy consists of a global mitigation target and a
burden-sharing regime. We will focus on three global mitigation targets: one
leading to a maximum increase in the global average surface temperature of
2°C above the pre-industrial level, one of 2.5°C, and one of 3°C. The global
multi-gas emission pathways leading to these temperature increases are taken
from den Elzen and van Vuuren (2007) and correspond with a peak in CO2equivalent concentrations at 500, 550 and 620 ppm, respectively. Global
emissions in the most stringent climate mitigation target of 2°C temperature
increase need to peak in 2015 at 28% above the 1990 level, after which emissions
are reduced strongly to 53% of the 1990 level in 2050.
In the emission pathway leading to 2.5°C temperature increase, emissions peak
in 2020 at 37% above the 1990 level, after which emissions decline more
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gradually to 95% of the 1990 level in 2050. Finally, in the emission pathway
leading to 3°C emissions peak in 2030 at 45% above the 1990 level and are 28%
above the 1990 level in 2050. Emission burdens are allocated across regions
using either a Contraction and Convergence regime with convergence year 2050
(from now on referred to as C&C 2050) (Meyer, 2000) or the Multi-Stage regime
(den Elzen et al., 2006; Gupta, 1998). The C&C regime is most often used in
quantitative analysis because of its simplicity and straightforwardness (Hof et al.,
2009b). The Multi-Stage approach has been selected because it fulfils best the
various criteria – environmental, political, economic, technical and institutional
– in the multi-criteria evaluation of the approaches (Höhne et al., 2003).
In the C&C regime, all countries participate immediately in absolute
commitments based on converging per capita emissions from their current
values to a global common per capita emissions level by 2050. Immediate
participation implies that there is no CDM, since all countries participate in a
global emissions trading market. At the same time, given the stringent targets in
developed countries under this regime, there is a high demand for emission
rights from developed countries, resulting in a capital flow between developed
and developing regions. As explained before, we assume that the 2% levy also
applies to these emission trading flows.
The Multi-Stage regime assumes a gradual increase in the number of parties
taking on mitigation commitments and in their level of commitment as they
move through several stages according to participation and differentiation rules.
In this paper, we use a simple form with three consecutive stages for
commitments of developing regions beyond 2012, while developed regions are
assumed to be in Stage 3 after 2012 (den Elzen et al., 2006; 2008). In the first
stage, no emission targets are set and emissions can follow their baseline
projection. In the second stage, countries accept emission intensity targets so
that emissions do not grow as fast as the baseline projection. In the third and
final stage, absolute reduction targets are set. The total reduction effort to meet
the global emission pathway is shared amongst the participating regions in
stage 3 following a burden-sharing key. Both the burden-sharing key and the
participation thresholds are based on per capita income and per capita CO2equivalent emissions, as described in den Elzen et al. (2008). Adaptation
financing in this regime can originate both from CDM projects in developing
countries that are in stage 1 and emissions trading with developing countries
with intensity or reduction targets. Consistent with earlier studies (den Elzen
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and de Moor, 2002a; Michaelowa and Jotzo, 2005), the amount of CDM projects
is limited to 10% of the mitigation potential in 2010, increasing linearly to 30% in
2030, and remaining constant afterwards. This limitation is implemented due to
barriers such as relatively high transaction costs, which make small projects less
viable. There are no limits with regard to emissions trading between regions
with commitments (stages 2 and 3).
In our model, both the CDM and the emissions trading levy is imposed as a
‘‘transaction levy’’. This means that the levy applies to individual transactions,
which causes some interference in the market. Emissions trading with
developing regions and the CDM become slightly more expensive, increasing
global mitigation costs. In practice, this increase is negligible: for the 2°C
degree target, global mitigation costs only increase by 0.05% on average and for
the 3°C degree target by about 0.3%.

7.3

Adaptation costs, residual damages and
mitigation costs compared

In this section, we take a closer look at the interactions between adaptation,
mitigation and residual damages. First of all, this serves as a check whether
adaptation costs as projected by AD-FAIR are in line with the most recent
estimates in literature. Furthermore, this provides insight in the size and
development of the climate change cost components for different mitigation
and adaptation strategies.

7.3.1 Global climate change costs over time
Figure 7.2 shows the global direct climate change costs as share of GDP over
time as projected by AD-FAIR for different mitigation targets and assuming a
C&C 2050 regime. For a Multi-Stage regime, global costs are slightly higher,
since there is only a limited supply of CDM projects in such a regime.
Due the inertia in the climate system, residual damages are similar in the three
mitigation targets until about 2040. In the longer run, residual damages
strongly diverge. They stabilise at around 1% of world GDP for the 2°C target.
This in fact means that at the end of the century, residual damages outweigh the
sum of mitigation costs and adaptation costs even with such a stringent climate
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Figure 7.2 Global mitigation costs, adaptation costs, residual damages, and extra costs if no
adaptation would be undertaken for a climate target of 2.0°C, 2.5°C and 3.0°C and for the
baseline, assuming full participation with emissions allocated according to a C&C 2050
regime

target. In the first half of the century this is not the case, as mitigation costs
increase sharply from 2020 onwards and peak mid-century. After this peak,
mitigation costs as share of GDP decline. For the 3°C target, residual damages
are about 1.5% of world GDP by the end of the century and will increase further
afterwards. For this target, residual damages are higher than mitigation costs
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during the whole period. Finally, in the baseline (without mitigation) residual
damages reach 2% and adaptation costs 1% of world GDP by the end of the
century. The total climate change costs in 2100 are therefore 3% of GDP in the
baseline, compared to 2.2% for the 2°C target, 2.3% for the 2.5°C target and
2.4% for the 3°C target.
Like residual damages, global adaptation costs in the three mitigation targets
are similar up to 2040. In absolute terms, annual global adaptation costs are
projected to increase rapidly from USD 10 billion in 2010 to USD 140 billion20 in
2040. About half of these costs is carried by developing regions in the first
decennia: USD 5 billion in 2010 and USD 70 billion in 2040. In 2050, annual
global adaptation costs are projected to be USD 230 billion for the 2°C target
and USD 275 billion for the 3°C target. By the end of the century, global
adaptation costs between the different mitigation targets have diverged further:
USD 835 billion for the 2°C target versus more than USD 2 trillion for the 3°C
target. By this time, the largest part of adaptation costs occur in developing
regions (around 55% in 2050 and 80% in 2100).
Figure 7.2 also shows the extra costs according to the AD-FAIR calculations if no
adaptation measures would be implemented. The empirical basis behind these
numbers is rather limited. Still, we can conclude that the AD-FAIR formulation
suggests that, even though the share of adaptation costs in total climate change
costs is relatively small, adaptation plays a major role by reducing potential
damages. The extra costs if no adaptation measures are taken are projected to
amount to USD 30 billion globally in 2010 and increase sharply to USD 615
billion in 2050 for the 2°C target and USD 750 billion for the 3°C target. This
underlines the importance of adaptation: residual damages are on average
reduced by about four dollars for every dollar invested in adaptation.

7.3.2 Uncertainty of adaptation costs
Comparing these outcomes to estimates of adaptation costs found in literature is
complicated due to the static nature of most estimates. The World Bank (2006),
for instance, arrives at an order of magnitude of USD 10–40 billion yearly for

20

We use constant 2005 USD prices throughout.
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Figure 7.3 Comparison of adaptation costs from different sources

developing countries only, apparently independent of the level of climate
change. Our (global) estimates are in this range until 2025, after which yearly
adaptation costs start to exceed USD 40 billion. The estimates of Oxfam (2007)
and UNDP (2007) – both also for developing countries only – are higher, namely
USD 50 billion (current needs) and USD 86 billion (by 2015), respectively. For
2030, the UNFCCC (2007) estimates global adaptation costs to be USD 50–170
billion. Figure 7.3 compares these static findings with our own dynamic
projection of adaptation costs. For the coming decades, our projection of
adaptation costs seem to be relatively low compared to most of the other
estimates. An explanation could be that in our model, adaptation occurs
reactively, implying that there is no adaptation to expected future climate
change but only to the current climate damages. This results in relatively low
adaptation costs in the short run and relatively high adaptation costs in the long
run. Adding a stock component to adaptation would entail that earlier
investments in adaptation are required to achieve the same level of avoided
damages. While this would shift adaptation costs towards more near-term costs
(i.e. shift the adaptation cost curve left), the essential trade-off between marginal
costs and benefits of adaptation remains unchanged. As the effectiveness of the
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2% levy could be sensitive to the estimates of adaptation costs, we provide a
sensitivity analysis on adaptation costs in Section 7.4.2.

7.3.3 Residual damages and adaptation costs by world
regions
Figure 7.4 shows how the global residual damages and adaptation costs are
divided across regions in 2020. Mitigation costs are excluded from this figure,
since these depend on how emission reductions are allocated between countries.
Furthermore, we show the results for only one mitigation scenario, since the
level of climate change is the same between different targets in such a short
time frame. The differences in the residual damages and adaptation costs as
share of GDP are large. By far the largest damages, and thus adaptation costs,
are expected to occur in the lower income regions West and East Africa,
followed by South Asia (incl. India) and South-East Asia. For West and East
Africa, residual damages will be 2% of their GDP already in 2020, if they adapt
optimally to climate change. If we assume that no adaptation measures are
taken, residual damages are estimated at 2.7% of their GDP. This implies that
adaptation is already in the short term very important for most low-income
regions. In contrast, according to the RICE damage functions, some regions are
projected to benefit slightly from a small increase in temperature, like East Asia,
Japan and the USA. By the end of this century, the mitigation target does
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Figure 7.4 Residual damages, adaptation costs, and extra costs if no adaptation would be
undertaken in 2020 for selected world regions
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undertaken in 2100 for selected world regions and for a climate target of 2°C and 3°C

critically influence the level of residual damages and adaptation costs, as shown
in Figure 7.5. Again, West and East Africa and South Asia are expected to incur
the highest residual damages and adaptation costs. In these regions, residual
damages are projected between 4 and 5% of GDP for the 3°C target and about 3%
for the 2°C target. Without adaptation efforts, residual damages are about 2%
higher for the 3°C target and about 1% higher for the 2°C target, while the costs
of adaptation are only about 0.5% of GDP. This implies that in the long run both
adaptation and mitigation are very important for limiting residual damages for
those regions. For OECD Europe, the Middle East and South America, adaptation
seems especially important in reducing residual damages.

7.4

International financing of adaptation

So far, we have explored the model results for different mitigation scenarios and
showed the importance of adaptation for reducing climate change costs
especially in developing regions. This emphasises the importance of financing
adaptation in these regions. This section focuses on research question 2; i.e.
what share of total adaptation costs in developing countries can be financed by
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the 2% levy (in order to explore the adequacy of the current UNFCCC proposal).
Obviously, the answer depends on the one hand on the total costs of adaptation
in developing regions and on the other hand on the amount of CDM projects
and emissions trading. The last section showed that while adaptation costs
increase rapidly over time, the costs of adaptation are, at least in the short term,
not strongly affected by the climate mitigation target. The amount of CDM
projects and emissions trading (and thus the revenue of a 2% levy) does,
however, depend on both the climate mitigation target as well as on the
burden-sharing regime.

7.4.1 Adaptation financing under different mitigation
strategies
It is far from obvious how the global climate mitigation target affects the level of
emissions trading between developed and developing countries and thereby the
revenue of the 2% levy. With a more stringent global mitigation target, both
developed and developing countries face more stringent emission reduction
targets. This raises the global permit price, while the shape of the marginal
abatement cost curves of the two regions determines the effect on the value of
emissions trade. This is shown schematically in Figure 7.6. In the left hand
graph, the MAC curve of non-Annex countries is lower, but steeper than the one
of developed countries. A more stringent target leads to a higher global permit

Figure 7.6 Schematic representation of the effect of the MAC curves of Annex I versus nonAnnex I on the value of emission trading for different mitigation targets. For simplicity, it is
assumed that MAC are lower for non-Annex I than for Annex I, in line with observed data.
Cases 1 and 2 are described in more detail in the main text
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price (p1–p2), but to a lower volume of emission rights traded. The end result is
that the value of trade is less for a more stringent emission target (note that the
area showing the value of trade is smaller for the 2°C target). The right hand
graph shows the case of a less steep MAC curve of developing countries. A more
stringent target causes not only the permit price to increase, but the volume of
emission rights traded to increase as well. In this case, a more stringent target
leads therefore to a higher value of trade. Note that if the slopes of the MAC
curves of developed and developing countries would be identical, the value of
trade would increase as well for more stringent targets, because the permit price
would increase while the volume of emission rights traded would stay constant.
Figure 7.7 shows the model results for revenues of the 2% levy. The figure clearly
shows that both the climate mitigation target and the burden-sharing regime
strongly influence the revenue of the 2% levy. More stringent global mitigation
targets in fact result in higher revenues from a 2% levy, meaning that the MAC
curves of developing countries are either less steep or at least not much steeper
than those of developed regions.
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Figure 7.7 Funds raised with a 2% levy (remember that in our simulations, the 2% levy is
raised on both CDM projects and on emission trading from non-Annex I countries) (left hand
graph) and the share of adaptation costs in developing countries financed (right hand graph)
for different mitigation targets and with emissions allocated according to a C&C 2050 regime
and a Multi-Stage regime
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The results for the effect of the burden-sharing regime on the value of trade are
more complex. The two burden-sharing regimes analysed lead to large
differences in value of trade. The value of trade in the Multi-Stage regime is
much more sensitive to the global climate target than in the C&C 2050 regime.
This is due to a fundamental difference between the Multi-Stage regime and the
C&C 2050 regime, namely that the Multi-Stage regime allocates emission
reductions, whereas C&C 2050 allocates actual emissions. Therefore, C&C 2050
will redistribute emission rights even without a global emission reduction
target. For all emission reduction targets, the per capita emission allocation will
be equal in all countries in 2050 in this regime. In contrast, a Multi-Stage regime
will not redistribute emission rights if no global emission reduction target is set.
The degree of redistribution in this regime increases with higher emission
reductions. This is exactly the reason why the value of trade is more sensitive to
the global climate target in the Multi-Stage regime.
Finally, the right hand graph of Figure 7.7 compares the revenues of the 2% levy
to the adaptation costs in developing countries. Generally, this shows that for
most mitigation strategies, only a small share of adaptation costs can be
financed. The most favourable ratio occurs for the 2°C target. However, also for
the most stringent emission target, less than a third of the adaptation efforts in
developing countries could be financed in a few decades. It should be noted that
this result is only valid for very optimistic assumptions about participation (i.e.,
all countries participate in a climate agreement and a global emissions trading
scheme is available). In the shorter term and for less stringent mitigation
targets, the revenue of the 2% levy does not suffice to fund even 10% of the
adaptation costs in developing countries. In fact, higher relative burdens for
developed countries have two beneficial effects for developing countries: not
only will this lower the mitigation costs in developing countries, but this will
increase the revenue to finance adaptation as well.

7.4.2 Sensitivity analysis on adaptation costs
As the uncertainty regarding adaptation costs is large (see Figure 7.3), here we
analyse how sensitive the effectiveness of the 2% levy is to different estimates of
adaptation costs. We varied the efficiency parameter γ1 in our adaptation cost
function (7.5) so that in 2030 our total adaptation cost estimate of developing
countries cover the full range of the UNFCCC estimate (UNFCCC, 2007). Note
that as the UNFCCC only provides an estimate for the year 2030, the
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development of our dynamic adaptation costs estimates do not necessarily
reflect the expectations of the UNFCCC over time. Moreover, we do not adjust
the level of adaptation when the efficiency of adaptation is varied. According to
the UNFCCC, the range of adaptation costs in developing countries is from USD
28 to 67 billion in 2030, while our estimate is USD 34 billion for the same year.
Based on these figures, we construct a minimum and a maximum adaptation
cost curve for which the parameter γ1 is calibrated so that total adaptation costs
in developing countries equal USD 28 billion and USD 67 billion in 2030,
respectively.
Figure 7.8 shows the uncertainty range of adaptation costs financed in
developing countries for a 2°C target and a C&C 2050 burden-sharing regime.
This figure mainly shows that the share of adaptation costs financed might be
even much lower than predicted in Section 7.4.1. The reason is that our default
adaptation cost function was closer to the minimum range of the UNFCCC
regarding adaptation costs in developing countries in 2030. Instead of financing
almost a third of adaptation costs in developing countries, the 2% levy only
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Figure 7.8 Sensitivity of adaptation cost estimates on the share of adaptation costs in
developing countries financed, assuming a 2°C mitigation target and emissions allocated
according to a C&C 2050 regime
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finances 15% around 2030 if adaptation costs proof to be on the high end side of
the total range, even with a 2°C target. Summarising, the result of the sensitivity
analysis is that we might even be too optimistic in our projections of the
effectiveness of a 2% levy to finance adaptation costs.

7.4.3 Sensitivity analysis on gross damages
Apart from the uncertainty in adaptation costs, there is some reason to assume
that RICE underestimates climate change damages. First, Nordhaus revised the
global damage function of the newest version of DICE upwards by on average
64% compared to the DICE model of 1999 (Nordhaus, 2008). Second, recent
analysis for the USA (Hanemann, 2008) suggests that even the new DICE
estimates may underestimate the true damages by a factor of up to 4. We will
therefore also analyse the effect on the results if potential damages would be
1.64 and 4 times the default projections. One would expect that the share of
adaptation that can be financed decreases, because the need for adaptation
increases with higher gross damages. Figure 7.9 shows that this is indeed the
case. In fact, adaptation costs are highly sensitive to the gross damage estimates:
a 64% increase in gross damages leads in our model to a more than doubling of
adaptation costs; if gross damages would be 4 times as high, then adaptation
costs would even multiply by a factor of 8. This is caused by the fact that optimal
1.64 * gross damages

4 * gross damages
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Figure 7.9 The effect of higher gross damages by a factor of 1.64 (left hand graph) and 4 (right
hand graph) on the share of adaptation costs in non-Annex I countries that can be financed by
a 2% levy for a range of mitigation targets and a C&C 2050 regime
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adaptation efforts adjust to the higher damage levels to ensure that marginal
adaptation costs equal marginal avoided damages. The share of adaptation that
can be financed by a 2% levy will consequently be halved would potential
damages be 64% higher and it will be almost a tenth of the original estimates
would potential damages be 4 times as high as the default estimates.

7.5

Conclusions and discussion

In this study, we use an IAM to explore the interactions between adaptation
costs, mitigation costs and emissions trading, and residual damages. First, this
provides insight in the amount of adaptation costs, residual damages and
mitigation costs for different mitigation and adaptation strategies, both globally
and for selected world regions. Second, we identify the effectiveness of a 2% levy
on both the CDM and emissions trading from developing countries to finance
adaptation efforts in developing countries. Our analysis is subject to a number of
qualifications and caveats, the most important being the large uncertainties of
the damage estimates by the RICE model of Nordhaus and Boyer (2000), on
which we base our method for modelling adaptation. Therefore, the results
should be interpreted with sufficient care; however, we can still draw a number
of conclusions.
First, even though the costs of adaptation are small compared to residual
damages and mitigation costs, adaptation is important in the context of
reducing potential damages, especially in lower income regions where damages
are higher. Keeping in mind that our results depend on very uncertain estimates
of damage and adaptation costs, we project that with optimal adaptation efforts,
one dollar invested in adaptation reduces total climate costs by about four
dollars globally. Relatively small investments in adaptation could reduce
damages substantially, especially in lower income regions where potential
damages are projected to be higher.
Second, the total amount of adaptation in a region depends only in the longer
term on the climate mitigation target. Without any mitigation, climate change
will be stronger, increasing the need for adaptation. Regardless of the
mitigation strategy, adaptation costs will increase strongly over time, as climate
will change even if emissions are cut back drastically. Our model projections
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show that global adaptation costs will increase from USD 10 billion in 2010 to
USD 230–275 billion in 2050, depending on the mitigation target.
Third, our analysis shows that the share of adaptation costs in developing
countries that could be financed with a 2% levy strongly depends on the global
mitigation target. Due to the shape of the MAC curves of developed versus
developing countries, a more stringent target results in a higher value of
emission rights being traded. This increases the revenue of a 2% levy. Figure 7.7
shows that this effect is quite strong, especially if emissions reductions are
allocated according to the Multi-Stage burden-sharing regime. For the 2°C
target, we project that for both burden-sharing regimes, about a third of
adaptation costs in developing countries could be financed around 2030 under
our default assumptions about adaptation costs and only 15% under more
pessimistic assumptions about adaptation costs (i.e. the high end of the UNFCCC
estimates). A slightly less stringent target of 2.5°C already decreases the share of
adaptation that could be financed to less than 20% for the C&C 2050 regime and
less than 10% for the Multi-Stage regime.
Fourth, the burden-sharing regime can lead to large differences in the revenues
of a 2% levy. For the 2.5°C and 3°C target, emissions allocated according to C&C
2050 result in higher revenues than the Multi-Stage regime. This is because the
emission reduction targets for developed countries are more stringent with the
C&C 2050 than with the Multi-Stage regime. For the 2°C target, the Multi-Stage
regime leads to more stringent targets for developed countries than the C&C
2050 regime in the longer run. Furthermore, if actual climate change damages,
and with this the need for adaptation, would be higher than projected by the
RICE model, the share of adaptation that could be financed is reduced
drastically.
Perhaps the most important conclusion is that our analysis shows that even for
very stringent mitigation targets and for relatively high reduction targets for
developed countries, only a small share of adaptation needs in developing
countries can be financed in the coming two decades by a 2% levy on both CDM
and emissions trading from developing countries. Note that we are even overly
optimistic in the revenues of a 2% levy, since we assume that all countries agree
to a global post-2012 climate agreement, implying a maximisation of the
volume of emission rights traded. Therefore, additional funding mechanisms
apart from extending the 2% levy on the CDM to emissions trading are necessary
to finance a substantial share of adaptation costs in developing countries by
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international mechanisms. There are many proposals for additional funding
mechanisms, summarised by for instance Behrens (2008), Fujiwara et al. (2008)
and Müller (2008). Up to now, there has been no systematic way to analyse how
much funds these proposals would raise in the longer term and how these funds
compare to the adaptation costs needed. Further research using a similar
approach as the current study may shed some light on this issue.
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Appendix A. Data and calibration of adaptation
costs curves in AD-FAIR
In this Annex we describe the empirical foundation and calibration of the
adaptation cost curves in the AD-FAIR model. We introduce the regional
damages as used in the RICE model (Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000) into the FAIR
model. In this calibration procedure we separate the Nordhaus and Boyer
estimates of damages into residual damages and adaptation costs to create the
AD-FAIR model. To calibrate our model we assess each impact category
described in the RICE model and use the relevant literature, supplemented with
expert judgment where necessary, to estimate the (optimal) levels of the relevant
adaptation variables (adaptation, adaptation costs, residual damages and gross
damages). We thus assess each impact category, consider the main adaptation
possibilities in that category and assess the related costs and benefits for each
region. The RICE damage function is calibrated at the point where global
atmosphere temperature has increased by 2.5°C compared to the 1900 level. We
calibrated our damage function to replicate the Nordhaus and Boyer damage
function over the whole model horizon of the FAIR model.
Very few empirical studies have focused on estimating the costs and benefits of
adaptation. Furthermore, the few studies that do exist often focus on specific
local adaptation options, because the costs and benefits of adaptation are often
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very location specific. Agrawala and Fankhauser (2008b) give an excellent
overview of the current literature available on adaptation costs and benefits. We
have drawn strongly on this literature in our analysis and gathered other
literature where possible.
The Nordhaus and Boyer damage function contains seven damage categories:
Agriculture, Other Vulnerable Markets, Coastal, Health, Non Market Time Use,
Catastrophic, and Settlements. The regional damages estimates for these seven
categories are reproduced in Table A1. The empirically estimated levels of
optimal adaptation (P) and the ratio of residual damages to protection costs
(RD/PC) are also given in Table A1.
The ‘Agriculture’ category refers to the damages in the agricultural sector due to
climate change. The damage estimates are based on studies done on crop yield
variation under different temperatures and precipitation. Assuming that crop
production will be adjusted to the new climate, the damages are assessed. To
estimate the adaptation in this sector we use regional estimates by Tan and
Shibasaki (2003) and Rosenzweig and Parry (1994). Tan and Shibasaki estimate
damages/benefits with and without adaptation for several world regions, but
they only consider low cost adaptation measures. Rosenzweig and Parry also
look at more substantial adaptation options in developing and developed
regions.
The ‘Coastal’ category refers to the damages due to sea level rise. As the climate
warms, the level of the sea rises. Adaptation options considered consist of either
building sea walls to protect against sea level rise (incurring protection costs) or
accepting the land loss (incurring residual damages). Nordhaus and Boyer use
US estimates and extrapolate them based on a coastal vulnerability index (the
coastal area to total land area ratio). To estimate the adaptation in this sector we
use the FUND model (Tol, 2007) which directly gives both the optimal protection
level as costs and benefits of adaptation for more than 200 countries in the
world. As can be seen in Table A1, the adaptation potential in this sector is high.
The ‘Health’ category refers to all damages incurred due to malaria, dengue,
tropical diseases and pollution. Although heat- and cold-related deaths are also
affected by climate change, they are not included here. In general, regions that
are already vulnerable to such diseases have large damages, and thus
developing regions tend to have the largest damages in this category. To
estimate adaptation in this sector we use the study by Murray and Lopez (1996)
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on which Nordhaus and Boyer base their estimates. This study assumes a level of
adaptation based on general improvements in health care etc. We also use data
from the WHO malaria report 2008, which estimates the use of mosquito nets in
various vulnerable regions.
The final category is ‘Settlements’. This again is a WTP analysis. They estimate
the WTP to climate proof certain highly climate sensitive settlements. They
estimate a WTP of 2% of GDP of the climate sensitive settlement. Furthermore
they estimate the willingness to pay to protect vulnerable ecosystems. Estimates
of adaptation in this sector are based on expert judgment and Nordhaus and
Boyer (2000).
The ‘Other vulnerable markets’ (OVM) category refers to the effect of climate
change on other markets. Nordhaus and Boyer conclude that the only
significantly affected markets are energy and water. More energy will be needed
in some regions for air conditioning whereas colder regions will need less
energy for heating. Water use is also expected to increase, for example, due to
increased irrigation needs. Nordhaus and Boyer estimate these damages based
on US data which are then extrapolated using the average temperature effects in
the other regions. To estimate our adaptation variables in this sector we use
expert judgment. We assume that dryer, hotter regions will have more trouble
adapting. Furthermore, developing regions may lack the infrastructure to adapt.
‘Non market time use’ is a more abstract category and refers to the change in
leisure activities. Due to a change in climate, people’s leisure hours will be
affected. In colder regions, a warmer climate will lead to extra enjoyment of
outdoor leisure activities. In warmer climates, however, leisure activities will be
more restricted if the amount of extremely hot days increases. Table A1 shows
that most regions have benefits in this category. In this sector we rely on expert
judgment to estimate the adaptation variables. Most of the impacts in this
category will be adaptation costs as people will adapt their leisure activities to fit
the new climate. Thus the net costs or benefits in this category are mostly
changes in adaptation costs and not residual damages or benefits.
The ‘Catastrophic’ category refers to the Willingness To Pay (WTP) to avoid
catastrophic events. Nordhaus and Boyer define a catastrophic event as an event
that destroys 30% or more of a region’s GDP. They quantify the associated
expected damages by estimating a risk premium, i.e. they do not actually
quantify the damages of catastrophic events, but rather use the concept of
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insurance premium to value these effects. This does not include “minor”
catastrophic events such as extreme weather events. Estimates of adaptation in
this sector are based on expert judgment and Nordhaus and Boyer (2000). As the
events considered in this category are large catastrophes, the potential to reduce
their effects through adaptation is small.

Table A1 RICE impacts per sector (net damage in % of GDP at 2.5°C climate change),
estimates of optimal adaptation (P: fraction of gross damages reduced), and ratio of residual
damages to adaptation costs (RD/PC) from empirical data
USA

China

Japan

EU

India

HIO

MI

LMI

Africa

LI

Agriculture
Net damages
P
RD/PC

0.06
0.58
0.89

-0.37
0.63
1.14

-0.46
0.43
1.14

0.49
0.48
0.89

1.08
0.63
0.89

0
0.48
NA

1.13
0.58
0.89

0.04
0.655
0.89

0.05
0.53
0.89

0.04
0.58
0.89

Coastal
Net damages
P
RD/PC

0.11
0.97
1.86

0.07
0.95
0.02

0.56
0.95
0.40

0.6
0.59
0.43

0.09
0.95
0.00

0.06
0.98
0.66

0.04
0.90
0.45

0.09
0.95
0.28

0.02
0.99
0.02

0.09
0.95
0.02

Health
Net damages
P
RD/PC

0.02
0.60
0.70

0.09
0.41
0.72

0.02
0.42
0.73

0.02
0.60
0.70

0.69
0.36
0.77

0.23
0.82
0.85

0.32
0.78
0.89

0.32
0.50
0.77

3
0.35
0.79

0.66
0.40
0.76

Settlements
Net damages
P
RD/PC

0.1
0.75
0.43

0.05
0.75
0.43

0.25
0.75
0.43

0.25
0.75
0.43

0.1
0.75
0.43

0.05
0.75
0.43

0.1
0.75
0.43

0.1
0.75
0.43

0.1
0.75
0.43

0.1
0.75
0.43

-0.26
0.7
9

-0.31
0.9
9

-0.43
0.9
9

0.3
0.3
9

0.24
0.3
9

-0.04
0.7
9

-0.04
0.7
9

0.25
0.3
9

0.2
0.3
9

Other vulnerable markets
Net damages
0
0.13
P
0.8
0.6
RD/PC
0.24
0.25

0
0.8
0.24

0
0.8
0.24

0.4
0.6
0.25

0.91
0.6
0.24

0.41
0.7
0.24

0.29
0.6
0.25

0.09
0.5
0.25

0.46
0.5
0.25

Catastrophic
Net damages
P
RD/PC

0.45
0.2
0.95

1.91
0.2
0.95

2.27
0.2
0.95

0.46
0.2
0.95

0.47
0.2
0.95

1.01
0.2
0.95

0.39
0.2
0.95

1.09
0.2
0.95

Non market time use
Net damages
-0.28
P
0.9
RD/PC
9

0.44
0.2
0.95

0.52
0.2
0.95
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Table A2 shows the resulting calibrated values of the gross damage function and
adaptation cost function in AD-FAIR. Remember that the gross damage (GD) and
adaptation cost (PC) function are as follows:

GDr ,t
Yr ,t
PC r ,t
Yr ,t

= α 1 r ΔTt + α 2 r ΔTt
= γ 1 r Pr ,t

α 3r

γ 2r

Table A2 Calibration of the AD-RICE adaptation cost function and gross damage function
applied to the FAIR regions
Gross damage function
parameters

Adaptation cost
function parameters

FAIR region

RICE region

α1

α2

α3

γ1

γ2

USA

USA

-0.0012

0.0005

Central America

Lower-Middle Income

0.00

0.0047

3.3431

0.0377

6.8446

1.9026

0.0527

2.3524

South America

Middle Income

0.00

0.0064

Northern Africa

Lower-Middle Income

0.00

0.0047

1.6706

0.0477

3.9294

1.9026

0.0527

Western Africa

Sub-Saharan Africa

0.00

2.3524

0.0198

1.2330

0.2897

3.7589

Eastern Africa

Sub-Saharan Africa

Southern Africa

Lower-Middle Income

0.00

0.0198

1.2330

0.2897

3.7589

0.00

0.0047

1.9026

0.0527

2.3524

OECD Europe

OECD Europe

0.00

0.0047

2.7694

0.0544

4.4843

Middle East

High Income OPEC

0.00

0.0058

1.9512

0.0246

2.7271

South Asia

India

0.00

0.0130

1.7239

0.2233

3.1357

East Asia

China

-0.0029

0.0013

2.3708

0.5591

9.6910

South East Asia

Other Low Income

0.00

0.0089

1.8704

0.0422

2.4951

Japan

Japan

-0.0019

0.0005

3.5354

0.0092

3.1683

Three RICE regions (Eastern Europe, Russia and Other High Income) have been excluded
because they have very low, near zero, net benefits from climate change, making them hard to
calibrate. For these regions, we assume zero adaptation costs
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8

Including adaptation costs and climate
change damages in evaluating post-2012
burden-sharing regimes

Abstract Many studies have been published to evaluate the consequences of different post2012 emission allocation regimes on regional mitigation costs. This paper goes one step
further and evaluates not only mitigation costs, but also adaptation costs and climate change
damages. Three post-2012 emission allocation regimes (Contraction & Convergence,
Multistage and Common but differentiated convergence) and two climate targets (2 and 3°C
above the pre-industrial level) are considered. This explorative analysis shows that including
these other cost categories could lead to different perspectives on the outcomes of allocation
regimes. Up to 2050, the poorest regions have negative mitigation costs under all allocation
regimes considered, as they benefit from emission trading. However, these regions also
suffer from the most severe climate impacts. As such, the financial flows due to emission
trading from developed to developing countries created under these allocation regimes
could also be interpreted as compensation of climate change damages and adaptation costs.
In the longer run, the sum of climate change damages, adaptation costs and mitigation costs
are the highest in the poorest regions of Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia, for both climate
targets and practically all emission allocation regimes.

This chapter was published earlier as: Hof, A.F., M.G.J. den Elzen, D.P. van Vuuren,
2010. Including adaptation costs and climate change damages in evaluating post2012 burden-sharing regimes. Mitigation and Adaptation Strategies for Global
Change 15 (1), pp. 19-40.

8.1

Introduction

A crucial issue in post-2012 climate policy is the allocation of emission
reductions across different regions and the associated regional costs. Many
studies have assessed the implications of possible allocation regimes (see, for
example, Blanchard, 2002; Böhringer and Löschel, 2005; Böhringer and Welsch,
2006; den Elzen and Lucas, 2005; den Elzen et al., 2005; den Elzen et al., 2008;
Hof et al., 2009b; Jacoby et al., 2008; Persson et al., 2006; Rose et al., 1998;
Vaillancourt et al., 2008). Together, these studies have evaluated a wide range of
proposals. Many of these proposals relate to some kind of equity principle, either
allocation-based or outcome-based (Rose et al., 1998). Allocation-based criteria
start from the perceived fairness of allocation rule. Examples are allocation
based on equal per-capita basis or grandfathering of emission rights, which both
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could be considered fair. Outcome-based criteria, in contrast, are based on
resulting distribution of costs across regions; here examples of criteria include
an equal percentage of GDP or higher relative mitigation costs for regions with
higher per-capita income.
One thing that nearly all studies have in common is that only mitigation costs
have been taken into account. This may seem logical, as the allocation of
emission allowances primarily influences the countries’ mitigation costs.
However, there are two reasons to also involve adaptation costs and damages in
evaluating regimes. Firstly, including adaptation costs and damages allows for
broadening the perspective in evaluating the fairness of climate policy. This is
especially important for developing countries where impacts tend to be higher
than the global average. Secondly, the issue of financing adaptation costs in
developing countries has become an important topic in negotiations (see, for
instance, decision 1/CMP 4 (UNFCCC, 2009)), that puts the necessary
administrative and legal arrangements in place to allow for full
operationalisation of the Adaptation Fund). At the moment, this is discussed in
parallel to discussions on mitigation – but it might be useful to have a look at
these issues from a more integrated perspective. This would, at least
theoretically, allow designing the allocation regime in such a way that it would
lead to a transfer of funds from developed to developing countries in order to
finance their adaptation costs. The current funding mechanism of the
Adaptation Fund – a 2% share of proceeds of certified emission reductions issued
for Clean Development Mechanism projects – will not suffice to adequately fund
adaptation in developing countries (Hof et al., 2009a).
Based on the above considerations, this paper evaluates three proposed
allocation regimes in terms of their total costs of climate change policy, that is,
the sum of mitigation costs, adaptation costs, and climate change damages. The
main question is whether broadening the scope of analysis from mitigation costs
to the sum of mitigation costs, adaptation costs and damages (hereafter called
‘total climate change costs’21) influences the evaluation of different proposals.

21

Note that in practice, there might be other costs of climate change not included in the
analysis, such as administrative costs and costs of international financing of mitigation and
adaptation. Furthermore, not all possible types of climate change damages are included in the
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Table 8.1 Short description of the post-2012 allocation regimes analysed in this paper
Approach

Abbr.

Operational rule for allocation of emission allowances

Multistage

MS

A gradual increase in the number of Parties involved,
adopting either emission intensity or reduction targets
(Berk and den Elzen, 2001)

Contraction &
Convergence

C&C

Emission targets based on convergence of per capita
emissions for all Parties under a contraction of the
global emission profile (Meyer, 2000)

Common but
differentiated
convergence

CDC

All countries’ per capita emissions converge, but
differentiated, as countries only start to converge when
their per capita emissions are at a certain percentage
above the global average (Höhne et al., 2006)

The three selected regimes are a Multistage regime (MS; Berk and den Elzen,
2001; den Elzen et al., 2006), the Contraction & Convergence approach (C&C;
Meyer, 2000), and a Common but differentiated convergence regime (CDC;
Höhne et al., 2006). Table 8.1 gives a short overview of these regimes, while
Section 8.3 describes the regimes in more detail.
While there is already considerable uncertainty in mitigation cots (IPCC, 2007e),
adaptation costs and damage estimates are beset with even larger uncertainty
ranges (IPCC, 2007d). Hence, the results should be interpreted in qualitative
terms (how does the picture change; in which regions) rather than in terms of
exact quantitative outcomes.
The next section presents an overview of the model with the main assumptions.
Section 8.3 describes the burden-sharing regimes included in the analysis.
Results are presented in Section 8.4 and a discussion and conclusions in Section
8.5.

estimates used (e.g., the risk of extreme weather events or possible border conflicts).
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8.2

Analytical framework

The dynamic interactions between greenhouse gas emissions, concentrations
and climate change on the one hand, and the costs and benefits of adapting to
and mitigation of climate change on the other hand, are usually assessed by
integrated assessment models. For this study, the integrated model FAIR 2.1
(den Elzen et al., 2008; den Elzen and van Vuuren, 2007; Hof et al., 2008) was
applied, extended with adaptation and residual damage estimates from the ADRICE model (de Bruin et al., 2009a; Hof et al., 2009a). The AD-RICE model is
based on the regional damage functions of the RICE model by Nordhaus and
Boyer (2000). The FAIR/AD-RICE model allowed us to estimate mitigation costs,
adaptation costs and residual damages (that is, climate change damages that
remain after adaptation measures) for several world regions as a function of
different international burden-sharing regimes. As the regional definitions of
the AD-RICE and FAIR models are not fully compliant, we have only described
the results for those regions that overlap22. Since in both parts of the model the
sum of the regions covers the world, this has no impact on the results. Figure 8.1
gives a schematic overview of the different modules and their relations within
the FAIR model.
Regional emission reduction targets, mitigation costs and emission trading
depend on the global climate mitigation target and the assumed allocation
regime. Regional emission reductions may be financed domestically, but may
also be covered by international financing. Mitigation actions in developing
countries might also be partly financed by developed countries, however, the
focus for this paper was on the question of allocation. The FAIR-SiMCaP model
defines multi-gas emission reduction pathways that meet pre-defined climate
targets. The simple cost model (at the bottom left of Figure 8.1) distributes the
difference between the baseline and the global emissions pathway for the
different greenhouse gases and emission sources by using regional marginal
abatement cost (MAC) curves. The emission allocation model calculates the
regional reduction targets for different burden-sharing regimes. Adaptation

22
These regions are the United States, Western Europe, Japan (developed regions); Western
Africa, the Middle East, South Asia (incl. India), and East Asia (incl. China) (developing regions).
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Figure 8.1 Schematic overview of the FAIR 2.1 model

costs and residual damages depend on climate change impacts and the level of
investment in adaptation measures to reduce these impacts. The level of climate
change depends on the global emission pathway and parameters in the climate
model, such as climate sensitivity. Below, the different components of FAIR are
explained, together with the main assumptions.

8.2.1 Mitigation pathways
The emission mitigation pathways used for this analysis are the same as those
used in den Elzen and van Vuuren (2007). These pathways were constructed by
the FAIR-SiMCaP model, which combines a simple mitigation cost model and a
module to explore different multi-gas emission pathways that meet pre-defined
climate targets based on an iterative procedure.
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The pathways lead to a certain peak in concentration, after which the
concentration diminishes again. Compared to stabilisation profiles, peaking
profiles can achieve long-term temperature targets with more likelihood under
lower mitigation costs, as shown by den Elzen and van Vuuren (2007). To show
the effect of different climate targets, two different mitigation pathways were
analysed: one that leads to a peak in concentration of 500 ppm CO2 equivalents
and one that leads to a peak of in concentration 620 ppm CO2 equivalents (see
Figure 8.2). For a climate sensitivity of 3°C (the most likely value according to
IPCC, 2007c, p. 12), the profiles correspond to a maximum temperature increase
of 2 and 3°C, respectively. In this paper, for the sake of readability, the CO2
equivalent peaking targets are simply called the 2 and 3°C targets, respectively.

8.2.2 Climate model
For calculating the temperature implications of the different emission pathways,
the MAGICC 4.1 model was used (Wigley, 2003; Wigley and Raper, 2001).
MAGICC consists of a suite of coupled gas cycle, climate and ice-melt models
and determines the effect of anthropogenic emissions on changes in greenhouse
gas concentrations, changes in global mean surface air temperature, and
changes in sea level. Regarding aerosol forcing assumptions and temperatureEmissions (relative to 1990)
2.5

Baseline
P620
P500

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
2000

2020

2040

2060

2080

2100

Figure 8.2 CO2 equivalent emission reduction pathways used in this study: leading to a
concentration peak of 500 ppm and 620 ppm CO2 equivalents
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related feedbacks on the carbon cycle, the default settings were applied, as those
used for the IPCC Third Assessment Report (as described, in detail, in
Meinshausen et al., 2006).

8.2.3 Mitigation costs
FAIR 2.1 calculates mitigation costs according to a least-cost approach, using
regional MAC curves for the different greenhouse gases and emissions sources
(den Elzen et al., 2008). For each time step, a cost-effective split was determined
in reductions of different greenhouse gases and emissions sources using global
warming potentials. Although alternative allocation methods exists, the cost
calculations based on global warming potentials were chosen, as this approach
(a) reflects the current political framework (i.e. the Kyoto Protocol) and (b)
publications have shown the economic differences between these approaches to
be relatively small.
The cost estimates for non-CO2 gases were based on MAC curves of the EMF-21
study for 2010 (Weyant et al., 2006). The EMF-21 curves have been made timedependent to account for technological change, baseline development and
reduction of the implementation barriers (Lucas et al., 2007). The curves for
carbon plantations were developed from the IMAGE model (Strengers et al.,
2008). Carbon credits from forest management were included, based on a
conservative, low estimate taken from an extension of the Marrakesh Accords
(den Elzen and de Moor, 2002a; van Vuuren et al., 2003). Finally, for CO2
emissions from the energy system, a set of MAC curves from the energy TIMER
model have been derived (van Vuuren et al., 2004; van Vuuren et al., 2007a).
These costs strongly depend on the emission reduction pathway through
technological change and inertia. In the FAIR 2.1 model, this was captured by
using several sets of MAC curves from TIMER that differ in the timing of climate
policy. In the calculations, these curves were scaled based on the actual
reduction path. The emission reductions necessary to reach a certain pathway
strongly depend on the baseline emissions. For this analysis, the IMAGE SRES B2
scenario (B2 baseline) was assumed, which is a medium emission scenario based
on the recently updated IMAGE 2.3 implementation of the IPCC SRES scenarios
(Nakicenovic et al., 2000) as described in van Vuuren et al. (2007b). In this
updated IMAGE B2 scenario, population estimates were taken from the average
long-term UN population projections, while economic assumptions roughly
follow the original B2 trajectory. Energy and land-use dynamics are output of
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the IMAGE model. For energy, the updated scenario roughly followed the
reference scenario of the World Energy Outlook 2004 (IEA, 2004) until 2030,
followed by a similar extension.

8.2.4 Adaptation costs and residual damages
The estimates of adaptation costs and residual damages were based on the ADRICE model. The model has been described in other publications in detail and
has already been applied for various analyses (see de Bruin et al., 2009a and Hof
et al., 2009a). The AD-RICE model estimates adaptation costs based on the total
damage projections of the RICE model (Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000). The total
damage projections of RICE include both adaptation costs and residual damages.
Calibration of the regional adaptation cost functions was based on an
assessment of each impact category described in the RICE model – agriculture,
coastal zones, health, settlements, non-market time use, other vulnerable
markets and catastrophic impacts – using relevant literature, supplemented with
expert judgment where necessary. The level of adaptation can be chosen; in this
study it was assumed that only those adaptation options would be implemented
for which the benefits (i.e. reduced damages) are larger than the costs. Hence,
adaptation efforts are optimal, in the sense that the sum of residual damages
and adaptation costs are minimised23. With optimal adaptation, the sum of
adaptation costs and residual damages equals the damage estimates of the RICE
model (Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000). The adaptation costs per region, resulting
from this approach, are shown in Figure 8.3. For most regions, adaptation costs
rise sharply over time, due to rising temperatures and economic growth (higher
incomes mean that more investment in adaptation is warranted). In the second
half of this century, adaptation costs will start to diverge between the 2 and 3°C
target. Unsurprisingly, in regions where RICE projects high damages or in
regions with high GDP, adaptation costs are relatively high, as well. This applies
especially to the regions OECD Europe, South Asia, the Middle East and West
Africa.

23

In reality, this might be very difficult to realise. Hof et al. (2009a) showed the effect of suboptimal adaptation on residual damages.
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Figure 8.3 Adaptation costs per region projected by the FAIR 2.1 model for the 3°C target (lefthand side) and the 2°C target (right-hand side)

At the global level, the adaptation costs estimated by AD-RICE are in the same
range with recent estimates of adaptation costs by the UNFCCC (2007). The
range of adaptation costs according to the UNFCCC is 50 to 170 billion USD24 in
2030, while the AD-RICE model calculates 70 billion USD for the same year. The
most important difference between the estimates by UNFCCC and AD-RICE is
that the UNFCCC takes planned or anticipatory adaptation into account,
whereas in AD-RICE, adaptation in one time period does not affect damages in
the next. This implies that both the costs and benefits of adaptation occur in the
same time period. This applies to most reactive adaptation measures, such as
changing crop types or buying air conditioning. Planned adaptation measures,
such as building dykes or adjusting infrastructure to make it less vulnerable to
climate change, however, have a time lag in costs and benefits. This means that
adaptation costs in AD-RICE are somewhat underestimated in the short run, and
overestimated in the long run (also see Hof et al., 2009a). This, however, should
not affect the general conclusions of this study.

24

Constant 2005 USD are used throughout.
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8.3

Burden-sharing regimes analysed

The current analysis includes three different burden-sharing regimes. Under the
Multistage (MS) regime, countries participate in climate policy and,
subsequently, receive more stringent targets as they pass certain income and
emission level thresholds (which can be seen as a continuation of the Kyoto
approach). Under the Contraction & Convergence (C&C) regime, per capita
allocation of emission rights per country converge over time from their current
levels to a common, global level, at a certain time in the future. Under the
Common but differentiated convergence (CDC) regime, per capita emissions also
converge, but countries only have to start reducing emissions when their
emission level reaches a certain threshold value. Under the C&C and CDC
regimes, all countries join a global emission trading scheme from 2012 onwards.
Under the MS regime, only countries with commitments join an emission
trading scheme.

8.3.1 Multistage approach
According to Höhne et al. (2003) and den Elzen et al. (2003; 2006), the MS
approach is attractive as it satisfies best a set of criteria for climate policy
regimes (environmental, political, economic, technical and institutional). The MS
approach is based on three consecutive stages for commitments of developing
regions, beyond 2012. In stage 1, there are no commitments, and countries can
maintain their baseline emissions. As countries during this stage have no
emission target, they do not join the global emission trading scheme. Under this
regime, some trading with non-participating countries is possible via the Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM), but following den Elzen and Lucas (2005), we
assumed the availability of the CDM to be limited, at 10% of the theoretical
maximum in 2010, increasing linearly to 30% in 2030, due to implementation
barriers, such as properly functioning institutions and the project size.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the transaction costs associated with the use of
the CDM are a constant 0.55 USD per tonne CO2 equivalent emissions, plus 2% of
the total costs (den Elzen and Lucas, 2005). In stage 2, countries adopt emission
intensity targets. During this stage, countries need to improve the ratio of
emissions to income. The intensity targets are defined as a linear function of per
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capita income level25. Stage 3, finally, involves absolute reduction targets. During
this stage, the total reduction effort to achieve the global emission profile is
shared by all participating regions on the basis of per capita emissions.
Participation thresholds are used for the transition between stages and are based
on a Capability-Responsibility index (Criqui and Kouvaritakis, 2000). This index is
defined as the sum of per capita GDP income in €1000 Purchasing Power Parity,
which relates to the capability to act, and per-capita CO2 equivalent emissions (in
tonnes), reflecting the responsibility in climate change. For the 2°C target, the
participation thresholds are 5 and 12 for stage 2 and 3, respectively. For the 3°C
target, the participation thresholds are higher, namely 9.9 and 17.6 for stage 2
and 3, respectively (values taken from den Elzen et al., 2006).

8.3.2 Contraction & Convergence
An alternative approach is the so-called ‘Contraction & Convergence’ (C&C)
approach (Meyer, 2000). Instead of focusing on the question of how to share the
emission reduction burden as under the present Kyoto Protocol, this approach
starts from the assumption that the atmosphere is a global common to which all
are equally entitled, and focuses on sharing this common good (resource
sharing). The approach defines emission rights on the basis of a convergence of
per capita emissions under a contracting global emission profile. In the
approach, all Parties participate immediately after 2012, with per capita
emission permits converging linearly from their current values towards one
level, to be reached in the convergence year (here 2050). The resulting per
capita convergence levels in 2050 are 1.7 tonne CO2 equivalents for the 2°C
target and 4.7 tonne CO2 equivalents for the 3°C target.

8.3.3 Common but differentiated convergence
The Common but differentiated convergence (CDC) regime is based on the
principle of ‘common convergence’, as all countries’ per capita emissions
converge, but ‘differentiated’, as developing countries do the same but delayed,

25

More precisely, the yearly emission intensity improvement rate is set at 0.33% times the percapita income level (measured in 1000 USD), with a maximum improvement rate of 3% per
year (den Elzen et al., 2006).
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Table 8.2 The assumptions of the policy parameters of the Common but differentiated
convergence approach
2°C target

3°C target

Convergence level of per-capita emissions
(tonne CO2 eq.)

1.5

2.0

Annual per-capita emission reduction after
convergence

1.5%

0.0%

Threshold for starting convergence
(% above global per-capita emissions)

15%

30%

Convergence period (years)

25

60

and conditional on developed country action (Höhne et al., 2006). The main
difference compared to the C&C approach is that developing countries only start
the convergence trajectory when their per capita emissions are a certain
percentage above the global average (see Table 8.2). This approach eliminates
two concerns often voiced in relation to the C&C approach: under CDC,
advanced developing countries start reducing emissions at a later point in time,
compared to developed countries. In addition, CDC avoids the political problems
related to the resource sharing concept and financial transfers, because –
instead of under C&C – it does not provide excess emission allowances to low
emission countries. This approach might, therefore, be more acceptable to
major developing countries and possibly also to the developed countries. The
parameters of the convergence time, the threshold for participation and the
convergence level used are provided in Table 8.2.

8.3.4 Settings of the policy parameters
The outcomes of all three burden-sharing regimes strongly depend on their
parameter settings. For the MS approach, the final emission allowances depend
on the policy parameters listed in Section 8.3.1. The choice of the parameter
settings is based on the aim for a balanced distribution of reductions and costs
over the regions, but, ultimately, this remains a subjective choice, and the
results indicate that this has only partially succeeded. For a sensitivity analysis of
the Capability-Responsibility index threshold for stage 3 of the MS approach,
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Table 8.3 The year in which developing regions start to move to stages 2 and 3 under the MS
regime, and start to converge under the CDC regime, according to the policy parameter
settings listed in Section 8.3
MS: stage 2

MS: stage 3

CDC

2°C

3°C

2°C

3°C

2°C

3°C

West Africa

2050

2075

2080

2100

2045

2090

Middle East

2015

2015

2015

2055

2010

2020

South Asia

2025

2055

2060

2080

2035

2075

East Asia

2015

2015

2020

2030

2020

2035

refer to den Elzen et al. (2006). For C&C, the only policy parameter is the choice
of convergence year. The impact of a convergence year later than 2050 on the
emission allocation and mitigation costs is discussed in den Elzen et al. (2005).
And lastly, the CDC regime differs from the other two regimes in that there is no
initial global target set. The global emission allowance over time is simply the
sum of the regional emission allowances. Therefore, the policy parameters of the
CDC regime had to be chosen in such a way that the global allowable emissions
level for the 2 and 3°C targets would be met.
Table 8.3 shows the implications of the policy settings for when the developing
regions would start to adopt emission targets. Remember that under the MS
regime, developing regions only start to join the global emission trading scheme
when they move to stage 2, whereas all regions are part of a global emission
trading scheme under the CDC regime, from 2012 onwards.

8.4

Results

Mitigation costs on the one hand and adaptation costs and damages on the
other hand are characterised by very different dynamics. Emissions have to be
cut relatively soon, especially for the 2°C target, resulting in increasing
mitigation costs in the short run, while the impacts of climate change will be
more severe in the longer run, as temperature rises. To show the effect of these
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different dynamics, the results have been presented for 2020, 2050 and 2100,
separately. Subsequently, the total discounted costs over the 2005-2100 period
have been presented.

8.4.1 Emission allocations and climate change costs in 2020
Emission allocations
In order to meet the 2°C target, global emissions would have to peak before
2015 and should be less than 20% above the 1990 level, by 2020 (Table 8.4). Of
the three regimes, the C&C regime provides the most favourable emission
targets for the developed world, although their emissions should still be 22%
below the 1990 level, by 2020 (28 and 33% in the MS and CDC regimes,
respectively). Under all three burden-sharing regimes, South Asia and West
Africa can maintain their baseline emissions until at least 2020. Under the C&C
regime, their allowances are even above their baseline emissions (surplus
emission allowances, or the so-called ‘hot air’), meaning that they could sell
emission permits even if they would not implement any emission reduction
policies. The reason for these ‘hot air’ allocations is the currently very low per
capita emissions in these regions.
The global emission allowances for the 3°C target are much less ambitious.
Emissions should be limited to about 35% above the 1990 level, by 2020, and
should peak around 2030 at almost 50% above the 1990 level. In this situation,
the MS regime is now the most favourable for the developed world; emissions
should be just below the 1990 level, by 2020, under this regime – while under
the C&C and CDC regimes, the reductions are 9 and 14%, respectively. The
developing world hardly would have to reduce emissions, up to 2020, under a
C&C regime and a 3°C target. Again, for Western Africa and South Asia, the
regimes result in either no action (MS, CDC) or hot air. Here, reductions would
also be small for East Asia.
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Table 8.4 Global and regional emission allowances in 2020, relative to 1990 emission levels,
resulting from the burden-sharing regimes for climate targets of 2 and 3°C
baseline

2°C

3°C

MS

C&C

CDC

MS

C&C

CDC

Global

+57%

+19%

+18%

+18%

+41%

+43%

+38%

Developed world

+20%

-28%

-22%

-33%

0%

-6%

-10%

Developing world

+122%

+102%

+88%

+107%

+113%

+127%

+122%

+39%

-27%

-11%

-18%

+17%

+7%

+11%

+133%

+133%

+191%

+133%

+133%

+251%

+133%

+22%

-31%

-25%

-38%

-7%

-9%

-19%

Middle East

+136%

+71%

+71%

+56%

+104%

+106%

+133%

South Asia

+136%

+136%

+153%

+136%

+136%

+206%

+136%

East Asia

+125%

+120%

+72%

+116%

+124%

+108%

+125%

+26%

-30%

-23%

-38%

-5%

-7%

-19%

United States
West Africa
Western Europe

Japan

Note that there are small differences in global targets between the different regimes, especially
between the CDC regime on the one hand and the MS and C&C regimes on the other hand.
These differences are due to the fact that emissions in C&C and MS were allocated according to
a top-down approach: First the global emission target was set, after which the available
emission permits were allocated to regions. In the CDC regime, no global target was set;
instead, the global emission target results from the allocation of emission permits to the
individual regions.

Total climate change costs
Figure 8.4 shows the regional distribution of all cost categories of climate
change, as share of GDP in 2020, for the two climate targets. Globally, the total
climate change costs for the 2°C target are about 0.7% of GDP; for the 3°C target
this is 0.25%. This difference is due to the higher mitigation costs for the 2°C
target, while adaptation costs and residual damages are still the same, due to
inertia in the climate system. In fact, the temperature level in 2020 is slightly
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Figure 8.4 Regional mitigation costs, adaptation costs and residual damages in share of
regional GDP, in 2020, for the different burden-sharing regimes and targets of 2°C and 3°C

lower for the 3°C target, due to the warming effect of aerosols, which are
mitigated sooner in the 2°C target scenario.
With respect to the cost components, it is remarkable that adaptation costs are
so small compared to residual damages and mitigation costs in all regions.
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Comparing estimates of adaptation costs by the UNFCCC (2007) with climate
change damages by Nordhaus (2008) confirms this picture: adaptation costs in
2030 are estimated to be in the range of 50 to 170 billion USD, while damage
estimates are about 400 billion USD for the same year. The main reason for these
relatively low adaptation costs, compared to residual damages, is that
adaptation is only (realistically) possible up to a certain point. This means that
including adaptation costs in the evaluation of the burden-sharing regime
hardly changes the results for 2020.
The second important insight from Figure 8.4 is that regional differences are
large. Globally, damages are estimated at 0.2% of GDP, by 2020. However, the
two poorest regions included in the analysis – West Africa and South Asia – are
projected to incur damages of up to 2% of their GDP, while East Asia and Japan
are projected to benefit from small increases in temperature. Total climate
change costs for the developed world range from 0.9% of GDP for the C&C
regime, to 1.2% for the CDC regime. This is higher than the global average of
0.7%. Despite the relatively high climate change damages in the developing
world, total climate change costs are negative under both the MS and CDC
regimes, as the gains from emission trading outweigh climate impacts for the
region as a whole. The C&C regime leads to slightly positive total climate change
costs for the developing world, due to the relatively high mitigation costs for
East Asia under this regime (also see Table 8.4). The regions with the highest
total climate change costs in 2020, for the 2°C target, are the Middle East and
Western Europe, for all burden-sharing regimes. These regions have both
relatively high mitigation costs and projected damages. In fact, the Middle East
is the only developing region with positive mitigation costs for all burdensharing regimes. For all other developing regions and burden-sharing regimes,
with the exception of the C&C regime for East Asia, the financial revenues of
mitigation outweigh their adaptation costs, due to emissions trading or CDM.
The burden-sharing regime has a much larger effect on developing regions’
mitigation costs, expressed in share of GDP, compared to developed regions.
One of the main reasons for this is the low GDP of developing regions, so that
changes in absolute mitigation costs more strongly affect the costs in share of
GDP, than developed regions. The effect of the burden-sharing regime is
especially large for West Africa: by 2020, total climate change costs are 1% of
GDP under an MS regime, but they are a negative 8% of GDP under a C&C
regime. Similarly, South Asia has positive costs under an MS regime, but
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negative costs under a C&C regime. This means that not only can adaptation
costs be financed under a C&C regime and a 2°C target for 2020, in these
regions, but it provides enough funds to compensate for residual damages, as
well. The reason for these benefits for the poorest regions is that, under a C&C
regime, emission allowances for these regions exceed their actual baseline
emissions (see Table 8.4), due to their current low per capita emissions (hot air
allocation). Under the Multistage regime, there is no hot air allocation, as these
regions would simply maintain their baseline emissions (and thus could not
participate in full emission trading). While CDM is allowed, access is assumed to
be limited, because of the high transaction costs involved (see Section 8.3.1).
The less ambitious climate target of 3°C leads to completely different outcomes.
While the total climate change costs in 2020, for the world as a whole, are lower
than for the 2°C target, the 3°C target leads to less favourable outcomes for
developing regions by 2020. The reason for this is that not only is the permit
price lower, the quantity of permits traded is also lower. Mitigation costs for the
3°C target are less or equal to 0.1% of GDP, for all regions and burden-sharing
regimes. The total climate change costs, therefore, are largely driven by climate
change damages. Although the C&C regime is the most favourable for the
poorest regions West Africa and South Asia, with a 3°C target, the CDC regime is
the only regime that provides enough funds for all developing regions to
finance their adaptation costs. But since residual damages are much higher than
adaptation costs, total costs in all developing regions, save for East Asia, are
positive and relatively high. In fact, total costs, expressed in share of GDP, for
West Africa and South Asia, are by far the highest of all regions considered
under both the MS and CDC regimes.

8.4.2 Emission allocations and climate change costs in 2050
Emission allocations
By 2050, emissions have to be reduced to about 50%, on the 1990 level, for the
2°C target. Now, none of the regimes allocate hot air to any of the regions.
Under the MS regime, West Africa is still at stage 1, in 2050, meaning that this is
the only region that can maintain its baseline emissions until 2050.
Interestingly, the C&C regime provides more ambitious reduction targets for
West Africa and South Asia, for 2050, than the other two regimes. Overall, the
difference in emission targets for 2050 between the regimes is higher for
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Table 8.5 Global and regional emission allowances in 2050, relative to 1990 emission levels,
resulting from the burden-sharing regimes for climate targets of 2 and 3°C
baseline

2°C
MS

3°C
C&C

CDC

MS

C&C

CDC

Global

+118%

-50%

-51%

-53%

+30%

+32%

+36%

Developed world

+35%

-97%

-89%

-92%

-39%

-70%

-55%

Developing world

+261%

+31%

+15%

+16%

+151%

+208%

+194%

United States

+69%

-99%

-90%

-93%

-38%

-72%

-40%

West Africa

+475%

+475%

+302%

+378%

+475%

+980%

+475%

Western Europe

+34%

-98%

-86%

-90%

-42%

-61%

-59%

Middle East

+346%

-63%

-25%

-48%

+88%

+103%

+104%

South Asia

+343%

+309%

+128%

+182%

+343%

+513%

+343%

East Asia

+177%

-71%

-36%

-50%

+94%

+71%

+119%

Japan

+25%

-97%

-86%

-90%

-40%

-63%

-62%

developing regions than for developed regions, indicating that the choice of the
burden-sharing regime is especially important for developing regions (Table
8.5).
According to the emission reduction pathway for the 3°C target, global
emissions must be a few percentages below the 1990 level, by 2050. The two
poorest regions in the analysis – West Africa and South Asia – can maintain their
baseline emissions until 2050, under both the MS and CDC regimes, for the 3°C
target, whereas both these regions would be allocated hot air under the C&C
regime.
Total climate change costs
Globally, total climate change costs, by 2050, would have increased to almost 3%
of GDP for the 2°C target, and to about 1% of GDP for the 3°C target (Figure 8.5).
The reason for this difference is that, while damages and adaptation costs for the
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3°C target are slightly higher (by 0.1% of GDP), mitigation costs are much lower
(by 1.8% of GDP).
Under all burden-sharing regimes, total climate change costs for the developing
world are positive in 2050, but still lower than those for the developed world.
With a 2°C target, the MS regime would lead to the lowest costs for the
developing world, with 2.1% of GDP, compared to 3% of GDP for the global
average.
For the 2°C target, the burden-sharing regime, especially, affects the total
climate change costs for West Africa and South Asia. The results, however,
would be completely different in 2050, than in 2020. In 2050, the MS regime
leads to the most positive outcome for both West Africa and South Asia. The
reason for this is the relatively high emission allowances in 2050 for these two
regions, under the MS regime. By 2020, under the C&C burden-sharing regime,
which was the most favourable for the two poorest regions, would lead to the
least favourable outcome for these regions. This is due to the fact that baseline
per capita emissions are projected to be substantially higher than the per capita
emission targets for 2050, even for these regions. For West Africa, the negative
mitigation costs still outweigh the large climate change damages and
adaptation costs for all burden-sharing regimes, while total costs for South Asia
are only positive under the C&C regime. The region with the highest costs is the
Middle East. This is due to their high mitigation costs, caused by their high
carbon intensity of the economy combined with a relatively low GDP, and to
above-average climate change damages.
Interestingly, under a C&C burden-sharing regime, a 3°C target would lead to
lower total costs for all regions, compared to the 2°C target. This is not the case
with the MS and CDC regimes. West Africa strongly benefits with a 2°C target
and under a MS regime (14% of GDP), while for the 3°C target and under the
same burden-sharing regime, this region experiences total costs of almost 3% of
GDP. The same reasoning holds for South Asia, although the benefits of the 2°C
target were less than for West Africa. Summarising, it could be said that, for
2050, the climate target level affects the total climate change costs of all
regions, especially because of the difference in mitigation costs, while the
burden-sharing regime mainly affects the total climate change costs of the
lower-income regions.
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Figure 8.5 Regional mitigation costs, adaptation costs and residual damages as share in
regional GDP, in 2050, for the different burden-sharing regimes and targets of 2°C and 3°C
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8.4.3 Emission allocations and climate change costs in 2100
Emission allocations
At the end of the century, annual emissions should be cut by 80%, compared to
the 1990 level, in order to reach the 2°C target. Emission allowances for the
developed world are zero or very close to zero under all burden-sharing regimes;
the allowances for the developing world are still half or more than half the 1990
level, by 2100. The C&C regime clearly leads to the least favourable outcome for
West Africa and South Asia, by 2100, as was also the case for 2050. Again, the
MS regime leads to the most favourable outcome for these regions. For most
developed regions, there is not much difference between the burden-sharing
regimes, with regard to emission allocations in 2100. For the 3°C target, not the
MS regime but the CDC regime leads to the highest allocations for West Africa
and South Asia. For this target and regime, emissions can be even almost 12
times the 1990 level, for West Africa and almost 5 times the 1990 level for South
Asia (Table 8.6)
Table 8.6 Global and regional emission allowances in 2100, relative to 1990 emission levels,
resulting from the burden sharing-regimes for climate targets of 2 and 3°C
baseline

2°C
MS

3°C
C&C

CDC

MS

C&C

CDC

Global

+168%

-79%

-79%

-78%

-15%

-14%

-16%

Developed world

+24%

-100%

-96%

-97%

-80%

-82%

-88%

Developing world +418%

-42%

-50%

-47%

+98%

+104%

+108%

United States

+60%

-100%

-95%

-96%

-83%

-81%

-87%

West Africa

+1248%

+493%

+122%

+186%

+937%

+798%

+1067%

Western Europe

+24%

-100%

-94%

-96%

-81%

-78%

-85%

Middle East

+478%

-90%

-64%

-72%

+21%

+47%

-2%

South Asia

+737%

+31%

-2%

+12%

+286%

+297%

+391%

East Asia

+214%

-95%

-77%

-80%

-8%

-7%

-38%

Japan

+7%

-100%

-95%

-96%

-80%

-80%

-87%
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Total climate change costs
In 2100, the difference in adaptation costs and residual damages between the
two climate targets would be much larger than in 2050 (Figure 8.6). Globally,
adaptation costs for the 3°C target are more than twice those for the 2°C target.
Although adaptation costs in share of GDP do not seem that high (0.12% for the
2°C target, 0.25% for the 3°C target), this still amount to 380 and 820 billion
USD, respectively. Residual damages are even 0.7% higher in 2100, for the less
ambitious climate target. Mitigation costs in share of GDP will be lower in 2100
than in 2050, because the projected GDP growth in the second part of the
century is assumed to be higher than the increase in mitigation costs. Total
climate change costs, expressed in share of GDP, would decrease from 3% in
2050 to 2.2% in 2100, for the 2°C target, as the decrease in mitigation costs is
higher than the increase in damages and adaptation costs. For the 3°C target, it
is the other way round: total climate change costs increased from 1.3 to 2.4%,
driven by an increase in damages. This also means that, globally, total climate
change costs are lower for the 2°C target than for the 3°C target in 2100.
The regional results show that East Asia, Japan, and the United States experience
negligible climate change damages with the 2°C target, while for the 3°C target
damages are substantial. Overall, the difference between the two climate targets
is the highest for developing regions. Again, West Africa and South Asia are
expected to experience the highest adaptation costs and damages: about 3.5% of
GDP with the 2°C target, and between 5 and 6% with the 3°C target. Of the
developed regions, Western Europe is expected to experience the highest
climate change damages.
The difference in total climate change costs between the burden-sharing
regimes has decreased; only the MS regime leads to very different total costs for
some regions, but only with the 2°C target. By 2100, total climate change costs
are positive for all regions. As the poorer regions by this time have strict
mitigation targets as well, their mitigation costs are positive instead of negative.
With the 2°C target, only West Africa experiences negative mitigation costs if
the MS regime is applied. However, adaptation costs and residual damages in
this region are much higher than the negative mitigation costs. With the 3°C
target, West Africa has negative mitigation costs under all three burden-sharing
regimes, but as climate change damage is more severe for this target –
especially in this region – total climate change costs are higher under all
regimes, compared to the 2°C target. In fact, this is also true for almost all
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regions: only the United States and the Middle East are expected to experience
lower total climate change costs for the 3°C target, compared to the 2°C target,
under all burden-sharing regimes.
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Figure 8.6 Regional mitigation costs, adaptation costs and residual damages in share of
regional GDP, in 2100, for the different burden-sharing regimes and targets of 2°C and 3°C
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8.4.4 Discounted climate change costs
Focusing on different years in time gives a good picture of the dynamics of the
different climate change cost components, while the discounted costs over the
whole century give a better picture of the average burdens over time. This
section takes a closer look at these discounted costs, that is, the discounted costs
of residual damages, adaptation costs and mitigation costs in share of
discounted GDP. To avoid a discussion about the appropriate discount rate, the
discounting method for long-term appraisals recommended by the UK Green
Book (UK Treasury, 2003) is simply used here. This is a decreasing discounting
method, starting at 3.5% per year and declining towards 3.0% after 30 years and
2.5% after 75 years. The results are shown in Figure 8.7.
Globally, total discounted climate change costs are 2.1% for the 2°C target and
1.1% for the 3°C target. Even though discounted adaptation costs are more than
50% and residual damages about 20% higher for the 3°C target, these extra costs
are outweighed by the investments in mitigation necessary to reach the 2°C
target (looking over a longer time horizon will, of course, diminish or even
reverse the difference between the 2 and 3°C targets).
For the 2°C target, total discounted climate change costs for the developing
world are lowest under the CDC regime, while the C&C regime leads to the least
favourable results. The C&C regime is the only regime for which total discounted
climate change costs (in share of discounted GDP) are higher for the developing
world than for the developed world. For the 3°C target, total discounted climate
change costs are higher for the developing world, in all regimes analysed. For
this target, the C&C regime leads to the lowest discounted costs for developing
countries – together with the CDC regime.
On a more regional scale, it is interesting to note that all regions have positive
total discounted climate change costs for the 3°C target, no matter under which
burden-sharing regime. For the 2°C target this is not the case, as the total
discounted costs are negative for West Africa and South Asia, under the MS and
CDC regimes. This means that – looking over the whole century – there are
regimes possible that compensate for residual damages and adaptation costs
incurred by the poorest regions, provided that the 2°C target is met.
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Figure 8.7 Regional mitigation costs, adaptation costs and residual damages in share of
regional GDP, all discounted over the 2005–2100 period, for the different burden-sharing
regimes and targets of 2°C and 3°C
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8.5

Discussion and conclusions

This paper used an integrated assessment model to evaluate three emission
allocation regimes (Contraction & Convergence, Multistage and Common but
differentiated convergence) and two mitigation targets (2°C and 3°C) in terms of
mitigation costs, adaptation costs and residual damages. The total costs of
climate change policy could be very relevant from the perspective of developing
countries, and as such play a role in considering the fairness of any climate
policy regime.

8.5.1 Assessment of uncertainty
Uncertainties in the analysis – especially for adaptation costs and impacts – are
very large. Comparisons of the model outcome for mitigation costs against
available IPCC data (Hof et al., 2008) and for adaptation costs against recent
studies on global adaptation (Hof et al., 2009a) have shown that the FAIR/ADRICE results are broadly consistent with the most recent estimates of global
mitigation and adaptation costs. However, given the wide literature ranges it is
still possible that mitigation or adaptation costs are underestimated by a factor
of four (or even more). Specifically focusing on adaptation costs – the most
uncertain cost component: the impact of an underestimation by a factor of four
would hardly influence 2020 results, as adaptation costs are relatively small
compared to mitigation costs and damages (see Figure 8.4). The most important
change will be that the results for West Africa and South Asia will be less
favourable. The sign of total climate change costs will not change for any of the
regions, climate targets, or burden-sharing regimes. The same reasoning holds
for 2050 (Figure 8.5): even though adaptation costs are higher, so are mitigation
costs and damages, so that the relative impact of adaptation costs is not much
different than that for 2020. For 2100, the least developed regions are expected
to have the highest total climate change costs, even with a 2°C target, for almost
all burden-sharing regimes (Figure 8.6). This conclusion is only strengthened if
adaptation costs would four times higher.
The uncertainty in the damage estimates plays a more important role in the
overall results. As shown by Stern (2006, p. 166) and IMF (2008, p. 139 & 141),
not only do global estimates of impacts differ widely between models, but there
is considerable uncertainty in the regional distribution of these impacts, as well.
The damage estimates of AD-RICE used in the analysis, which were based on the
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RICE model, are the most pessimistic of the four models compared by the IMF.
Still, Hanemann (2008) suggested that even RICE underestimates climate change
damage by up to a factor of four. Looking at the regional distribution of
impacts, compared to other models, RICE seems relatively optimistic regarding
damage in Japan and East Asia and pessimistic regarding damage in Western
Europe. A result that seems quite robust across the models is that climate
impacts will be most severe in Africa and South Asia. Therefore, the result that
total climate change costs are, in the long run, highest in these regions
regardless of the climate target or burden-sharing regime, also seems quite
robust.

8.5.2 Main conclusions
Keeping in mind the above discussion about uncertainties, the analysis leads to
the following conclusions:
•
Including costs other than mitigation costs does give a very different
perspective on regional costs. The largest damage and adaptation costs are
projected to occur in developing countries. Default analysis of climate regimes
(looking only at mitigation costs) tends to find low or negative costs for
developing regions, as a result of less ambitious targets and emission trading.
Focussing on total costs shows that costs in developing regions could be
considerably higher than suggested on the basis of mitigation costs alone. This
becomes more important over time. Up to 2050, the revenues of emission
trading may be large enough to compensate for both the adaptation costs and
residual damage of the least developed regions – provided that climate policy
keeps climate change limited to 2°C. By 2100, however, these regions are
expected to experience the highest overall costs under all burden-sharing
regimes considered, even with a 2°C target.
•
The total costs under integrated regimes might be a reason to allow for
enough emission trading between regions. Allocation regimes based on
mitigation-focused equity principles, such as common but differentiated
responsibilities, can already lead to such a transfer of funds from developed to
developing countries that it compensates their adaptation costs and climate
change damages, at least for the next few decades. The most important
condition for this to happen is that a global emission trading scheme is
implemented so that developing countries can easily sell their allocated excess
emission permits. This is shown by the results for the MS regime. By 2020, this
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regime will lead to the highest total climate change costs for the two poorest
regions in the analysis, West Africa and South Asia. The reason is that in 2020,
West Africa and South Asia have not yet joined the global emission trading
market, under the MS regime. The revenues they make through CDM projects
are much lower than the potential revenues they would make by emission
trading.
•
The differences between the regimes are considerable in the short to
medium term, but they all move in a similar direction, in the long term. The
results for the C&C regime show the opposite picture as for the MS regime: there
are large benefits in 2020 for the two poorest regions (assuming a 2°C target),
but, in the long run, it leads to the highest costs (although still negative for West
Africa in 2050). The results for the CDC regime are positioned between those for
the C&C and MS regimes, for West Africa and South Asia. For the 2°C target,
total climate change costs in these regions are negative for 2020 and 2050, but
large and positive by 2100. In fact, despite the fact that the CDC and MS regimes
compensate for the high adaptation costs and residual damages incurred by the
poorest regions during the whole century on average, none of the burdensharing regimes analysed here lead to a fair distribution of total climate change
costs, in the long term. The reason for this is simply that, by then, climate
change damages are so large in developing regions that allocation-based
burden-sharing regimes, such as analysed in this paper, cannot compensate
these damages.
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9

Summary and conclusions

9.1

Introduction and scope

Without additional policies, anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions are likely
to lead to an increase in global mean temperature of between 2.6 and 5.9°C
during this century. The Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2007d) indicates such
a temperature increase bring serious risks to water supply, health, ecosystems,
and food supply. To reduce these risks, policies could be implemented to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions (mitigation) and to adapt to climate change
(adaptation).
To assess the costs and benefits of climate mitigation and adaptation strategies
over time Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) have been developed. These
models typically combine data from various disciplines to derive insights
relevant to policy making. They are used to analyse long time horizons (often
over 100 years) as input for short-term decision making.
IAMs cover the cause and effect chain in climate change, including:
−

economic activities that cause emissions;

−

effects of emissions on greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere
and ocean;

−

changes in temperature and other parameters resulting from the increased
concentrations and the impacts of these changes on ecosystems and the
economy.

This study focuses on two important issues in the application of IAMs which are
often paid too little attention to. Firstly, while cost-benefit IAMs often focus on
an optimal pathway under default assumptions, climate change is beset with
uncertainty. In this context, the effect of uncertainties on IAM outcomes needs
to be explored. Secondly, most applications focus on assessing mitigation
strategies with little attention to adaptation to climate change. This study
investigates both of these issues in order to gain insights into what cost-benefit
analysis can provide:
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1. into the optimum climate mitigation strategy and the robustness of such a
strategy in view of various uncertainties and decision-making frameworks
2. about the relationship between adaptation and mitigation strategies
The framework used to investigate these issues was the FAIR-CBA model, which
is an extension of the FAIR model developed to assess the cost implications of
emission allocation regimes. The FAIR-CBA model incorporates modules on
climate change damage, adaptation costs, economic growth and discounting.
These modules were developed for the research presented in this thesis.

9.2

Mitigation strategies

The effectiveness of cost-benefit analysis in assessing the optimum climate
mitigation strategy and the robustness of such a strategy in view of various
uncertainties and decision-making frameworks are presented in Chapters 2, 3
and 4. The effect of uncertainty and value judgements on the optimal mitigation
strategy according to cost-benefit analyses are assessed in Chapter 2. The results
of standard cost-benefit analyses are compared with an IAM-supported riskbased approach to climate change in Chapter 3. Finally, the consequences of
different climate regimes on the costs and environmental effectiveness of
greenhouse gas mitigation are discussed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 2: Effect of uncertainty and value judgements on the optimal
climate mitigation target
The outcomes of cost-benefit analyses on climate change varied from support to
very ambitious climate mitigation policy (stabilising greenhouse gas concentrations at 450-550 ppm CO2 equivalents, as in Stern, 2006) to very modest
emission reductions (stabilising greenhouse gas concentrations at 800-850 CO2
equivalents, as recommended by Nordhaus, 2008). The FAIR-CBA model was
used to systematically vary the main assumptions of a cost-benefit analysis on
climate change over the range covered in the Stern and Nordhaus assumptions.
The variables examined were climate sensitivity, damage estimates, mitigation
cost estimates, time horizon of the analysis, discounting method, and baseline
emissions. Instead of determining a single optimal emission pathway for each
parameter setting, emission pathways leading to concentrations peaking at 500
to 800 ppm CO2 equivalents were assessed. This enabled determination of the
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emission pathway with the lowest consumption loss due to mitigation and
climate change damage, as well as assessment of the robustness of the preferred
target.
The results show that the optimal CO2 equivalent peaking concentration target
from a cost-benefit analysis can range from very low values of 520 ppm to
greater than 800 ppm. This wide range can be explained by differences in value
judgements on the discounting method and time horizon, and uncertainties,
particularly with regard to climate damage and mitigation costs. The analysis
also showed that the differences between optimal and non-optimal cases are
considerably lower than sometimes suggested when only an optimal
concentration target is reported. In most cases, consumption loss is similar over
a large range of concentration targets, indicating that factors other than those
in the analysis (co-benefits, asymmetrical weighting of risks) may greatly
influence the results.
Cost-benefit analysis is of value because it provides a systematic analysis of all
costs and benefits in a formal framework. If done properly, this also includes a
systematic consideration of uncertainty. However, because uncertainties and
value judgements have such a strong impact on results, choosing long-term
targets remains mostly within the realm of decision-makers and other societal
actors, with only a supporting role for cost-benefit analysis.
Chapter 3: Preferred climate target according to a risk-based approach
Cost-benefit analysis in determining a preferred climate policy has been
criticised for its limitations in dealing with risks and uncertainty. As an
alternative, the minimax criterion has been proposed which focuses on the
potential risks of climate change, instead of the most likely outcome. This
criterion requires minimising the maximum possible costs that society might
face, and thus explicitly takes account of low-probability, high-impact events to
the extent that such events can be assessed. As this approach has only been
applied qualitatively for extreme policies, a quantitative comparison has been
made of the results of a standard cost-benefit analysis with those from the
minimax approach over a wide range of climate policies. This was done using
the FAIR-CBA model.
Strict application of the minimax criterion (using the extreme value for each
individual input parameter) in combination with a low or medium discount rate
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led to the conclusion that stringent greenhouse gas reduction policies should be
implemented as soon as possible. The results are also very robust and the costs
of not meeting the target are substantial. However, when a relatively high
discount rate, such as suggested by Nordhaus (2008), is chosen, the minimax
criterion does not lead to such far-reaching implications. Neither the preferred
concentration level nor the robustness of the target was shown to differ
substantially from that of a standard cost-benefit analysis. This implies that even
when the minimax approach is used, the discount rate plays an important role.
Chapter 4: Environmental effectiveness and economic consequences of
different universal and fragmented climate regimes
Most IAMs seem somewhat optimistic with regard to the participation of all
major greenhouse gas emitting countries in a climate regime (universal regime).
To assess the importance of this assumption, a literature review was carried out
of the environmental and economic consequences of regimes in which full
participation in a single international agreement is not achieved (fragmented
regimes) compared with universal regimes. The feasibility of establishing a
universal climate regime was also assessed.
There are numerous studies on the qualitative differences in climate regimes
and on emission reductions resulting from these regimes. Fewer studies also
consider the regional economic consequences. Those studies that do include cost
analyses have used different tools including macro-economic models and energy
models based on marginal costs curve approaches. Nevertheless, there is general
agreement between these studies on which regions will experience high,
medium and low costs under different regimes.
Quantitative assessments of climate regimes in terms of emission reductions and
costs show that stabilising greenhouse gas concentrations at low levels is
generally more costly under a fragmented regime. This is either because
ambitious reduction targets have to be achieved by a smaller number of
countries, or because emission reductions do not take place where it is cheapest
to do so.
All studies also indicate that establishing a universal regime involves several
challenges. For instance, in a universal regime based on a specific allocation
rule, cost differences between regions are difficult to avoid. Even though costs
are not the only consideration for participation in an agreement and certain
equity principles could justify cost differences, reaching a universal agreement
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on climate policy is challenging because of large cost differences. In that
context, the outcome of specific allocation rules will at best only serve as a
starting point for negotiations. Furthermore, individual countries have an
incentive to free-ride in a universal regime. This partly follows from the results
of fragmented regimes, but even more clearly from game theory on coalition
forming.
Game theory-based analysis shows that a stable regime with a high participation
level is very unlikely to emerge, even though the likelihood can be increased by
assuming alternative behaviour such as responsibility, or implementation of
transfer schemes and exclusive membership.
Despite the difficulties in establishing a universal regime, some kind of
transition from a fragmented to a universal regime seems to provide the best
option for achieving large emission reductions. To simplify negotiations, a
transitional and ambitious fragmented regime of the major emitting countries
willing to agree to emission reduction targets could be established in the shortterm. Such a coalition could provide the basis for a larger, universal regime in
the long term.

9.3

Relations between adaptation and mitigation
strategies

Chapters 5 to 8 focus on adaptation and mitigation strategies. An overview of
how adaptation has been modelled in IAMs is given in Chapter 5, together with
recommendations for improvements. The inter-linkages between adaptation and
mitigation strategies from a cost-benefit perspective are presented in Chapter 6.
An evaluation of burden-sharing regimes for greenhouse gas mitigation is
presented in Chapter 7, taking account of both mitigation and adaptation costs
and projected climate change damage. Finally in Chapter 8, an IAM is used to
analyse the effectiveness of the current mechanism to finance adaptation in
developing countries.
Chapter 5: Improving adaptation modelling in IAMs
Making adaptation costs more explicit in IAMs would improve the political
salience of the model results. Yet, current IAMs give little explicit attention to
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adaptation. Because of various complications in assessing adaptation costs, it is
likely that the few models that do explicitly incorporate adaptation may
overestimate the level of adaptation and underestimate the cost. Given these
crucial uncertainties, the representation of adaptation in IAMs needs to be
improved, in particular by addressing specific characteristics of adaptation.
These include the highly disaggregated nature of vulnerability and adaptive
response; the importance of extreme events as triggers for adaptation; the scale
dependence of adaptation; the role of non-market values; the non-optimal use of
information by agents; and the central role of uncertainty in shaping private
adaptation action.
Despite their current limitations, IAMs seem to be the most appropriate tool to
assess how adaptation may interact with mitigation strategies, and especially
how adaptation affects the level of mitigation. The initial results with the ADDICE model suggest that adaptation strategies have a relatively limited effect on
the optimal level of mitigation. However, if the total climate damage is higher
than that used to calibrate models, adaptation strategies could have a much
greater effect on a mitigation target.
Chapter 6: Interactions between adaptation and mitigation strategies
The FAIR-CBA model was used to analyse relationships between adaptation
costs, mitigation costs and emissions trading, and residual damage. The method
for modelling adaptation, known as AD-RICE, is based on the damage estimates
in world regions according to the RICE model. While damage estimates are
beset with uncertainty (see also Chapters 2 and 3), some of the qualitative
conclusions derived from this assessment are robust.
Firstly, an important factor in comparing adaptation and mitigation is their
totally different time dynamics. Adaptation can effectively reduce climate
change damage in the shorter term but without mitigation, continued climate
change implies that adaptation will not prevent the impacts worsening.
Mitigation is very effective in reducing climate change damage in the long term.
According to the FAIR-CBA model, the best results are obtained when both
adaptation and mitigation are implemented.
Secondly, even though the costs of adaptation are currently assessed to be small
compared to both the cost of residual damage and of mitigation, adaptation is
important in reducing potential damage, especially in lower-income regions.
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While the model results depend on very uncertain estimates of damage and
adaptation costs, optimal adaptation efforts are projected to prevent more than
a quarter of the potential damage by adaptation in the long term.
Thirdly, the optimal amount of adaptation in a region depends only in the
longer term on the climate mitigation target. Without mitigation, climate
change will be greater, thus increasing the need for adaptation. Regardless of
the mitigation strategy, adaptation costs will increase substantially with time
because climate will change even if emissions are drastically cut back. The
model projections show that global adaptation costs increase from USD 10
billion in 2010 to USD 230 billion in 2050.
Fourthly, climate change costs differ substantially between world regions. For
East Africa and South Asia, income losses are much higher than the global
average and rise steeply for higher concentration targets. This indicates that
both adaptation and mitigation are important especially for these developing
regions.
Thus, adaptation will increase sharply over time even if strong mitigation
measures are taken, and adaptation is especially important in developing
regions. This indicates that the chances that developing countries join a climate
mitigation regime could be higher if adaptation, and especially adaptation
funding, is incorporated in the regime.
Chapter 7: Effectiveness of a 2% levy on CDM projects and emissions
trading to finance adaptation in developing countries
At the UNFCCC meeting in Bali in December 2007, introduction of a 2% levy on
the CDM was proposed as a mean to finance adaptation costs in developing
regions. It has also been proposed to extend the scope of the levy to emissions
trading.
In this chapter, the results of application of the FAIR-CBA model to analyse the
effectiveness of a 2% levy on both the CDM and emissions trading from
developing countries are discussed. The analysis shows that the proportion of
adaptation in developing countries that could be financed with a 2% levy
depends on the global mitigation target. A more stringent target results in a
higher value of emission rights being traded, which increases the revenue of a
2% levy. In the long term, a stringent target also reduces adaptation costs. All-inall, with a 2°C target, about one-third of adaptation costs in developing
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countries could be financed by 2030 under our default assumptions on
adaptation costs. This is only 15% under more pessimistic assumptions on
adaptation costs. Under a less stringent target of 2.5°C, the proportion of
adaptation that can be financed from a 2% levy decreases to 10–20%, depending
on the emission allocation regime.
Although the revenues of a 2% levy are shown to be sensitive to the emission
allocation regime and climate target, only a relatively small proportion of
adaptation required in developing countries can be financed in this way in the
coming two decades. Therefore, if the objective is to finance a considerable
proportion of these costs through international funding, additional mechanisms
are necessary. There are many proposals for additional funding mechanisms, but
to date no systematic method has been established to analyse how much
revenue these proposals would raise in the long term and the extent to which
such funds would cover the adaptation costs. Further research using a similar
approach as the current study may shed some light on this issue.
Chapter 8: Including adaptation costs and climate change damages in
evaluating burden-sharing regimes
Many studies have evaluated the consequences of post-2012 emission allocation
regimes on regional mitigation costs. The FAIR-CBA model has been used to
evaluate not only mitigation costs, but also adaptation costs and climate change
damage.
Adaptation costs and climate damage need to be included in evaluating burdensharing regimes for two reasons. Firstly, including adaptation costs and damage
gives a broader perspective in evaluating the fairness of climate policy. This is
especially important for developing countries where impacts tend to be higher
than the global average. Secondly, financing adaptation costs in developing
countries has become an important issue in negotiations. Currently, this issue is
discussed in parallel with mitigation but it might be useful to examine it from a
more integrated perspective. This would, at least theoretically, allow an
allocation regime to be designed that would lead to transfer of funds from
developed to developing countries to finance adaptation.
The first general finding is that including costs other than mitigation costs gives
a very different perspective on regional costs. For several climate regimes, such
as contraction-and-convergence and multi-stage, mitigation costs are low or
negative for developing regions, as a result of less ambitious targets and
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emission trading. However, the greatest damage and adaptation costs are
projected to occur in developing countries. The total costs for these countries
are considerably higher than suggested on the basis of mitigation costs alone.
This becomes increasingly important over time. Up to 2050, the revenues from
emission trading may be large enough to compensate for both adaptation costs
and residual damage in the least developed regions, provided that climate
policy limits climate change to 2°C. However, by 2100, these regions are
expected to experience the highest overall costs under all burden-sharing
regimes considered, even with a 2°C target.
The distribution of the total costs might be a reason to allow for emission
trading between regions in order to compensate for the higher adaptation costs
and residual damage. Allocation regimes based on mitigation-focused equity
principles, such as common but differentiated responsibilities, can lead to
transfer of funds from developed to developing countries to compensate for
adaptation costs and climate change damage, at least for the next few decades.
An essential condition is that a global emission trading scheme is implemented
so that developing countries can sell their allocated excess emission permits.
Finally, the cost differences between the regimes are considerable in the short to
medium term, but they all converge in the long term. The reason is that by then
climate change damage is too great in developing regions to be compensated by
allocation-based burden-sharing regimes.

9.4

Conclusions and steps ahead

9.4.1 Main conclusions
IAMs are an effective tool to systematically analyse the costs and benefits of
climate change policy in a formal framework. However, cost-benefit analysis is
unlikely to give decision-makers a single, clear answer about the optimal climate
target. This is mainly due to the sensitivity of value judgements on the results –
the most important of which are the discounting method and valuation of
climate change impacts.
Use of cost-benefit analysis to inform policy-makers about the best climate target
has been criticised for other reasons, notably their inability to take sufficient
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account of low-probability, high-impact events. As an alternative to cost-benefit
analyses, the minimax criterion has been proposed for climate policy
recommendations. This criterion aims at minimising the maximum possible loss
to society.
Application of the minimax criterion in an IAM has been shown to lead to more
stringent and more robust climate mitigation recommendations (stabilisation of
greenhouse gas concentrations at around 450 ppm CO2 equivalents) compared
to cost-benefit analyses, but only for low to medium discount rates. For relatively
high discount rates (similar to the market interest rate), the outcomes of the
minimax criterion do not vary substantially from cost-benefit analyses. So in the
end, the importance society attaches to the welfare of future generations
critically influences the preferred mitigation target. Thus under the condition
that the current generation accepts welfare losses to the benefit of future
generations, a greenhouse gas concentration target of 450 ppm CO2 equivalents
can easily be justified. However, to meet such a target, all major greenhouse gas
emitting economies must participate in a global climate agreement in the
coming decades.
Adaptation and mitigation cannot be regarded as substitutes for one another.
Adaptation can effectively reduce climate change damage in the short term but
is much less effective in the long run because it does not reduce climate change
itself. Mitigation is very effective in reducing climate change damage in the long
term. Investment in adaptation measures seems especially important in lowincome regions such as Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia where income losses
due to climate change are expected to be much higher than the global average,
especially for higher concentration targets.
However, since adaptation can only limit climate change damage to a certain
extent, mitigation is also necessary in these developing regions. In order to help
developing countries to finance adaptation measures, the Adaptation Fund has
been established. However, the revenues of the current funding mechanism – a
2% share of proceeds from projects under the Clean Development Mechanism –
is much too small to substantially finance adaptation in developing countries.
This is the case even when the 2% share of proceeds is broadened to include
emissions trading. To provide adequate funds, additional financing mechanisms
are required. Another way to transfer funds from high-income to low-income
countries is to allow emission trading between these regions. If low-income
countries join a climate agreement with certain emission allocation regimes
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based on mitigation-focused equity principles, this can lead to substantial
transfer of funds from high-income to low-income countries. This requires both
an ambitious climate target and implementation of a global emission trading
scheme so that low-income countries can sell their allocated excess emission
permits.

9.4.2 Steps ahead
Recommendations for future work relate to model analysis and model
development.
Regarding model analysis, the conclusions of Chapter 7 – the inadequacy of the
current mechanism to finance adaptation costs – indicate that other financing
mechanisms are necessary. This is underscored in the Copenhagen Accord,
which includes the passage that “developed countries commit to a goal of
mobilizing jointly USD 100 billion dollars a year by 2020 to address the needs of
developing countries”.
Several proposals have been made to increase the international financing for
developing countries (for an overview, see Müller, 2008). For some of these
proposals, the amount of funding generated and distribution of the burden
across countries depend on the level of mitigation (via the international permit
price) and the emission allocation regime (via the level of emissions trading).
Interesting future research, therefore, is how much funding the various
financing mechanisms will generate and who will pay, under different
assumptions on the level of mitigation and emission allocation regime.
With regard to model development, the level of detail of modelling mitigation is
much higher than modeling impacts and adaptation. Mitigation costs especially
in most policy evaluation IAMs are based on detailed energy models, whereas
the mitigation benefits (impacts on climate change) and adaptation costs are
generally depicted by a few equations that are calibrated using general
assumptions.
The way forward may be to link IAMs that measure physical impacts with costbenefit IAMs. The cost-benefit IAM could then be used to monetise the physical
impacts, which is already done implicitly in current cost-benefit IAMs. This
method will have several advantages.
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This method would provide a better foundation for impact estimates. Currently,
most damage estimates are based on work done by Nordhaus and Boyer (2000)
and Tol (2002a; 2002b). These scientists base their damage estimates on
statistical relationships between temperature and impacts by sector (for
instance, health, agriculture, or settlements). For most world regions, however,
these relationships are not available and thus “expert opinion” is therefore
necessary. Linking the damage estimates to IAMs with detailed modelling of
physical impacts seems an improvement on current practice of estimating
damage.
This proposed method would also provide more sectoral and regional detail of
the impacts needed in assessing adaptation needs because this depends on the
expected climate impact on specific sectors and regions. It allows a sensitivity
analysis on sectoral and regional level, and on the method of monetisation. The
current damage functions applied in cost-benefit IAMs are aggregated functions
for the world or for world regions except for the FUND model (Tol, 2002c) where
total damage is the sum of all sectoral damage. A sensitivity analysis for a
specific sector is therefore currently not possible within the IAM, with the
exception of FUND.
Such a sensitivity analysis could be of vital importance, since the impacts of
climate change on agriculture could be more uncertain for India than for
Western Europe, for instance. The importance of monetisation can be shown
using health as an example. In the DICE model, a year of life lost due to climate
change is valued at twice the per capita income (Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000). In
the FUND model, a life lost is valued at 200 times the per capita income (Tol,
2002a). Even though FUND values a whole life lost, and DICE values a year of life
lost, this difference has an enormous effect on the projected health damages.
The above shows that there are important advantages in linking IAMs that
measure impacts in physical units with cost-benefit IAMs. However, linking these
two types of models is not easy. Cost-benefit optimisation IAMs need to be
relatively simple for the optimisation process. A hard link between these two
types of models therefore seems impossible to achieve. A model of the type used
for this thesis does not require an optimisation process and may be more
suitable for linking with a physical impact IAM. Another difficulty is that most
IAMs measuring impacts in physical units have less coverage in the range of
impacts than cost-benefit IAMs. The DICE model, for instance, includes sectors
such as “non-market time use” and “catastrophic impacts”. For such types of
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impacts, it does not seem fruitful to link with physical impact IAMs. For impact
categories such as health and agriculture, however, linking cost-benefit IAMs
with IAMs measuring impacts in physical units could improve both damage and
adaptation needs estimates.
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Samenvatting en conclusies
Introductie
Zonder extra beleid zullen broeikasgasemissies als gevolg van menselijk
handelen waarschijnlijk leiden tot een verhoging van de gemiddelde wereldtemperatuur van 2,6 tot 5,9°C in deze eeuw. Zoals aangegeven in het vierde
Assessment Report van het IPCC, leidt een dergelijke temperatuurverhoging tot
aanzienlijke risico’s voor de watervoorziening, gezondheid, ecosystemen en het
passeren van zogenaamde kritische drempels. Om deze risico’s te verminderen
kunnen maatregelen worden getroffen om broeikasgasemissies terug te dringen
(mitigatie) en om de samenleving aan te passen aan klimaatverandering
(adaptatie). Zogenaamde Integrated Assessment Modellen (IAMs) helpen om de
kosten en opbrengsten van verschillende mitigatie- en adaptatiestrategieën in
kaart te brengen. Ze beschrijven de gehele oorzaak-gevolgrelatie van klimaatverandering. Deze relatie begint met de economische activiteiten die leiden tot
broeikasgasemissies. Deze emissies beïnvloeden de broeikasgasconcentratie in
de atmosfeer en oceanen, dat vervolgens leidt tot klimaatverandering.
Klimaatverandering heeft vervolgens weer zijn neerslag op ecosystemen en de
economie. IAMs analyseren over het algemeen lange tijdshorizonten (meestal
langer dan 100 jaar) om beslissingen op de korte termijn te ondersteunen. IAMs
kunnen worden onderverdeeld in kosten-baten IAMs en procesgerichte IAMs.
Kosten-baten IAMs hebben als doel om de kosten en baten van verschillende
mitigatie- en adaptatiestrategieën in kaart te brengen; procesgerichte IAMs
hebben als doel om de (fysieke) gevolgen van klimaatverandering of
klimaatbeleid voor verschillende sociale, economische en milieugerelateerde
indicatoren realistisch weer te geven.
Dit proefschrift concentreert zich op de toepassing van kosten-baten IAMs en in
het bijzonder op twee belangrijke aspecten hiervan. Het eerste is onzekerheid.
Vaak worden kosten-baten IAMs gebruikt om een optimaal emissiepad te
bepalen onder standaardaannames. De onzekerheden in klimaatverandering
zijn echter groot. Dit betekent dat het interessanter is om te bepalen hoe
onzekerheden de uitkomsten van IAMs kunnen beïnvloeden dan wat het
optimale emissiepad is onder standaardaannames. Het tweede aspect heeft te
maken met het feit dat de meeste toepassingen van kosten-baten IAMs zich
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concentreren mitigatiestrategieën en dat adaptatie veelal een ondergeschikte
rol speelt. Hieruit volgen de twee hoofdvragen van dit proefschrift:
1. Wat kunnen kosten-baten IAMs ons vertellen over de beste mitigatiestrategie en
over de robuustheid hiervan gegeven diverse onzekerheden en besluitkaders?
2. Welke inzichten kunnen IAMs geven over de relatie tussen adaptatie- en
mitigatiestrategieën?
Om bovenstaande vragen te beantwoorden is gebruik gemaakt van het FAIRCBA model. Het FAIR model is ontwikkeld om de kosten van verschillende
emissie-allocatieregimes door te rekenen. Het FAIR-CBA model is een
uitgebreide versie van het FAIR model, ontwikkeld om het onderzoek voor dit
proefschrift uit te voeren. De uitbreiding bestaat uit een module die klimaatschade projecteert, een adaptatiekostenmodule, een economische groeimodule
en een verdisconteringsmodule.

Mitigatiestrategieën
Hoofdstuk 2, 3 en 4 richten zich op onderzoeksvraag 1. Hoofdstuk 2 analyseert
hoe onzekerheid en waardeoordelen de optimale mitigatiestrategie volgens
kosten-batenanalyse kan beïnvloeden. Hoofdstuk 3 vergelijkt de resultaten van
een standaard kosten-batenanalyse met een risicobenadering voor klimaatverandering. Hoofdstuk 4, ten slotte, laat zien wat de consequenties van
verschillende gefragmenteerde klimaatregimes op de kosten en effectiviteit van
het reduceren van broeikasgasemissies zijn.
Hoofdstuk 2: Effect van onzekerheid en waardeoordelen op het optimale
mitigatiedoel
De aanbevelingen van kosten-batenanalyses verschillen van zeer ambitieus
klimaatbeleid (stabilisatie van broeikasgasconcentraties op een niveau van 450
tot 550 ppm CO2-equivalenten, zoals in Stern, 2006) tot zeer bescheiden
emissiereductie (stabilisatie op een niveau van 800 tot 850 ppm CO2equivalenten, zoals Nordhaus, 2008). In dit hoofdstuk worden systematisch de
meest belangrijke aannames van kosten-batenanalyses van klimaatverandering
gevarieerd zodat het hele bereik aan aannames van Stern tot Nordhaus gedekt
wordt. Voor deze analyse is gebruik gemaakt van het FAIR-CBA model. De
variabelen die gevarieerd worden zijn klimaatgevoeligheid, schadeprojecties,
mitigatiekosten, tijdshorizon van de analyse, verdisconteringsmethode en
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referentiescenario. In plaats van het bepalen van een enkel optimaal emissiepad
voor elke mogelijke aanname, analyseren we vele enmissiepaden die leiden tot
een piek in concentratieniveau van 500 ppm CO2-equivalenten tot 800 ppm CO2equivalenten. Hierdoor kan niet alleen het emissiepad met de laagste
consumptieverliezen door mitigatie en schade worden vastgesteld, maar tevens
de robuustheid van de voorkeur voor dit emissiepad.
De resultaten laten zien dat het optimale doel volgens een kosten-batenanalyse
kan variëren van een piek in CO2-equivalenten van 520 ppm tot meer dan 800
ppm. Deze grote marge kan worden verklaard door verschillen in waardeoordelen – zoals verdisconteringsmethode en tijdshorizon – en wetenschappelijke onzekerheden (vooral in schadeprojecties en mitigatiekosten).
Interessant genoeg neemt het consumptieverlies in de meeste gevallen maar
weinig toe als van de optimale uitkomst wordt afgeweken. Dit impliceert dat
andere factoren die niet meegenomen zijn in onze analyse (zoals asymmetrische
weging van risico’s, externe baten van klimaatbeleid voor luchtkwaliteit) in
belangrijke mate de resultaten zouden kunnen beïnvloeden.
Gezien de hoge mate waarin waardeoordelen de resultaten van kostenbatenanalyses voor klimaatbeleid beïnvloeden en de lage additionele kosten als
er wordt afgeweken van het optimale concentratieniveau, lijkt het nut van
kosten-batenanalyses voor het determineren van het optimale klimaatbeleid
beperkt. De waarde van kosten-batenanalyses lijkt voornamelijk te liggen om
een systematische analyse van de kosten en baten in een formeel raamwerk
mogelijk te maken, rekening houdend met de relevante onzekerheden. Het
bepalen van lange-termijn doelstellingen voor klimaatbeleid lijkt, gezien het
grote effect van waardeoordelen en onzekerheden op de resultaten,
hoofdzakelijk het domein van beleidsmakers en andere maatschappelijke
actoren, met slechts een ondersteunende rol voor kosten-batenanalyses.
Hoofdstuk 3: Het beste klimaatdoel volgens een risicobenadering
Het toepassen van kosten-batenanalyse om een optimaal klimaatdoel vast te
stellen is bekritiseerd vanwege de beperkingen aangaande het omgaan met
risico’s en onzekerheden. Als alternatief besluitkader is het minimax criterium
voorgesteld; dit besluitkader legt de nadruk op de potentiële risico’s van
klimaatverandering in plaats van op de meest waarschijnlijke uitkomst. Het
minimax criterium vereist een minimalisatie van de maximaal mogelijke kosten.
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Dit criterium houdt derhalve expliciet rekening met gebeurtenissen die een lage
waarschijnlijkheid maar grote gevolgen hebben (zoals dit momenteel kan
worden vastgesteld). Tot nu toe is het minimax criterium slechts beperkt
toegepast (namelijk kwalitatief en alleen rekening houdend met extreme
beleidskeuzes) voor ondersteuning van klimaatbeleid. Dit hoofdstuk vergelijkt
de kwantitatieve uitkomsten van een standaard kosten-batenanalyse met die van
het minimax criterium, waarbij rekening wordt gehouden met een grote
verscheidenheid aan mitigatieopties. Hiervoor is gebruik genaakt van het FAIRCBA model.
De resultaten laten zien dat indien het minimax criterium strikt wordt toegepast
– dat wil zeggen dat extreme waardes voor elke parameter worden verondersteld – en er een relatief lage verdisconteringsvoet wordt gehanteerd, dit leidt
tot de aanbeveling om de uitstoot van broeikasgassen zo snel mogelijk te
reduceren. Onder deze aannames zijn de resultaten ook erg robuust: de kosten
die gepaard gaan met het niet halen van het doel zijn substantieel. Als er echter
een relatief hoge verdisconteringsvoet wordt gehanteerd, leidt het minimax
criterium tot vergelijkbare resultaten (zowel voor het doel als voor de
robuustheid van dit doel) als een standaard kosten-batenanalyse. Dit leidt tot de
conclusie dat zelfs bij toepassing van een minimax benadering verdiscontering
van doorslaggevend belang kan zijn.
Hoofdstuk 4: Effectiviteit en economische consequenties van verschillende
universele en gefragmenteerde regimes
De meeste IAMs lijken vrij optimistisch ten aanzien van participatie van landen
in een klimaatregime: de meest gebruikelijke veronderstelling is dat alle landen
participeren (universeel regime). Om te beoordelen hoe belangrijk deze
veronderstelling is, vergelijken we in dit hoofdstuk de effectiviteit en
economische consequenties van regimes waarin geen volledige participatie van
landen plaatsvindt (gefragmenteerde regimes) met universele regimes door
middel van een uitgebreid literatuuronderzoek. Tevens wordt ingegaan op de
haalbaarheid van een universeel regime.
Een groot aantal studies voeren een kwalitatieve analyse uit van verschillende
klimaatregimes of analyseren emissiereducties resulterend uit bepaalde regimes.
Het aantal studies dat kijkt naar de regionale economische consequenties is veel
kleiner. In de studies die dit wel doen worden verschillende methoden gebruikt,
waaronder macro-economische modellen en energiemodellen gebaseerd op
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marginale kosten. Ondanks deze verscheidenheid aan methoden blijkt volgens
onze analyse dat de studies redelijk met elkaar overeenkomen wat betreft de
voorspelling welke regio’s met hoge en welke regio’s met lage kosten
geconfronteerd zullen worden onder verschillende regimes.
Uit de analyse blijkt dat stabilisatie van broeikasgasconcentraties op een laag
niveau over het algemeen duurder is in een gefragmenteerd regime. Dit kan
worden verklaard doordat ambitieuze reductiedoelen moeten worden bereikt
door een kleiner aantal landen of doordat emissiereducties niet plaatsvinden in
de regio’s waar dit het goedkoopst is.
Er zijn echter belangrijke obstakels voor het tot stand komen van een universeel
regime. Ten eerste resulteert vrijwel elk universeel regime dat gebaseerd op een
specifieke regel voor emissieallocatie in aanzienlijke kostenverschillen tussen
regio’s. Hoewel kosten niet de enige overweging zijn voor landen om al dan niet
deel te nemen in een bepaald regime en dat deze verschillen kunnen worden
verklaard door bepaalde rechtvaardigheidsprincipes lijken grote kostenverschillen toch een probleem. De uitkomst van een specifieke regel voor
emissieallocatie kan hierdoor hoogstens als uitgangspositie voor verdere
onderhandelingen dienen. Ten tweede bestaat er voor individuele landen een
prikkel om gratis mee te liften op een universeel regime (“free-riding”). Dit volgt
gedeeltelijk uit de analyses van gefragmenteerde regimes, maar nog duidelijker
uit speltheorie op het gebied van coalitievorming. Speltheoretische analyses
laten zien dat het erg onwaarschijnlijk is dat een stabiel regime met hoge
participatie kan ontstaan. De kans hierop kan wel worden vergroot als
verantwoordelijkheidsgevoel een grotere rol speelt of als transferstelsels en
exclusief lidmaatschap worden ingevoerd.
Gezien de lange-termijn voordelen van universele regimes aan de ene kant en
de obstakels in het tot stand komen van zulke regimes aan de andere kant zou
een overgangsperiode van een gefragmenteerd regime naar een universeel
regime de beste mogelijkheid kunnen bieden om hoge emissiereducties te
bewerkstelligen. Om onderhandelingen te vereenvoudigen zou eerst een gefragmenteerd ambitieus overgangsregime, bestaande uit landen die bereid zijn om
emissiereductiedoelen op zich te nemen, kunnen worden opgericht. Dit regime
zou dan de basis kunnen vormen voor een groter, universeel regime op de lange
termijn.
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Relaties tussen adaptatie- en mitigatiestrategieën
Hoofdstuk 5 t/m 8 richten zich op mitigatie- en adaptatiestrategieën. Hoofdstuk
5 geeft een overzicht over hoe adaptatie tot nu toe in IAMs is gemodelleerd en
geeft ook suggesties voor verbeteringen. Hoofdstuk 6 gaat in op de interacties
tussen adaptatie- en mitigatiestrategieën vanuit kosten-baten oogpunt.
Hoofdstuk 7 evalueert verschillende emissie-allocatieregimes voor het reduceren
van broeikasgasemissies, rekening houdend met zowel mitigatiekosten,
adaptatiekosten en schadeprojecties door klimaatverandering. Hoofdstuk 8, ten
slotte, past een IAM toe om de effectiviteit van een van de huidige mechanismen
om adaptatiekosten in ontwikkelingslanden te financieren in te schatten.
Hoofdstuk 5: Het verbeteren van het modelleren van adaptatie in IAMs
Een betere representatie van adaptatiekosten in IAMs is belangrijk om de
modellen beter te laten aansluiten aan de werkelijkheid. Dit hoofdstuk laat zien
dat de meeste IAMs tot op heden nauwelijks expliciete aandacht besteden aan
adaptatie. Tevens worden er verschillende complicerende factoren om
adaptatiekosten in te schatten bediscussieerd. Hierdoor is het aannemelijk dat
de weinige modellen die wel expliciet aandacht aan adaptatie besteden het
effect van adaptatie overschatten en de kosten ervan onderschatten. Gegeven de
onzekerheden ten aanzien van adaptatie is het essentieel dat de representatie
van adaptatie in IAMs wordt verbeterd. Hierbij zou rekening gehouden moeten
worden met de volgende speciale eigenschappen van adaptatie: het lokale
karakter van adaptatie; de hoge mate waarin investeringen in adaptatie
afhangen van extreme gebeurtenissen; de mate waarin de noodzaak tot
adaptatie afhangt van het schaalniveau; de rol van niet-marktgerelateerde
kosten en baten; en de centrale rol van onzekerheid in de planning van
adaptatiemaatregelen.
Ondanks de huidige beperkingen lijken IAMs wel het juiste instrument om de
relatie tussen adaptatie- en mitigatiestrategieën te analyseren. Het gaat hierbij
met name over de vraag in hoeverre adaptatie het mitigatiedoel zou kunnen
beïnvloeden. De eerste resultaten van het AD-DICE model, waarin adaptatie
expliciet wordt gemodelleerd, suggereert dat het effect van verschillende
adaptatiestrategieën op het optimale mitigatieniveau beperkt is. Als de gevolgen
van klimaatverandering echter groter zijn dan de projecties van bestaande
modellen kan het effect van adaptatie op het optimale mitigatiedoel veel groter
zijn.
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Hoofdstuk 6: Interacties tussen adaptatie- en mitigatiestrategieën
In dit hoofdstuk wordt het FAIR-CBA model toegepast om de interacties tussen
adaptatiekosten, mitigatiekosten en emissiehandel, en schade door klimaatverandering te analyseren. De gebruikte methode om adaptatie te modelleren
heet AD-RICE en is gebaseerd op de schadeprojecties van wereldregio’s van het
RICE model. Ondanks de grote onzekerheden van deze schadeprojecties (zie ook
hoofdstuk 2 en 3) zijn enkele robuuste kwalitatieve conclusies te trekken.
De eerste conclusie heeft betrekking op het belangrijke verschil in dynamiek
tussen adaptatie en mitigatie. Adaptatie is met name effectief in het verlagen
van de schade van klimaatverandering op de kortere termijn. Echter, als er geen
mitigatiemaatregelen worden getroffen zorgt verdere klimaatverandering
ervoor dat adaptatie niet kan verhinderen dat de schade op termijn sterk
toeneemt. Mitigatie is erg effectief in het reduceren van schade op de langere
termijn. Volgens het gebruikte model worden de beste resultaten behaald als
zowel adaptatie- als mitigatiemaatregelen worden getroffen.
De tweede conclusie is dat ondanks de relatief lage kosten van adaptatie ten
opzichte van mitigatie, adaptatie met name in landen met een lager inkomen
de potentiële schade van klimaatverandering kan verminderen. De resultaten
laten zien dat met optimaal adaptatiebeleid meer dan een kwart van de
potentiële schade kan worden voorkomen (hoewel dit sterk afhangt van de zeer
onzekere projecties van schade en adaptatiekosten).
De derde conclusie is dat het optimale investeringsniveau in adaptatie alleen op
de langere termijn afhangt van het klimaatdoel. Als er geen mitigatiemaatregelen worden getroffen zal het klimaat op de langere termijn sterker
veranderen, waardoor de noodzaak tot adaptatie groter wordt. Huidige
mitigatiemaatregelen hebben echter weinig invloed op het klimaat van de
eerstkomende decennia, vanwege de traagheid van het klimaatsysteem.
Ongeacht de mitigatiestrategie zullen hierdoor de kosten voor adaptatie sterk
toenemen in de tijd. Het model laat zien dat bij een optimaal adaptatieniveau
de adaptatiekosten op wereldschaal toenemen van 10 miljard USD in 2010 tot
230 miljard USD in 2050.
De laatste conclusie is dat er grote verschillen zijn in de kosten van klimaatverandering tussen wereldregio’s. De inkomensverliezen zijn veel groter dan het
wereldgemiddelde in het oosten van Afrika en Zuid-Azië. Bovendien stijgen de
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inkomensverliezen ook sterk voor hogere concentratieniveaus. Dit impliceert dat
juist voor deze armere regio’s zowel adaptatie als mitigatie belangrijk zijn.
Samengevat kan worden gezegd dat het optimale adaptatieniveau sterk
toeneemt in de tijd, ongeacht het ambitieniveau van mitigatie en dat adaptatie
in het bijzonder belangrijk is in de armere regio’s. Dit suggereert dat het
waarschijnlijker is dat ontwikkelingslanden willen participeren in een
klimaatregime als adaptatie, en vooral financiering van adaptatie, onderdeel
zou uitmaken van een dergelijk regime.
Hoofdstuk 7: De effectiviteit van een 2% heffing op CDM projecten en
emissiehandel om adaptatie in ontwikkelingslanden te financieren
Tijdens de UNFCCC bijeenkomst in december 2007 in Bali is voorgesteld om een
heffing van 2% op CDM projecten (Clean Development Mechanism; CDM
projecten maken het mogelijk om de emissiereductiedoelstellingen van
ontwikkelde landen deels te bereiken door het financieren van projecten in
ontwikkelingslanden) te introduceren. Er bestaat ook een voorstel om de heffing
te verbreden naar emissiehandel. Dit hoofdstuk analyseert wat de effectiviteit
van een 2% heffing op zowel CDM projecten als emissiehandel van
ontwikkelingslanden is, gebruik makend van het FAIR-CBA model.
De analyse laat zien dat de effectiviteit van een dergelijke 2% heffing sterk
afhangt van het wereldwijde klimaatdoel. Een ambitieuzer doel resulteert in een
hogere omzet in emissiehandel. Dit leidt tot een hogere opbrengst van de 2%
heffing. Tegelijkertijd zal een ambitieuzer doel op de lange termijn betekenen
dat de geprojecteerde adaptatiekosten lager zijn. Indien een klimaatdoel van
2°C wordt nagestreeft (een beperking van de gemiddelde wereldwijde
temperatuurstijging van 2°C ten opzichte van de pre-industriële temperatuur)
zal ongeveer een derde van de benodigde adaptatiekosten in ontwikkelingslanden gefinancierd kunnen worden in 2030. Als de adaptatiekosten echter
hoger uitvallen dan de gemiddelde projectie daalt dit aandeel naar ongeveer
15%. Met een minder ambitieus mitigatiedoel van 2.5°C daalt dit aandeel zelfs
naar 10 tot 20%, afhankelijk van het emissie-allocatieregime.
Hoewel de opbrengsten van een 2% heffing op CDM projecten en emissiehandel
sterk afhangen van het emissie-allocatieregime en klimaatdoel, kan de
algemene conclusie worden getrokken dat slechts een klein deel van de
benodigde adaptatiekosten door een dergelijke 2% heffing gefinancierd kan
worden in de komende twee decennia. Indien het doel is om een substantieel
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aandeel van de totaal benodigde adaptatiekosten in ontwikkelingslanden
internationaal te financieren zullen daarom additionele mechanismen nodig
zijn. Er zijn diverse voorstellen voor dergelijke financieringsmechanismen in
omloop, maar tot nu toe is er nog geen systematische analyse van de
opbrengsten van deze mechanismen uitgevoerd. Toekomstig onderzoek,
gebruik makend van een vergelijkbare aanpak als deze studie, zou hier inzicht
in kunnen geven.
Hoofdstuk 8: Evaluatie van emissie-allocatieregimes rekening houdend
met adaptatiekosten en klimaatschade
Vele studies hebben de consequenties van verschillende post-2012 emissieallocatieregimes voor regionale mitigatiekosten geëvalueerd. Dit hoofdstuk gaat
een stap verder en gebruikt het FAIR-CBA model om niet alleen mitigatiekosten,
maar ook adaptatiekosten en klimaatschade van verschillende regimes te
evalueren. Er zijn twee redenen om adaptatiekosten en klimaatschade mee te
nemen in de evaluatie van emissie-allocatieregimes. Ten eerste verbreedt dit het
perspectief om de rechtvaardigheid van verschillende regimes te evalueren. Dit
is vooral belangrijk voor ontwikkelingslanden, waar de gevolgen van klimaatverandering over het algemeen hoger zullen zijn dan het wereldgemiddelde. De
tweede reden heeft te maken met het steeds belangrijker worden van
internationale financiering van adaptatiekosten in ontwikkelingslanden in de
onderhandelingen. Momenteel vindt deze discussie plaats parallel aan de
discussies rond mitigatie, maar het is interessant om deze thema’s vanuit een
meer geïntegreerd perspectief te plaatsen. Dit maakt het, in ieder geval
theoretisch, mogelijk om een emissie-allocatieregime zo in te richten dat het
leidt tot een geldstroom van ontwikkelde naar ontwikkelingslanden. Dit geld
zou gebruikt kunnen worden om de adaptatiekosten te financieren.
Het blijkt dat de verdeling van kosten over wereldregio’s sterk veranderd als
adaptatiekosten en klimaatschade worden meegenomen in de evaluatie van
emissie-allocatieregimes. Emissie-allocatieregimes zoals ‘contraction-andconvergence’ (een dusdanige allocatie van emissierechten zodat emissies per
capita convergeren naar een vastgesteld wereldgemiddelde in een bepaald jaar)
en ‘multi-stage’ (landen participeren in verschillende stadia met specifieke
doelstellingen voor elk stadium; de overgang naar een volgend stadium is
gebaseerd op bepaalde economische en milieugerelateerde indicatoren) leiden
tot lage of zelfs negatieve mitigatiekosten voor ontwikkelingslanden, een gevolg
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van de relatieve lage doelstellingen en daardoor hoge opbrengsten uit emissiehandel. Hier staat tegenover dat dezelfde ontwikkelingslanden vaak ook de
hoogste klimaatschade en adaptatiekosten zullen ondervinden. Deze laatste
twee kostenposten stijgen ook sterker in de tijd. Tot 2050 zouden de
opbrengsten van emissiehandel hoog genoeg kunnen zijn om de minst
ontwikkelde regio’s te compenseren voor de geleden klimaatschade en
benodigde adaptatiekosten, op voorwaarde dat klimaatbeleid er op gericht is
om klimaatverandering tot 2°C beperkt te houden. In 2100 zullen echter de
hoogste totale kosten plaatsvinden in juist deze minst ontwikkelde landen. Dit
geldt voor alle geanalyseerde emissie-allocatieregimes en klimaatdoelen.
De verdeling van de totale kosten over regio’s zou een reden kunnen zijn voor
een wereldwijd emissiehandelsysteem. Dit zou namelijk de minst ontwikkelde
landen compensatie kunnen bieden voor hun relatief hoge adaptatiekosten en
klimaatschade. Zelfs emissie-allocatieregimes gebaseerd op rechtvaardigheid
vanuit mitigatieoogpunt kunnen al leiden tot een geldstroom naar de minst
ontwikkelde landen die groter is dan de klimaatschade en adaptatiekosten, in
ieder geval voor de eerstkomende decennia. De belangrijkste voorwaarden
hiervoor zijn dat een wereldwijd emissiehandelssysteem wordt ingevoerd, zodat
ontwikkelingslanden hun overschot aan emissierechten kunnen verkopen aan
de meer ontwikkelde landen, en dat een ambitieus klimaatdoel wordt
nagestreefd.
Een laatste conclusie is dat de kostenverschillen tussen regio’s substantieel zijn
op de korte tot middellange termijn, maar dat deze tegen het eind van de eeuw
sterk afnemen. De reden is dat veruit de belangrijkste kostenpost op de lange
termijn klimaatschade is (wat niet afhangt van het emissie-allocatieregime).
Voor de minst ontwikkelde landen is de klimaatschade op de lange termijn zo
groot dat geldstromen voortvloeiend uit emissie-allocatieregimes deze niet meer
kunnen compenseren.

Conclusies en toekomstig onderzoek
Belangrijkste conclusies
IAMs zijn een goed instrument om systematisch de kosten en baten van
klimaatbeleid in een formeel raamwerk te analyseren. Desondanks is het
onwaarschijnlijk dat een kosten-batenanalyse uitsluitsel kan geven wat het
optimale klimaatdoel is. Dit heeft voornamelijk te maken met de gevoeligheid
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van waardeoordelen op de resultaten, waarvan de meest belangrijke de
verdisconteringsmethode en waardering van klimaatschade zijn. Het toepassen
van kosten-batenanalyse om beleidsmakers te informeren over het optimale
klimaatdoel wordt ook om andere redenen bekritiseerd, voornamelijk omdat ze
niet genoeg rekening zouden houden met gebeurtenissen met een lage
waarschijnlijkheid, maar hoge gevolgen.
Het minimax criterium is als alternatief voor kosten-batenanalyses voorgesteld
om klimaatbeleid te ondersteunen. Volgens dit criterium moeten de maximale
verwachte kosten voor de samenleving worden geminimaliseerd. Het minimax
criterium kan ook worden toegepast in een IAM. Voor relatief lage
verdisconteringsvoeten leidt dit tot ambitieuzere en robuustere aanbevelingen
voor klimaatbeleid (namelijk stabilisatie van broeikasgassen op een niveau van
ongeveer 450 ppm CO2-equivalenten) dan standaard kosten-batenanalyses. Voor
relatief hoge verdisconteringsvoeten (vergelijkbaar met de marktrente) leidt
toepassing van het minimax criterium echter niet tot substantieel andere
aanbevelingen dan standaard kosten-batenanalyses. Uiteindelijk blijft het belang
wat gehecht wordt aan de welvaart van toekomstige generaties een cruciale rol
spelen in het bepalen van een klimaatdoel. Een concentratiedoel van 450 ppm
CO2-equivalenten kan zonder meer worden gerechtvaardigd indien de huidige
generatie welvaartsverliezen accepteert ten gunste van toekomstige generaties.
Om een dergelijk doel te realiseren moeten echter wel alle landen met hoge
emissies van broeikasgassen binnen enkele decennia reductiedoelstellingen op
zich nemen.
Met betrekking tot adaptatie is een van de belangrijkste conclusies dat adaptatie
en mitigatie niet kunnen worden gezien als substituten van elkaar. Adaptatie
kan op korte termijn klimaatschade effectief reduceren, maar is veel minder
effectief op de lange termijn, omdat het de klimaatverandering niet beperkt.
Mitigatie is veel effectiever op de lange termijn. Investeringen in adaptatie lijken
in het bijzonder belangrijk in landen met lage inkomens, zoals landen in subSahara Afrika en Zuid-Azië. In deze landen zijn de inkomensverliezen door
klimaatverandering, vooral voor hogere concentratiedoelen, veel hoger dan het
wereldgemiddelde. Aangezien adaptatie slechts in beperkte mate klimaatschade
kan verminderen is mitigatie ook voor deze landen extra belangrijk. Om
ontwikkelingslanden te ondersteunen bij de financiering van adaptatieinvesteringen is het Adaptatiefonds in het leven geroepen. De opbrengsten van
het huidige financieringsmechanisme – een heffing van 2% op projecten van het
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clean development mechanism – zijn echter veel te laag om een substantiële
bijdrage te leveren aan de financiering van adaptatiekosten in ontwikkelingslanden, zelfs als de heffing van 2% ook op emissiehandel wordt toegepast. Om
een substantiële bijdrage te leveren aan de financiering van adaptatiekosten in
ontwikkelingslanden zijn derhalve additionele financieringsmechanismen
noodzakelijk. Een alternatieve manier om geldstromen van ontwikkelde naar
ontwikkelingslanden te creëren is met behulp van emissiehandel. Als
ontwikkelingslanden zouden participeren in een klimaatovereenkomst met op
mitigatie gerichte rechtvaardigheidsprincipes en er volledige emissiehandel zou
worden toegestaan tussen de landen in deze overeenkomst, zou dit tot grote
geldstromen van ontwikkelde landen naar ontwikkelingslanden kunnen leiden.
De meest belangrijke voorwaarden zijn dat de reductiedoelen ambitieus genoeg
zijn en dat er een wereldwijd emissiehandelssysteem voorhanden is zodat
ontwikkelingslanden hun teveel aan emissierechten kunnen verkopen.

Toekomstig onderzoek
De aanbevelingen voor toekomstig onderzoek hebben betrekking op modelanalyses en modelontwikkeling.
Uit hoofdstuk 7 volgt dat additionele financieringsmechanismen nodig zijn om
een substantiële bijdrage te leveren aan de financiering van adaptatiekosten in
ontwikkelingslanden. De relevantie van internationale financiering van zowel
adaptatie als mitigatie wordt onderstreept in het Kopenhagen Akkoord, waarin
genoemd wordt dat “ontwikkelde landen zich vastleggen op een doel om in
2020 gezamenlijk 100 miljard USD per jaar bijeen te brengen om in de
behoeften van ontwikkelingslanden te voorzien”. Er zijn verschillende voorstellen voor additionele financieringsmechanismen in omloop (zie voor een
overzicht Müller, 2008). Van sommigen van deze voorstellen hangt de
hoeveelheid geld dat gegenereerd wordt af van het emissiereductieniveau (via
de emissieprijs) en de allocatie van emissiereductiedoelstellingen over landen
(via de omzet in emissiehandel). Toekomstig onderzoek zou zich kunnen richten
op modelanalyses om te bepalen hoeveel geld de verschillende financieringsmechanismen genereren en welke landen hieraan mee betalen, onder verschillende aannames ten aanzien van reductiedoelstellingen en emissieallocatieregels.
Ten aanzien van modelontwikkeling is de conclusie van dit proefschrift dat IAMs
mitigatie veel gedetailleerder modelleren dan klimaatschade en adaptatie van
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belang. De kosten van mitigatie zijn in sommige IAMs gebaseerd op
gedetailleerde energiemodellen, terwijl de baten van mitigatie (d.w.z. de
vermeden klimaatschade) en kosten en baten van adaptatie over het algemeen
door slechts enkele vergelijkingen worden beschreven onder een paar generieke
veronderstellingen. Een mogelijke verbetering is om IAMs die de gevolgen van
klimaatveranderingen in fysieke eenheden weergeven te koppelen aan kostenbaten IAMs. De opgave van kosten-baten IAMS is dan om de fysieke gevolgen te
monetariseren – iets dat de huidge IAMs al impliciet doen. Deze methode heeft
de volgende voordelen:
•

•

•

Het zorgt voor een betere onderbouwing van de schadeprojecties. Op dit
moment zijn de meeste schadeprojecties gebaseerd op het werk van
Nordhaus en Boyer (2000) en Tol (2002a; 2002b). Zij baseren hun projecties
op statistische relaties tussen temperatuur en schade per sector (bijvoorbeeld
gezondheid, landbouw, nederzettingen). Voor de meeste wereldregio’s zijn
zulke statistische relaties echter niet beschikbaar, waardoor inschattingen
van experts een belangrijke rol spelen in de totstandkoming van de
schadeprojecties. Het relateren van schadeprojecties aan IAMs met een
gedetailleerde modellering van fysieke gevolgen lijkt daarom een
verbetering ten opzichte van de huidige praktijk om de schade van
klimaatverandering in te schatten.
Het levert meer gedetailleerde schadeprojecties op sectoraal en regionaal
niveau. Dit is met name belangrijk om de noodzaak tot adaptatie in te
schatten, aangezien dit afhangt van de te verwachten gevolgen van
klimaatverandering op specifieke sectoren in specifieke regio’s.
Het voorziet in de mogelijkheid voor een gevoeligheidsanalyse op sectoraal
en regionaal niveau, alsmede op de methode van monetarisering. De
huidige schadefuncties in kosten-baten IAMs zijn in hoge mate
geaggregeerd (dit geldt niet voor het FUND model (Tol, 2002c), waarin de
totale schadeprojectie de optelsom is van sectorale schadeprojecties). Dit
heeft tot gevolg dat een gevoeligheidsanalyse voor een specifieke sector
momenteel niet mogelijk is in de IAMs (FUND uitgezonderd). Aangezien de
onzekerheid in landbouwschade door klimaatverandering veel hoger zou
kunnen zijn voor India dan bijvoorbeeld West-Europa, kunnen
gevoeligheidsanalyses voor specifieke sectoren en voor specifieke regio’s wel
van belang zijn. Het belang van monetarisering laat zich illustreren door te
kijken naar het verschil in methode tussen DICE en FUND om de gevolgen
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van klimaatverandering voor gezondheid in geld uit te drukken. DICE
waardeert een statistisch verlies van levensjaar door klimaatverandering op
twee keer het inkomen per hoofd van de bevolking (Nordhaus en Boyer,
2000). FUND, daarentegen, waardeert een verlies van een statistisch leven
op 200 keer het inkomen per hoofd van de bevolking (Tol, 2002a). Hoewel
FUND het verlies van een heel leven waardeert en DICE een verlies van een
levensjaar heeft dit bovengenoemde verschil in waardering een groot effect
op de geprojecteerde gezondheidsimpacts.
Het bovenstaande laat zien dat het koppelen van kosten-baten IAMs met IAMs
met fysieke impacts belangrijke voordelen met zich meebrengt. Het koppelen
van deze twee typen van modellen is echter niet eenvoudig. Om een
rekenkundig complex optimalisatieproces mogelijk te maken zijn de meeste
kosten-baten IAMs eenvoudig van opzet. Een harde koppeling tussen de veel
complexere IAMs met fysieke impacts lijkt daarom niet mogelijk. Een model van
het type gebruikt voor dit proefschrift is echter niet afhankelijk van een
dergelijk optimalisatieproces en zou daarom geschikt kunnen zijn om te
koppelen aan een IAM met fysieke impacts. Een ander complicerende factor is
dat de meeste IAMs met fysieke impacts over het algemeen minder categorieën
van klimaatgevolgen omvatten dan kosten-baten IAMs. Het DICE model omvat
bijvoorbeeld categorieën als “niet-marktgerelateerde tijdsbesteding” en
“catastrofale gevolgen”. Voor zulke categorieën van gevolgen lijkt een
koppeling met IAMs met fysieke impacts niet van toegevoegde waarde. Voor
categorieën zoals gezondheid en landbouw lijkt een koppeling van kosten-baten
IAMs met IAMs met fysieke impacts echter wel de moeite waard. Dit zou een
belangrijke stap vooruit kunnen betekenen om zowel klimaatschade als de
adaptatiebehoefte beter in te schatten.
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